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From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Mon Dec 3 07:41:43 2018
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Mon, 3 Dec 2018 12:41:43 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
In-Reply-To:
<SN6PR10MB3006C5B1E5539F7ED60E0214C2D30@SN6PR10MB3006.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
References: <731929e7368e4a7593605022be308291@Mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
<SN6PR10MB3006C5B1E5539F7ED60E0214C2D30@SN6PR10MB3006.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <d55403955ea143a38fce5cd3f53e4ad9@marion.lib.in.us>
Would

love the video as well!

Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington
Marion, IN 46953
765-668-2900 x1153
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ernst, Elizabeth
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2018 7:15 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
Michelle, and others:
This issue was discussed earlier in the week (Mark Mullinex first posted).
at the archives will bring up the thread.

A look

Ellen Anderson then posted a work around, which is the one that Anne Mitchell
referenced yesterday.
(We actually put together a little video on how to do this work around for our
staff to know how to do this. It is internal to us but I can check about sharing it
if wanted).

Elizabeth J. Ernst
Interim Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
eernst at dar.org<mailto:eernst at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Michelle Gross
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2018 4:15 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
Hello All,

Have you noticed that when you search someone on AncestryLibrary the related links
are not showing up on records any longer?
I'm just trying to determine if this is a change that Ancestry made or something
wrong with us.
Thanks,
Michelle
Michelle Gross
Local & State History Manager
Headquarters Library
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28314
910-483-7727 ext. 1360
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/82884ad8/
attachment-0001.html>
From EErnst at dar.org Mon Dec 3 07:50:24 2018
From: EErnst at dar.org (Ernst, Elizabeth)
Date: Mon, 3 Dec 2018 12:50:24 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition Suggestion video
Message-ID:
<BL0SPR01MB0026FDCEF049992A730D8CAFC2AE0@BL0SPR01MB0026.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
Rhonda,
Here it is.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda Stoffer
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2018 7:42 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
Would

love the video as well!

Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington
Marion, IN 46953
765-668-2900 x1153
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ernst, Elizabeth
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2018 7:15 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
Michelle, and others:

This issue was discussed earlier in the week (Mark Mullinex first posted).
at the archives will bring up the thread.

A look

Ellen Anderson then posted a work around, which is the one that Anne Mitchell
referenced yesterday.
(We actually put together a little video on how to do this work around for our
staff to know how to do this. It is internal to us but I can check about sharing it
if wanted).

Elizabeth J. Ernst
Interim Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
eernst at dar.org<mailto:eernst at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.dar.org_library&d=DwMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=5UGSJapp7mEAi9fILoC407FKhyHqKTD5FtRxldckICo&m=juzZ7erdikJUDNTPeeqmucI2Oqfmf6BrAWdqGnN5BU&s=5LQ1zHbB-ZZwpVhWoc1E2f_tbEzDqMEPvfKtpFB_bE0&e=>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Michelle Gross
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2018 4:15 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
Hello All,
Have you noticed that when you search someone on AncestryLibrary the related links
are not showing up on records any longer?
I'm just trying to determine if this is a change that Ancestry made or something
wrong with us.
Thanks,
Michelle
Michelle Gross
Local & State History Manager
Headquarters Library
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28314
910-483-7727 ext. 1360
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/
e40350e3/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Finding_Suggestions.mp4
Type: video/mp4

Size: 12323256 bytes
Desc: Finding_Suggestions.mp4
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/
e40350e3/attachment-0001.mp4>
From EErnst at dar.org Mon Dec 3 08:00:13 2018
From: EErnst at dar.org (Ernst, Elizabeth)
Date: Mon, 3 Dec 2018 13:00:13 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Recall: Ancestry Library Edition Suggestion video
Message-ID:
<BL0SPR01MB0026BF1FF4C76715F622BB0BC2AE0@BL0SPR01MB0026.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
Ernst, Elizabeth would like to recall the message, "Ancestry Library Edition
Suggestion video".
From swixom2 at gmail.com Mon Dec 3 10:14:25 2018
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Mon, 3 Dec 2018 10:14:25 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Do you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro SP 2000
microfilm readers?
Message-ID: <CANue--UJauc82NCBt7VpDkb_ZLMV7fpZLJRsOVmD=ggAq-NeHQ@mail.gmail.com>
I hope there is still someone on the east coast.
Thank you.
-Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/154b9036/
attachment.html>
From flrova at mchsi.com Mon Dec 3 11:45:34 2018
From: flrova at mchsi.com (Bruce and Connie Rova)
Date: Mon, 3 Dec 2018 10:45:34 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Do you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro SP
2000 microfilm readers?
In-Reply-To: Tpvngv8Su15aBTpvrg3vdP
References: Tpvngv8Su15aBTpvrg3vdP
Message-ID: <005f01d48b27$9c9dce00$d5d96a00$@mchsi.com>
Three possible resources to help you:

https://www.service-center-locator.com/konica-minolta/konica-minolta-servicecenter.htm

https://www.metroimagingservices.com/?
gclid=EAIaIQobChMIwoD044yE3wIVAY_ICh1tIwAoEAAYASAAEgJPuPD_BwE

https://kmbs.konicaminolta.us/kmbs/support-downloads

Hope this helps you find the one you need.
Bruce Rova
Volunteer at West Florida Genealogy Library
Pensacola, FL

From: genealib-bounces
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, December
To: Librarians Serving
Subject: [Genealib] Do
readers?

at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
03, 2018 9:14 AM
Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro SP 2000 microfilm

I hope there is still someone on the east coast.

Thank you.

-Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA
912-652-3697

31401

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/
beafaf09/attachment.html>
From jacksonm at bibblib.org Mon Dec 3 13:02:57 2018
From: jacksonm at bibblib.org (Muriel Jackson)
Date: Mon, 3 Dec 2018 13:02:57 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Do you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro SP
2000 microfilm readers?
In-Reply-To: <CANue--UJauc82NCBt7VpDkb_ZLMV7fpZLJRsOVmD=ggAq-NeHQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--UJauc82NCBt7VpDkb_ZLMV7fpZLJRsOVmD=ggAq-NeHQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <00ec01d48b32$6c333d30$4499b790$@bibblib.org>

We have been unable to get our machines repaired as there parts are no longer being
manufactured.

Muriel

*****************************************

Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

<mailto:jacksonm at bibblib.org> jacksonm at bibblib.org

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to

connect all people to the information necessary to
improve their lives through excellent services and materials.

From: genealib-bounces
mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
Sent: Monday, December
To: Librarians Serving
Subject: [Genealib] Do
readers?

at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
3, 2018 10:14 AM
Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro SP 2000 microfilm

I hope there is still someone on the east coast.

Thank you.

-Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA
912-652-3697

31401

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/
f445fb03/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 2650 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/

f445fb03/attachment.jpg>
From swixom2 at gmail.com Mon Dec 3 13:33:10 2018
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Mon, 3 Dec 2018 13:33:10 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Do you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro SP 2000
microfilm readers?
In-Reply-To: <00ec01d48b32$6c333d30$4499b790$@bibblib.org>
References: <CANue--UJauc82NCBt7VpDkb_ZLMV7fpZLJRsOVmD=ggAq-NeHQ@mail.gmail.com>
<00ec01d48b32$6c333d30$4499b790$@bibblib.org>
Message-ID: <CANue--XPryxU8HZ9nQZ2HuotwzmVzyChh3kxfNew-n+XSbq8wA@mail.gmail.com>
Muriel,
Thank you for your quick and helpful reply. Our repairman retired several
years ago. I was afraid parts might not be available for machines we
bought in the late 1990's. They were wonderful in their day.
It was great to hear from you.
wonderful holiday season.

I hope you are doing well and will have a

Sharen
On Mon, Dec 3, 2018 at 1:03 PM Muriel Jackson <jacksonm at bibblib.org> wrote:
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We have been unable to get our machines repaired as there parts are no
longer being manufactured.

Muriel

*******************************************

*Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

*jacksonm at bibblib.org* <jacksonm at bibblib.org>
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>
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>
>
>
>

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

*[image: mgrl-pantone-fullcolor.jpg]*

*The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to *
*connect all people to the information necessary to *
*improve their lives through excellent services and materials.*

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Sharen Wixom
*Sent:* Monday, December 3, 2018 10:14 AM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* [Genealib] Do you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro SP
2000 microfilm readers?

I hope there is still someone on the east coast.

Thank you.

-Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA
912-652-3697

31401

>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/41c4c5ec/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 2650 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/41c4c5ec/
attachment.jpg>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 2650 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/41c4c5ec/
attachment-0001.jpg>
From swixom2 at gmail.com Mon Dec 3 13:34:42 2018
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Mon, 3 Dec 2018 13:34:42 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Do you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro SP 2000
microfilm readers?
In-Reply-To: <005f01d48b27$9c9dce00$d5d96a00$@mchsi.com>
References: <005f01d48b27$9c9dce00$d5d96a00$@mchsi.com>
Message-ID: <CANue--WxuzQ+kHF-uVXOcGbpPMgVL+maeR+W6cTq__WA+JNQbQ@mail.gmail.com>
Mr. Rova:
Thank you for all the links you sent me. Our excellent repairman retired
several years ago. Thank you for giving me some new options.
Sharen
On Mon, Dec 3, 2018 at 11:45 AM Bruce and Connie Rova <flrova at mchsi.com>
wrote:
> Three possible resources to help you:
>
>
>
>
> https://www.service-center-locator.com/konica-minolta/konica-minolta-servicecenter.htm
>
>
>
>

> https://www.metroimagingservices.com/?
gclid=EAIaIQobChMIwoD044yE3wIVAY_ICh1tIwAoEAAYASAAEgJPuPD_BwE
>
>
>
> https://kmbs.konicaminolta.us/kmbs/support-downloads
>
>
>
> Hope this helps you find the one you need.
>
> Bruce Rova
>
> Volunteer at West Florida Genealogy Library
>
> Pensacola, FL
>
>
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Sharen Wixom
> *Sent:* Monday, December 03, 2018 9:14 AM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Subject:* [Genealib] Do you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro SP
> 2000 microfilm readers?
>
>
>
> I hope there is still someone on the east coast.
>
>
>
> Thank you.
>
>
>
> ->
> Sharen Lee
>
> Reference Librarian
>
> Bull Street Library
>
> 2002 Bull Street
>
> Savannah, GA 31401
> 912-652-3697
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________

> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/717c1305/
attachment.html>
From lholden at andersonlibrary.org Mon Dec 3 14:02:20 2018
From: lholden at andersonlibrary.org (Laura Holden)
Date: Mon, 3 Dec 2018 14:02:20 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Do you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro
SP
2000 microfilm readers?
In-Reply-To: <00ec01d48b32$6c333d30$4499b790$@bibblib.org>
References: <CANue--UJauc82NCBt7VpDkb_ZLMV7fpZLJRsOVmD=ggAq-NeHQ@mail.gmail.com>
<00ec01d48b32$6c333d30$4499b790$@bibblib.org>
Message-ID: <006601d48b3a$b76e4c10$264ae430$@andersonlibrary.org>
I use Cavin?s Business Solutions. The service number that I have is 1-800-768-1213.
It?s been a long time since I have needed repair on the machines so I am not sure
if the number is still active. The technician Gene told me that he serviced both
North & South Carolina and upper Georgia.

_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

Website: <http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/>
http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Muriel Jackson
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2018 1:03 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

Subject: Re: [Genealib] Do you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro SP 2000
microfilm readers?

We have been unable to get our machines repaired as there parts are no longer being
manufactured.

Muriel

*****************************************

Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

<mailto:jacksonm at bibblib.org> jacksonm at bibblib.org

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to
connect all people to the information necessary to
improve their lives through excellent services and materials.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On
Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Monday, December 3, 2018 10:14 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> >
Subject: [Genealib] Do you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro SP 2000 microfilm
readers?

I hope there is still someone on the east coast.

Thank you.

-Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA
912-652-3697

31401

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/
a70341d6/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 2650 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/
a70341d6/attachment.jpg>
From swixom2 at gmail.com Mon Dec 3 14:05:14 2018
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Mon, 3 Dec 2018 14:05:14 -0500

Subject: [Genealib] Do you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro SP 2000
microfilm readers?
In-Reply-To: <006601d48b3a$b76e4c10$264ae430$@andersonlibrary.org>
References: <CANue--UJauc82NCBt7VpDkb_ZLMV7fpZLJRsOVmD=ggAq-NeHQ@mail.gmail.com>
<00ec01d48b32$6c333d30$4499b790$@bibblib.org>
<006601d48b3a$b76e4c10$264ae430$@andersonlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <CANue--Vmv93-=eCQySXreJ1hnDhWp-vb50cvaD40pNOyUO2Tgg@mail.gmail.com>
Thank you, Laura.
the lead.

I have not heard or this company before.

I appreciate

Sharen
On Mon, Dec 3, 2018 at 2:02 PM Laura Holden <lholden at andersonlibrary.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I use Cavin?s Business Solutions. The service number that I have is
1-800-768-1213. It?s been a long time since I have needed repair on the
machines so I am not sure if the number is still active. The technician
Gene told me that he serviced both North & South Carolina and upper Georgia.

_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Muriel Jackson
*Sent:* Monday, December 03, 2018 1:03 PM
*To:* 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Do you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro SP
2000 microfilm readers?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We have been unable to get our machines repaired as there parts are no
longer being manufactured.

Muriel

*******************************************

*Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

*jacksonm at bibblib.org* <jacksonm at bibblib.org>

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

*[image: mgrl-pantone-fullcolor.jpg]*

*The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to *
*connect all people to the information necessary to *
*improve their lives through excellent services and materials.*

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [
mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] *On Behalf Of *Sharen Wixom

> *Sent:* Monday, December 3, 2018 10:14 AM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Subject:* [Genealib] Do you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro SP
> 2000 microfilm readers?
>
>
>
> I hope there is still someone on the east coast.
>
>
>
> Thank you.
>
>
>
> ->
> Sharen Lee
>
> Reference Librarian
>
> Bull Street Library
>
> 2002 Bull Street
>
> Savannah, GA 31401
> 912-652-3697
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/
ae56452c/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 2650 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/
ae56452c/attachment.jpg>
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URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/
ae56452c/attachment-0001.jpg>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Mon Dec 3 14:05:53 2018
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Mon, 3 Dec 2018 11:05:53 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Do you know anyone who repairs Minolta Micro SP 2000
microfilm readers?
In-Reply-To: <CANue--UJauc82NCBt7VpDkb_ZLMV7fpZLJRsOVmD=ggAq-NeHQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--UJauc82NCBt7VpDkb_ZLMV7fpZLJRsOVmD=ggAq-NeHQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozY=O+44MUtV8eJ6gua69Zb_D3rMuvibm69QTLRTLV23Bdg@mail.gmail.com>
If you can't get it repaired, check with the LDS library in your area, they
are downsizing their microfilm reader capacity because they are digitizing
and indexing all their microfilm.
On Mon, Dec 3, 2018 at 7:14 AM Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I hope there is still someone on the east coast.
Thank you.
-Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/
bf8cbd98/attachment-0001.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Mon Dec 3 14:33:23 2018
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Mon, 3 Dec 2018 11:33:23 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Recall: Ancestry Library Edition Suggestion video
In-Reply-To:
<BL0SPR01MB0026BF1FF4C76715F622BB0BC2AE0@BL0SPR01MB0026.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BL0SPR01MB0026BF1FF4C76715F622BB0BC2AE0@BL0SPR01MB0026.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>

Message-ID: <CALCozYmRRzDX6NMvTb+6sGaPY7P5KR4qp8Srfix47dMiZb1WTA@mail.gmail.com>
Why?
On Mon, Dec 3, 2018 at 5:00 AM Ernst, Elizabeth <EErnst at dar.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Ernst, Elizabeth would like to recall the message, "Ancestry Library
Edition Suggestion video".
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181203/8b0d73a1/
attachment.html>
From mvmcgrs at aol.com Tue Dec 4 21:35:39 2018
From: mvmcgrs at aol.com (mvmcgrs at aol.com)
Date: Tue, 4 Dec 2018 21:35:39 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Question
Message-ID: <1677c388b71-1ec1-1a47@webjas-vaa179.srv.aolmail.net>
?
?
Is this list the place to list genealogy books, magazines and quarterlies that I'd
like to donate to a library for the cost of mailing (media mail) and a donation
slip?
?
Marie
Marie Varrelman Melchiori, Certified Genealogist Emeritus
______________________________________________________________
CG or Certified Genealogist is a service mark of the Board for Certification of
Genealogists, used under license by Board-certified genealogists after periodic
competency evaluation, and the board name is registered in the US Patent &
Trademark Office.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181204/477563b2/
attachment.html>
From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Dec 5 08:42:57 2018
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 5 Dec 2018 13:42:57 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Question
In-Reply-To: <1677c388b71-1ec1-1a47@webjas-vaa179.srv.aolmail.net>
References: <1677c388b71-1ec1-1a47@webjas-vaa179.srv.aolmail.net>
Message-ID: <243EEA35-3154-41D4-B42F-6302A093D4B5@usf.edu>

Marie,
Yes, that?s fine on this list. (But I?ll remind everyone to contact you directly
if they want any of your offered materials, and not back to the list.)
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of "mvmcgrs at aol.com"
<mvmcgrs at aol.com>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tuesday, December 4, 2018 at 9:35 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Question

Is this list the place to list genealogy books, magazines and quarterlies that I'd
like to donate to a library for the cost of mailing (media mail) and a donation
slip?
Marie
Marie Varrelman Melchiori, Certified Genealogist Emeritus
______________________________________________________________
CG or Certified Genealogist is a service mark of the Board for Certification of
Genealogists, used under license by Board-certified genealogists after periodic
competency evaluation, and the board name is registered in the US Patent &
Trademark Office.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181205/056ff4a2/
attachment.html>
From mccartj at Halifax.CA Wed Dec 5 11:38:22 2018
From: mccartj at Halifax.CA (McCarthy, Joanne)
Date: Wed, 5 Dec 2018 16:38:22 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Suggested Records on Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To:
<BL0SPR01MB0026BF1FF4C76715F622BB0BC2AE0@BL0SPR01MB0026.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BL0SPR01MB0026BF1FF4C76715F622BB0BC2AE0@BL0SPR01MB0026.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <1544027957685.32233@Halifax.CA>
Hello everyone,
I reached out to our Ancestry Library Edition provider, ProQuest, to find out why
the Suggested Records was removed from the display features. Here was the
response:
"The Ancestry team informs me that the ?Suggested Records feature? on the Ancestry
Library Edition platform was removed for technical reasons and they do not have any
current plans to reintroduce it. It?s possible that may change in the future but
for the moment the feature is only available on personal accounts."
Would Ancestry reconsider should we all register our disappointment with them?
While it wasn't ProQuest who made the decision, they are the provider.

all the best
Joanne
Joanne McCarthy O'Leary
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Halifax Central Library
5440 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca
Follow us on Twitter
http://twitter.com/hfxpublib
Visit us on Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/hfxpublib

From lholden at andersonlibrary.org Wed Dec 5 12:10:24 2018
From: lholden at andersonlibrary.org (Laura Holden)
Date: Wed, 5 Dec 2018 12:10:24 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
In-Reply-To: <2d592c0e5e1d4ceca8f6a3bbe16dc7e1@hexsrv.saginawlibrary.org>
References: <731929e7368e4a7593605022be308291@Mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>,
<CAF70gUahn1LukKRfTTn3TC7sK1JK1vfxyCTOoX=4OxsvJcmKGg@mail.gmail.com>
<2d592c0e5e1d4ceca8f6a3bbe16dc7e1@hexsrv.saginawlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <006a01d48cbd$6920eca0$3b62c5e0$@andersonlibrary.org>
I have had the same thing with AncestryLibrary ignoring geographic
searching. I and my staff are avoiding using AncestryLibrary if we can. I am
beginning to search for alternative databases since AncestryLibrary has
become so unreliable in returning relevant results.

_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

Website: <http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/>
http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Stacy McNally
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2018 4:48 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Question

I have noticed this same thing!

It's maddening.

Stacy McNally
Local History & Genealogy Librarian
Hoyt Library
Saginaw, MI

_____
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> > on behalf of Erica
Stepler-Cavin <estepler-cavin at midpointelibrary.org
<mailto:estepler-cavin at midpointelibrary.org> >
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2018 4:27 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Question

Greetings Michelle,
Not only am I not getting the suggestions that used to appear, but the
algorithm seems to be ignoring location info; I put in a specific city in
Ohio only to get 20 matches from other states before the one for my
searchee, though all have the same name. It seems to be forgetting to
prioritize my results by location. This seems to be a recent, but
pervasive, change. Let me know if others report the same fault.
Thanks,
Erica

-Erica Halsey
Reference Librarian
MidPointe Library System
125 S. Broad St.
<https://maps.google.com/?q=125+S.+Broad+St.+%0D%0A+Middletown,+OH+45044&ent
ry=gmail&source=g>
Middletown, OH 45044
<https://maps.google.com/?q=125+S.+Broad+St.+%0D%0A+Middletown,+OH+45044&ent
ry=gmail&source=g>
Phone: 513.705.8531
Email: estepler-cavin at midpointelibrary.or
<mailto:estepler-cavin at midpointelibrary.or> g
Web: www.MidPointeLibrary.org <http://www.midpointelibrary.org/>

On Thu, Nov 29, 2018 at 4:14 PM Michelle Gross <mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us
<mailto:mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us> > wrote:
Hello All,

Have you noticed that when you search someone on AncestryLibrary the related
links are not showing up on records any longer?

I'm just trying to determine if this is a change that Ancestry made or
something wrong with us.

Thanks,
Michelle

Michelle Gross
Local & State History Manager
Headquarters Library

Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC

28314

910-483-7727 ext. 1360

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<http://www.midpointelibrary.org/>
<http://www.midpointelibrary.org/images/g_logo.png>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181205/
c040a68e/attachment.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Wed Dec 5 12:49:21 2018
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Wed, 5 Dec 2018 09:49:21 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Question
In-Reply-To: <243EEA35-3154-41D4-B42F-6302A093D4B5@usf.edu>
References: <1677c388b71-1ec1-1a47@webjas-vaa179.srv.aolmail.net>
<243EEA35-3154-41D4-B42F-6302A093D4B5@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <CALCozYnQoe6dLDt6nsVU=mLFfn7mSA9woBFQxEgvnEDktPXWog@mail.gmail.com>
I would like to view the list of books being offered by Marie Varrelman
Melchiori, Certified Genealogist Emeritus. I am the librarian at California
Genealogical Society and Library, Arlene Miles.
On Wed, Dec 5, 2018 at 5:43 AM Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Marie,

Yes, that?s fine on this list. (But I?ll remind everyone to contact you
directly if they want any of your offered materials, and not back to the
list.)

Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator

*From: *<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of "
mvmcgrs at aol.com" <mvmcgrs at aol.com>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

*Reply-To: *Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Date: *Tuesday, December 4, 2018 at 9:35 PM
*To: *Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject: *[Genealib] Question

Is this list the place to list genealogy books, magazines and quarterlies
that I'd like to donate to a library for the cost of mailing (media mail)
and a donation slip?

Marie
Marie Varrelman Melchiori, Certified Genealogist Emeritus
______________________________________________________________
CG or Certified Genealogist is a service mark of the Board for
Certification of Genealogists, used under license by Board-certified
genealogists after periodic competency evaluation, and the board name is
registered in the US Patent & Trademark Office.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181205/85f5c4d9/
attachment.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Wed Dec 5 12:54:44 2018
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Wed, 5 Dec 2018 09:54:44 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
In-Reply-To: <006a01d48cbd$6920eca0$3b62c5e0$@andersonlibrary.org>
References: <731929e7368e4a7593605022be308291@Mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
<CAF70gUahn1LukKRfTTn3TC7sK1JK1vfxyCTOoX=4OxsvJcmKGg@mail.gmail.com>
<2d592c0e5e1d4ceca8f6a3bbe16dc7e1@hexsrv.saginawlibrary.org>
<006a01d48cbd$6920eca0$3b62c5e0$@andersonlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <CALCozY=SjF56T0hkyz9JnF-VXBgo1aEeiQX9gQ-3o1xwi_oyjg@mail.gmail.com>
I think Ancestry.com is trying to get people to purchase their US or World
Edition.
On Wed, Dec 5, 2018 at 9:10 AM Laura Holden <lholden at andersonlibrary.org>
wrote:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have had the same thing with AncestryLibrary ignoring geographic
searching. I and my staff are avoiding using AncestryLibrary if we can. I
am beginning to search for alternative databases since AncestryLibrary has
become so unreliable in returning relevant results.

_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Stacy McNally
*Sent:* Thursday, November 29, 2018 4:48 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Question

I have noticed this same thing!

It's maddening.

Stacy McNally
Local History & Genealogy Librarian
Hoyt Library
Saginaw, MI
------------------------------

> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Erica Stepler-Cavin <
> estepler-cavin at midpointelibrary.org>
> *Sent:* Thursday, November 29, 2018 4:27 PM
> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> *Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
>
>
>
> Greetings Michelle,
>
> Not only am I not getting the suggestions that used to appear, but the
> algorithm seems to be ignoring location info; I put in a specific city in
> Ohio only to get 20 matches from other states before the one for my
> searchee, though all have the same name. It seems to be forgetting to
> prioritize my results by location. This seems to be a recent, but
> pervasive, change. Let me know if others report the same fault.
>
> Thanks,
>
> Erica
>
> ->
> Erica Halsey
>
> Reference Librarian
>
> MidPointe Library System
>
> 125 S. Broad St.
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=125+S.+Broad+St.+%0D%0A+Middletown,
+OH+45044&entry=gmail&source=g>
>
> Middletown, OH 45044
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=125+S.+Broad+St.+%0D%0A+Middletown,
+OH+45044&entry=gmail&source=g>
>
> Phone: 513.705.8531
>
> Email: estepler-cavin at midpointelibrary.org
>
> Web: www.MidPointeLibrary.org <http://www.midpointelibrary.org/>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> On Thu, Nov 29, 2018 at 4:14 PM Michelle Gross <
> mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us> wrote:
>
> Hello All,
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Have you noticed that when you search someone on AncestryLibrary the
related links are not showing up on records any longer?

I?m just trying to determine if this is a change that Ancestry made or
something wrong with us.

Thanks,
Michelle

Michelle Gross
Local & State History Manager
Headquarters Library
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC

28314

910-483-7727 ext. 1360

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<http://www.midpointelibrary.org/>
<http://www.midpointelibrary.org/images/g_logo.png>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181205/6c92436c/
attachment.html>
From mccartj at Halifax.CA

Wed Dec

5 12:56:36 2018

From: mccartj at Halifax.CA (McCarthy, Joanne)
Date: Wed, 5 Dec 2018 17:56:36 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
In-Reply-To: <CALCozY=SjF56T0hkyz9JnF-VXBgo1aEeiQX9gQ-3o1xwi_oyjg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <731929e7368e4a7593605022be308291@Mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
<CAF70gUahn1LukKRfTTn3TC7sK1JK1vfxyCTOoX=4OxsvJcmKGg@mail.gmail.com>
<2d592c0e5e1d4ceca8f6a3bbe16dc7e1@hexsrv.saginawlibrary.org>
<006a01d48cbd$6920eca0$3b62c5e0$@andersonlibrary.org>,
<CALCozY=SjF56T0hkyz9JnF-VXBgo1aEeiQX9gQ-3o1xwi_oyjg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <1544032596393.75244@Halifax.CA>
That may very well be the case, that they want to render the Library Edition
useless. However, I would suggest contacting your provider of Ancestry Library
Edition, who will forward that on to Ancestry.

My ProQuest contact has been very supportive in forwarding these concersn.

Joanne
Joanne McCarthy O'Leary
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Halifax Central Library
5440 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca<https://webmail.halifax.ca/owa/redir.aspx?C=JAIfx0n00WRlXSI11CFNAXWFTbMIc8IvJ48mOOWcWqPPXhYo30QQ4o8aQvXN0js7qGGTitWQaE.&URL=http%3a
%2f%2fwww.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca>
Follow us on Twitter
http://twitter.com/hfxpublib<https://webmail.halifax.ca/owa/redir.aspx?
C=QKb31_ZsP0iMsGL1Tj8n-MtsRZ-43tEIMHZARJD1hQ6M9xd5O7PQbVDfGe2p8P_9WwNvfSrTUQ.&URL=http%3a%2f%2ftwitter.com%2fhfxpublib>
Visit us on Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/hfxpublib<https://webmail.halifax.ca/owa/redir.aspx?
C=QKb31_ZsP0iMsGL1Tj8n-MtsRZ-43tEIMHZARJD1hQ6M9xd5O7PQbVDfGe2p8P_9WwNvfSrTUQ.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.facebook.com%2fhfxpublib>
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Arlene Miles <amiles at
californiaancestors.org>
Sent: December 5, 2018 1:54 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
I think Ancestry.com is trying to get people to purchase their US or World Edition.
On Wed, Dec 5, 2018 at 9:10 AM Laura Holden <lholden at
andersonlibrary.org<mailto:lholden at andersonlibrary.org>> wrote:
I have had the same thing with AncestryLibrary ignoring geographic searching. I and
my staff are avoiding using AncestryLibrary if we can. I am beginning to search for
alternative databases since AncestryLibrary has become so unreliable in returning

relevant results.
_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History
SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130
Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Stacy McNally
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2018 4:48 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
I have noticed this same thing!

It's maddening.

Stacy McNally
Local History & Genealogy Librarian
Hoyt Library
Saginaw, MI

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of Erica Stepler-Cavin <estepler-cavin
at midpointelibrary.org<mailto:estepler-cavin at midpointelibrary.org>>
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2018 4:27 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
Greetings Michelle,
Not only am I not getting the suggestions that used to appear, but the algorithm
seems to be ignoring location info; I put in a specific city in Ohio only to get 20
matches from other states before the one for my searchee, though all have the same
name. It seems to be forgetting to prioritize my results by location. This seems
to be a recent, but pervasive, change. Let me know if others report the same
fault.
Thanks,
Erica
-Erica Halsey

Reference Librarian
MidPointe Library System
125 S. Broad St.<https://maps.google.com/?q=125+S.+Broad+St.+%0D%0A+Middletown,
+OH+45044&entry=gmail&source=g>
Middletown, OH 45044<https://maps.google.com/?q=125+S.+Broad+St.+%0D%0A+Middletown,
+OH+45044&entry=gmail&source=g>
Phone: 513.705.8531
Email: estepler-cavin at midpointelibrary.or<mailto:estepler-cavin at
midpointelibrary.or>g
Web: www.MidPointeLibrary.org<http://www.midpointelibrary.org/>

On Thu, Nov 29, 2018 at 4:14 PM Michelle Gross <mgross at
cumberland.lib.nc.us<mailto:mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us>> wrote:
Hello All,
Have you noticed that when you search someone on AncestryLibrary the related links
are not showing up on records any longer?
I'm just trying to determine if this is a change that Ancestry made or something
wrong with us.
Thanks,
Michelle
Michelle Gross
Local & State History Manager
Headquarters Library
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28314
910-483-7727 ext. 1360
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
[http://www.midpointelibrary.org/images/g_logo.png]<http://
www.midpointelibrary.org/>
<http://www.midpointelibrary.org/images/g_logo.png>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org<mailto:amiles at californiaancestors.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org Wed Dec 5 13:51:37 2018
From: kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org (Kathleen Wieland)
Date: Wed, 5 Dec 2018 13:51:37 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
In-Reply-To: <1544032596393.75244@Halifax.CA>
References: <731929e7368e4a7593605022be308291@Mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
<CAF70gUahn1LukKRfTTn3TC7sK1JK1vfxyCTOoX=4OxsvJcmKGg@mail.gmail.com>
<2d592c0e5e1d4ceca8f6a3bbe16dc7e1@hexsrv.saginawlibrary.org>
<006a01d48cbd$6920eca0$3b62c5e0$@andersonlibrary.org>,
<CALCozY=SjF56T0hkyz9JnF-VXBgo1aEeiQX9gQ-3o1xwi_oyjg@mail.gmail.com>
<1544032596393.75244@Halifax.CA>
Message-ID: <f034cd132577429993d14512daaebb56@otislibrarynorwich.org>
I had not noticed the absence of hints on Ancestry Library, until it was
mentioned here, on list. Very annoying!
As for the question of location restrictions, I happened to be working on
a question involving someone who had been born in Scotland, and married a
woman also born in Scotland, but married in Manhattan in the late 19th
century.
I decided to do an experimental search on ALE, to see how it performed
with locations. I did not have the kinds of difficulties that you are
reporting. The search brought up records from both Scotland and New York without my checking the box to limit the search. <<For whatever that
factoid is worth!>>
Both Ancestry.com and ALE have become increasingly annoying, to me.
Unlike the "old days," when the company was run by people who were
passionate for genealogy, I get the feeling that it now is all about the
dollars. Very sad.
Hiding the hints seems like a blatant effort to pressure library users to
purchase a personal subscription. The "bean counters" over there don't
realize that, by alienating their long-time customer base, they may well
end up losing customers, rather than adding them.
Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365
FAX 860-886-4744
kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org

---------------------------------------From: "McCarthy, Joanne" <mccartj at Halifax.CA>
Sent: Wednesday, December 5, 2018 12:56 PM
To: "genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
That may very well be the case, that they want to render the Library
Edition useless. However, I would suggest contacting your provider of
Ancestry Library Edition, who will forward that on to Ancestry.

My ProQuest contact has been very supportive in forwarding these concersn.
Joanne
Joanne McCarthy O'Leary
Local History and Genealogy Librarian Halifax Central Library
5440 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca
---------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Arlene Miles
<amiles at californiaancestors.org>
Sent: December 5, 2018 1:54 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Question
I think Ancestry.com is trying to get people to purchase their US or
World Edition.
---------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Erica Stepler-Cavin
<estepler-cavin at midpointelibrary.org>
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2018 4:27 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Question

Greetings Michelle,
Not only am I not getting the suggestions that used to appear, but the
algorithm seems to be ignoring location info; I put in a specific city in
Ohio only to get 20 matches from other states before the one for my
searchee, though all have the same name. It seems to be forgetting to
prioritize my results by location. This seems to be a recent, but
pervasive, change. Let me know if others report the same fault.
Thanks,
Erica
-Erica Halsey
Reference Librarian

MidPointe Library System
125 S. Broad St.
Middletown, OH 45044
Phone: 513.705.8531
Email: estepler-cavin at midpointelibrary.org
Web: www.MidPointeLibrary.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From MBowden at cmlibrary.org Fri Dec 7 11:10:55 2018
From: MBowden at cmlibrary.org (Bowden, Meghan R.)
Date: Fri, 7 Dec 2018 16:10:55 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books available for trade/postage
Message-ID:
<SN1PR12MB2432425D30FE5D4FD24A02EFA7AA0@SN1PR12MB2432.namprd12.prod.outlook.com>
Hello,
The Carolina Room at Charlotte Mecklenburg Library is offering the following books
for trade:
1. A Henson Family History 1725-1850 by A. L. Henson
2. Abstracts of Deeds: Edgecombe Precinct, Edgecombe County, North Carolina 1732
through 1758 by Margaret M. Hofmann
3. Anson County, North Carolina: Abstracts of Early Records (2 copies) by May
Wilson McBee
4. Anson County, North Carolina: Deed Abstracts, 1749-1766, Abstracts of Wills &
Estates, 1749-1795 by Brent H. Holcomb
5. Bladen County, North Carolina: Abstracts of Early Deeds 1738-1804 by Brent H.
Holcomb
6. Genealogical Abstracts of Wills, 1758-1824: Halifax County, North Carolina by
Margaret M. Hofmann
7. Historic Cites Inventory: A Comprehensive Survey of Stanly County, NC
8. Marriage and Death Notices from Baptist Newspapers of South Carolina 18351865 by Brent H. Holcomb
9. Marriages of Mecklenburg County, North Carolina 1738-1868 by Brent H. Holcomb
10. Mecklenburg County, North Carolina Abstracts of Early Wills 1763-1790 (17491790) by Brent H. Holcomb
11. North Carolina Taxpayers, 1679-1790, Vol. 2 by Clarence E. Ratcliff
12. North Carolina Taxpayers, 1701-1786 by Clarence E. Ratcliff
13. Old Charlotte and Old Mecklenburg Today (2 copies) by Ruth Blackwelder
14. Staton History by Rev. John Staton
15. The Brooks Bridge of History by Margie Williams Baucom
16. The Union County Courthouse 1843-1981 by Wayne K. Durrill
17. Union County North Carolina Church Cemeteries by Otha B. & Frances R. Small
18. Union County North Carolina Marriages 1843-1899 by Frances R. Small

19. Union County, North Carolina: Family Cemeteries by Otha B. Small
If you are unable to make a trade, we ask that you please send a check for postage
reimbursement (payable to Charlotte Mecklenburg Library Foundation) to:
Charlotte Mecklenburg Library
Attn: Meghan Bowden, NCR
310 North Tryon Street
Charlotte, NC 28202-2176
Requests can be sent to mbowden at cmlibrary.org. Please include a shipping address
in your email.
Thank you,

Meghan Bowden
Library Aide, Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room
310 N. Tryon
Charlotte, NC 28202
704.416.0150
mbowden at cmlibrary.org
<mailto:tcole at cmlibrary.org>
cmlibrary.org<http://www.cmlibrary.org/>
cmstory.org<http://cmstory.org>
Our Mission: To improve lives and build a stronger community.
Love your Library? Make a gift<https://secure3.convio.net/plcamc/site/Donation2?
df_id=1540&mfc_pref=T&1540.donation=form1><https://secure3.convio.net/plcamc/site/
Donation2;jsessionid=00000000.app362b?
1400.donation=form1&df_id=1400&mfc_pref=T&NONCE_TOKEN=52208126C6EAF319A5C07CB772F4A
0DC> to your Library Foundation today!
Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to North
Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential disclosure of
this message to third parties.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From MBowden at cmlibrary.org Fri Dec 7 14:19:21 2018
From: MBowden at cmlibrary.org (Bowden, Meghan R.)
Date: Fri, 7 Dec 2018 19:19:21 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books available for trade/postage
In-Reply-To:
<SN1PR12MB2432425D30FE5D4FD24A02EFA7AA0@SN1PR12MB2432.namprd12.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<SN1PR12MB2432425D30FE5D4FD24A02EFA7AA0@SN1PR12MB2432.namprd12.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID:
<SN1PR12MB2432518F85F782D689852280A7AA0@SN1PR12MB2432.namprd12.prod.outlook.com>
Update: the books have all been claimed. Thank you for your interest, everyone!
Meghan Bowden

Library Aide, Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room
310 N. Tryon
Charlotte, NC 28202
704.416.0150
mbowden at cmlibrary.org
<mailto:tcole at cmlibrary.org>
cmlibrary.org<http://www.cmlibrary.org/>
cmstory.org<http://cmstory.org>
Our Mission: To improve lives and build a stronger community.
Love your Library? Make a gift<https://secure3.convio.net/plcamc/site/Donation2?
df_id=1540&mfc_pref=T&1540.donation=form1><https://secure3.convio.net/plcamc/site/
Donation2;jsessionid=00000000.app362b?
1400.donation=form1&df_id=1400&mfc_pref=T&NONCE_TOKEN=52208126C6EAF319A5C07CB772F4A
0DC> to your Library Foundation today!
Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to North
Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential disclosure of
this message to third parties.

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Bowden, Meghan R. <MBowden at cmlibrary.org>
Sent: Friday, December 7, 2018 11:10 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Books available for trade/postage
Hello,
The Carolina Room at Charlotte Mecklenburg Library is offering the following books
for trade:
1. A Henson Family History 1725-1850 by A. L. Henson
2. Abstracts of Deeds: Edgecombe Precinct, Edgecombe County, North Carolina 1732
through 1758 by Margaret M. Hofmann
3. Anson County, North Carolina: Abstracts of Early Records (2 copies) by May
Wilson McBee
4. Anson County, North Carolina: Deed Abstracts, 1749-1766, Abstracts of Wills &
Estates, 1749-1795 by Brent H. Holcomb
5. Bladen County, North Carolina: Abstracts of Early Deeds 1738-1804 by Brent H.
Holcomb
6. Genealogical Abstracts of Wills, 1758-1824: Halifax County, North Carolina by
Margaret M. Hofmann
7. Historic Cites Inventory: A Comprehensive Survey of Stanly County, NC
8. Marriage and Death Notices from Baptist Newspapers of South Carolina 18351865 by Brent H. Holcomb
9. Marriages of Mecklenburg County, North Carolina 1738-1868 by Brent H. Holcomb
10. Mecklenburg County, North Carolina Abstracts of Early Wills 1763-1790 (17491790) by Brent H. Holcomb
11. North Carolina Taxpayers, 1679-1790, Vol. 2 by Clarence E. Ratcliff
12. North Carolina Taxpayers, 1701-1786 by Clarence E. Ratcliff
13. Old Charlotte and Old Mecklenburg Today (2 copies) by Ruth Blackwelder
14. Staton History by Rev. John Staton
15. The Brooks Bridge of History by Margie Williams Baucom
16. The Union County Courthouse 1843-1981 by Wayne K. Durrill

17. Union County North Carolina Church Cemeteries by Otha B. & Frances R. Small
18. Union County North Carolina Marriages 1843-1899 by Frances R. Small
19. Union County, North Carolina: Family Cemeteries by Otha B. Small
If you are unable to make a trade, we ask that you please send a check for postage
reimbursement (payable to Charlotte Mecklenburg Library Foundation) to:
Charlotte Mecklenburg Library
Attn: Meghan Bowden, NCR
310 North Tryon Street
Charlotte, NC 28202-2176
Requests can be sent to mbowden at cmlibrary.org. Please include a shipping address
in your email.
Thank you,

Meghan Bowden
Library Aide, Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room
310 N. Tryon
Charlotte, NC 28202
704.416.0150
mbowden at cmlibrary.org
<mailto:tcole at cmlibrary.org>
cmlibrary.org<http://www.cmlibrary.org/>
cmstory.org<http://cmstory.org>
Our Mission: To improve lives and build a stronger community.
Love your Library? Make a gift<https://secure3.convio.net/plcamc/site/Donation2?
df_id=1540&mfc_pref=T&1540.donation=form1><https://secure3.convio.net/plcamc/site/
Donation2;jsessionid=00000000.app362b?
1400.donation=form1&df_id=1400&mfc_pref=T&NONCE_TOKEN=52208126C6EAF319A5C07CB772F4A
0DC> to your Library Foundation today!
Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to North
Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential disclosure of
this message to third parties.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181207/
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From amiles at californiaancestors.org Fri Dec 7 19:10:43 2018
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Fri, 7 Dec 2018 16:10:43 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Question
In-Reply-To: <243EEA35-3154-41D4-B42F-6302A093D4B5@usf.edu>
References: <1677c388b71-1ec1-1a47@webjas-vaa179.srv.aolmail.net>
<243EEA35-3154-41D4-B42F-6302A093D4B5@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <CALCozYnGkVFi72rp8k=Es4TiwKs5FjMVC62rQ7xyetuYYP6GWQ@mail.gmail.com>
what happened to the list of books being offered?
On Wed, Dec 5, 2018 at 5:43 AM Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu> wrote:
> Marie,

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Yes, that?s fine on this list. (But I?ll remind everyone to contact you
directly if they want any of your offered materials, and not back to the
list.)

Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator

*From: *<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of "
mvmcgrs at aol.com" <mvmcgrs at aol.com>
*Reply-To: *Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Date: *Tuesday, December 4, 2018 at 9:35 PM
*To: *Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject: *[Genealib] Question

Is this list the place to list genealogy books, magazines and quarterlies
that I'd like to donate to a library for the cost of mailing (media mail)
and a donation slip?

Marie
Marie Varrelman Melchiori, Certified Genealogist Emeritus
______________________________________________________________
CG or Certified Genealogist is a service mark of the Board for
Certification of Genealogists, used under license by Board-certified
genealogists after periodic competency evaluation, and the board name is
registered in the US Patent & Trademark Office.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181207/2d49a6b2/
attachment.html>

From birdlady2011 at icloud.com Sun Dec 9 14:09:30 2018
From: birdlady2011 at icloud.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Sun, 9 Dec 2018 14:09:30 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home - Ohio interest
Message-ID: <51146BF1-2ED5-4D6F-ADDB-BCEF9F47D9C6@icloud.com>
The items listed below are free to a good library home. Please reply off list to
birdlady2011 at icloud.com <mailto:birdlady2011 at icloud.com> and include your
postal mailing address. Thanks for helping me make space on my shelves!
Claire Kluskens
Ohio Guide to Genealogical Sources, by Carol Willsey Bell, CG, 2nd Ed., 1993
(hardcover)
Ohio Place-Names by Larry L. Miller (1996) (hardcover)
Ohio Genealogical Society?s ?The Report? (quarterly with genealogical articles and
records)
Vol. 24 (1984) - all 4 issues
Vol. 25 (1985) - all 4 issues
Vol. 26 (1986) - all 4 issues
Vol. 30 (1990) - all 4 issues
Vol. 31 (1991) - all 4 issues
Vol. 32 (1992) - all 4 issues
Vol. 33 (1993) - Issues 1 and 4 only
Vol. 34 (1994) - all 4 issus
Vol. 35 (1995) - Issues 1 and 2 only
Vol. 36 (1996) - Issues 2, 3, and 4 only
Vol. 37 (1997) - all 4 issues
Vol. 38 (1998) - all 4 issues
Vol. 39 (1999) - all 4 issues
Vol. 40 (2000) - all 4 issues
Vol. 41 (2001) - all 4 issues
Vol. 42 (2002) - all 4 issues
Vol. 43 (2003) - all 4 issues
Vol. 44 (2004) - all 4 issues
Vol. 45 (2005) - all 4 issues
Vol. 46 (2006) - all 4 issues
Vol. 47 (2007) - all 4 issues
Vol. 48 (2008) - all 4 issues
Vol. 49 (2009) - all 4 issues
Vol. 50 (2010) - all 4 issues
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Mon Dec 10 14:27:25 2018
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2018 19:27:25 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] How long to keep records...
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1B2E7841@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Hi all,
Do any of you belong to a local genealogy organization or history society?

If so,

do you have in your by-laws how long records should be kept? (i.e. meeting minutes,
treasurer's reports, etc.) If not, do you have any suggestions about how long
these things should be kept? I am on the board of the local history and genealogy
association. I am also working as genealogy librarian at our local library where
much of these records are stored. I believe we should start making some decisions
as the library is about to undergo a major construction project in the new year.
I'm not 100% sure this project will allow for the amount of space that our records
currently take. I'm worried that the records will all be in the new genealogy area
which I don't mind. But the space is already small and I want to be able to have
all the records that people routinely research there. I don't think I'll have
space for all the boxes of history and genealogy association records that no one
ever has a burning desire to see.
Janice Kistler
Reference and Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Genealogist
District School Librarian for Eminence Community School Corporation
Morgan County Public Library
110 S Jefferson St
Martinsville, IN 46151
765-342-3451 ext. 25
jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From genbook at gmail.com Mon Dec 10 14:50:59 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2018 14:50:59 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] How long to keep records...
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1B2E7841@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1B2E7841@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhVoSe2EwjrM9UXteZ=Dg=p3dcDVTZRiBPHE5ofm6c6sTA@mail.gmail.com>
You might want to check with an archivist or a member of the American
Records Management Assn., as they can point you to legal requirements and
best practices.
Larry Naukam
On Mon, Dec 10, 2018 at 2:27 PM Janice Kistler <
jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi all,

Do any of you belong to a local genealogy organization or history
society? If so, do you have in your by-laws how long records should be
kept? (i.e. meeting minutes, treasurer?s reports, etc.) If not, do you
have any suggestions about how long these things should be kept? I am on
the board of the local history and genealogy association. I am also
working as genealogy librarian at our local library where much of these
records are stored. I believe we should start making some decisions as the
library is about to undergo a major construction project in the new year.
I?m not 100% sure this project will allow for the amount of space that our

> records currently take. I?m worried that the records will all be in the
> new genealogy area which I don?t mind. But the space is already small and
> I want to be able to have all the records that people routinely research
> there. I don?t think I?ll have space for all the boxes of history and
> genealogy association records that no one ever has a burning desire to see.
>
>
>
> *Janice Kistler*
>
> Reference and Genealogy Librarian
>
> Morgan County Genealogist
>
> District School Librarian for Eminence Community School Corporation
>
> Morgan County Public Library
>
> 110 S Jefferson St
>
> Martinsville, IN 46151
>
> 765-342-3451 ext. 25
>
> jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From brookea429 at roadrunner.com Mon Dec 10 15:01:18 2018
From: brookea429 at roadrunner.com (brookea429 at roadrunner.com)
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2018 15:01:18 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] How long to keep records...
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1B2E7841@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <20181210200118.W7FKR.37790.root@cdptpa-web16>
I am Secretary for another organization and we have been told that 5 years is the
legal requirement for financial records such as paid bills, check stubs, and
cancelled checks.
For our genealogy society, we have kept all minutes since the foudning. Prior to 5
years, we keep financial records that indicated a major expense (copier, etc),
anything related to tax exempt status, nonprofit status, sales tax filings,
secretary of state filings., etc.
Brooke Anderson
Muskingum County Chapter of OGS
Zanesville OH 43701
"Google can bring you back 100,000 answers, but a librarian can bring you back the

right one" Neil Gaiman

---- Janice Kistler <jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info> wrote:
> Hi all,
>
> Do any of you belong to a local genealogy organization or history society? If
so, do you have in your by-laws how long records should be kept? (i.e. meeting
minutes, treasurer's reports, etc.) If not, do you have any suggestions about how
long these things should be kept? I am on the board of the local history and
genealogy association. I am also working as genealogy librarian at our local
library where much of these records are stored. I believe we should start making
some decisions as the library is about to undergo a major construction project in
the new year. I'm not 100% sure this project will allow for the amount of space
that our records currently take. I'm worried that the records will all be in the
new genealogy area which I don't mind. But the space is already small and I want
to be able to have all the records that people routinely research there. I don't
think I'll have space for all the boxes of history and genealogy association
records that no one ever has a burning desire to see.
>
> Janice Kistler
> Reference and Genealogy Librarian
> Morgan County Genealogist
> District School Librarian for Eminence Community School Corporation
> Morgan County Public Library
> 110 S Jefferson St
> Martinsville, IN 46151
> 765-342-3451 ext. 25
> jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info
>
From kdolce at volusia.org Mon Dec 10 15:41:31 2018
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2018 15:41:31 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] How long to keep records...
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1B2E7841@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1B2E7841@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <5C0ECF7B020000AA000B3549@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Could some of them be scanned so that they'd still be available but not
take up shelf space?
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Janice Kistler <jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info> 12/10/2018 2:27
PM >>>
Hi all,

Do any of you belong to a local genealogy organization or history
society? If so, do you have in your by-laws how long records should be
kept? (i.e. meeting minutes, treasurer?s reports, etc.) If not, do you
have any suggestions about how long these things should be kept? I am
on the board of the local history and genealogy association. I am also
working as genealogy librarian at our local library where much of these
records are stored. I believe we should start making some decisions as
the library is about to undergo a major construction project in the new
year. I?m not 100% sure this project will allow for the amount of space
that our records currently take. I?m worried that the records will all
be in the new genealogy area which I don?t mind. But the space is
already small and I want to be able to have all the records that people
routinely research there. I don?t think I?ll have space for all the
boxes of history and genealogy association records that no one ever has
a burning desire to see.
Janice Kistler
Reference and Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Genealogist
District School Librarian for Eminence Community School Corporation
Morgan County Public Library
110 S Jefferson St
Martinsville, IN 46151
765-342-3451 ext. 25
jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181210/
d0a1d2ea/attachment.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Mon Dec 10 16:37:03 2018
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2018 13:37:03 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] How long to keep records...
In-Reply-To: <5C0ECF7B020000AA000B3549@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1B2E7841@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
<5C0ECF7B020000AA000B3549@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <CALCozYm3w4vf4Me9EhLOY5f87=3uOfEqPbdqU=y4utzH6uckUg@mail.gmail.com>
Whatever you decide to keep, scan it and keep it on your organization
Google Drive, where it can be shared with those who need access.
On Mon, Dec 10, 2018 at 12:41 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Could some of them be scanned so that they'd still be available but not
take up shelf space?
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>> Janice Kistler <jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info> 12/10/2018 2:27 PM
>>>
Hi all,
Do any of you belong to a local genealogy organization or history
society? If so, do you have in your by-laws how long records should be
kept? (i.e. meeting minutes, treasurer?s reports, etc.) If not, do you
have any suggestions about how long these things should be kept? I am on
the board of the local history and genealogy association. I am also
working as genealogy librarian at our local library where much of these
records are stored. I believe we should start making some decisions as the
library is about to undergo a major construction project in the new year.
I?m not 100% sure this project will allow for the amount of space that our
records currently take. I?m worried that the records will all be in the
new genealogy area which I don?t mind. But the space is already small and
I want to be able to have all the records that people routinely research
there. I don?t think I?ll have space for all the boxes of history and
genealogy association records that no one ever has a burning desire to see.
*Janice Kistler*
Reference and Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Genealogist
District School Librarian for Eminence Community School Corporation
Morgan County Public Library
110 S Jefferson St
Martinsville, IN 46151
765-342-3451 ext. 25
jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181210/
fc2f2bd2/attachment.html>
From savagewards at gmail.com Tue Dec 11 09:24:29 2018
From: savagewards at gmail.com (Mary Sanphilipo Ward)
Date: Tue, 11 Dec 2018 09:24:29 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] How long to keep records...
In-Reply-To: <5C0ECF7B020000AA000B3549@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1B2E7841@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
<5C0ECF7B020000AA000B3549@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <CAGg9zTKO+hVtF-OW4Z5yfgVM56dUGBj2bn+qnsRWTT6r5Dqyfg@mail.gmail.com>
Talk to the local Historical Society before disposing of anything. They may
be interested in housing them.
Mary

Savagewards at gmail.com
On Mon, Dec 10, 2018, 3:41 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org wrote:
> Could some of them be scanned so that they'd still be available but not
> take up shelf space?
>
> Kim
>
> Kim E. Dolce
> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
> Daytona Beach Regional Library
> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
> kdolce at volusia.org
>
> >>> Janice Kistler <jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info> 12/10/2018 2:27 PM
> >>>
> Hi all,
>
> Do any of you belong to a local genealogy organization or history
> society? If so, do you have in your by-laws how long records should be
> kept? (i.e. meeting minutes, treasurer?s reports, etc.) If not, do you
> have any suggestions about how long these things should be kept? I am on
> the board of the local history and genealogy association. I am also
> working as genealogy librarian at our local library where much of these
> records are stored. I believe we should start making some decisions as the
> library is about to undergo a major construction project in the new year.
> I?m not 100% sure this project will allow for the amount of space that our
> records currently take. I?m worried that the records will all be in the
> new genealogy area which I don?t mind. But the space is already small and
> I want to be able to have all the records that people routinely research
> there. I don?t think I?ll have space for all the boxes of history and
> genealogy association records that no one ever has a burning desire to see.
>
> *Janice Kistler*
> Reference and Genealogy Librarian
> Morgan County Genealogist
> District School Librarian for Eminence Community School Corporation
> Morgan County Public Library
> 110 S Jefferson St
> Martinsville, IN 46151
> 765-342-3451 ext. 25
> jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181211/73bfbe1f/
attachment-0001.html>
From lholden at andersonlibrary.org Tue Dec 11 12:17:11 2018
From: lholden at andersonlibrary.org (Laura Holden)
Date: Tue, 11 Dec 2018 12:17:11 -0500

Subject: [Genealib] FYI: Proquest's HeritageQuest and AncestryLibrary
Message-ID: <004301d49175$5a9c4960$0fd4dc20$@andersonlibrary.org>
We have not been able to get in. I have talked with customer service.
Proquest is having issues. They are working on it. I?ve been told to try
back about every ? hour to see if the issue has been fixed.

_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181211/2d93b5fa/
attachment.html>
From pkennedy at tmcpl.org Tue Dec 11 12:22:22 2018
From: pkennedy at tmcpl.org (Patrick Kennedy)
Date: Tue, 11 Dec 2018 17:22:22 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FYI: Proquest's HeritageQuest and AncestryLibrary
In-Reply-To: <004301d49175$5a9c4960$0fd4dc20$@andersonlibrary.org>
References: <004301d49175$5a9c4960$0fd4dc20$@andersonlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <C03538A3D574B14885B8598C7E835BC526B795AF@Europa.ad.tmcpl.org>
Ours is working; we can use both sites now.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Laura Holden
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2018 12:17 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] FYI: Proquest's HeritageQuest and AncestryLibrary
We have not been able to get in. I have talked with customer service. Proquest is
having issues. They are working on it. I've been told to try back about every ?

hour to see if the issue has been fixed.
_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History
SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130
Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181211/
b9ac9df9/attachment.html>
From rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org Tue Dec 11 15:22:53 2018
From: rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org (Ronda Sanders)
Date: Tue, 11 Dec 2018 20:22:53 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books available for postage
Message-ID:
<SN2PR0801MB22063A31B42853D62C75F168CCA60@SN2PR0801MB2206.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
Hello,

The Hall County Library System in Gainesville, GA is offering these quarterlies for
the cost of postage. The quarterlies are library bound and in good condition.
Please send requests directly to rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org<mailto:rsanders
at hallcountylibrary.org>.

Journal of Southern History
Vol. 32

1966

Vol. 33

1967

Vol. 34

1968

Vol. 35

1969

Vol. 37

1971

Vol. 38

1972

Vol. 39

1973

Vol. 40

1974

Vol. 41

1975

Vol. 42

1976

Vol. 43

1977

Vol. 44

1978

Vol. 45

1979

Vol. 46

1980

Vol. 47

1981

Vol. 48

1982

Vol. 49

1983

South Carolina Historical Magazine
July 1981 - Apr. 1983
Jan. 1988 - Oct. 1989
Jan. 1990 - Oct. 1991
Jan. 1992 - Oct. 1993
Jan. 1994 - Oct. 1995
Jan. 1996 - Oct. 1997
Jan. 1998 - Oct. 1998

This group of Southwestern Historical Quarterly contains the following years:
1967 - 1968

Vol. LXXI

1968 - 1969

Vol. LXXII

584 pgs.

1969 - 1970

Vol. LXXIII

602 pgs.

1970 - 1971

Vol. LXXIV

615 pgs.

1971 - 1972

Vol. LXXV

566 pgs.

1972 - 1973

Vol. LXXVI

539 pgs.

685 pgs.

issues:

This group of Southwestern Historical Quarterly contains the following
April 1962
July 1962

Vol. LXV
Vol. LXVI

No. 4
No. 1

October 1962

Vol. LXVI

No. 2

January 1963

Vol. LXVI

No. 3

April 1963
July 1963

Vol. LXVI

No. 4

Vol. LXVII

No. 1

October 1963

Vol. LXVII

No. 2

January 1964

Vol. LXVII

No. 3

April 1964
July 1964

Vol. LXVII

No. 4

Vol. LXVIII

No. 1

October 1964

Vol. LXVIII

No. 2

January 1965

Vol. LXVIII

No. 3

April 1965

Vol. LXVIII

July 1965

Vol. LXIX

No. 4
No. 1

October 1965

Vol. LXIX

No. 2

January 1966

Vol. LXIX

No. 3

April 1966

Vol. LXIX

July 1966

Vol. LXX

No. 4
No. 1

October 1966

Vol. LXX

No. 2

January 1967

Vol. LXX

No. 3

April 1967
July 1967

Vol. LXX

No. 4

Vol. LXXI

No. 1

October 1967

Vol. LXXI

No. 2

January 1974

Vol. LXXI

No. 3

April 1974
July 1974

Vol. LXXVII
Vol LXXVIII

No. 4
No. 1

Please send requests to rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org<mailto:rsanders at
hallcountylibrary.org>. Include your shipping address in your email.

Thank you,
Ronda Sanders

Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Hall County Library System
127 Main Street, NW
Gainesville, GA 30501
rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org<mailto:rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org>
770-532-3311 ext. 116
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181211/507ca3e2/
attachment.html>
From skirby at hctpl.info Wed Dec 12 13:08:09 2018
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Wed, 12 Dec 2018 13:08:09 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Hurray! ALE Suggestions are back
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hNRHy9H=3oeisUBvnxVSL0OskZ2vKR5NdyvPRm3H5DtEQ@mail.gmail.com>
Thank you Ancestry.
Still getting wonky search results unless I tighten the filters, but making
progress.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181212/
fd9154d5/attachment.html>
From mccartj at Halifax.CA Wed Dec 12 13:51:41 2018
From: mccartj at Halifax.CA (McCarthy, Joanne)
Date: Wed, 12 Dec 2018 18:51:41 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Hurray! ALE Suggestions are back
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hNRHy9H=3oeisUBvnxVSL0OskZ2vKR5NdyvPRm3H5DtEQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAvK8hNRHy9H=3oeisUBvnxVSL0OskZ2vKR5NdyvPRm3H5DtEQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <1544640702577.38779@Halifax.CA>
?Hurray!
Joanne McCarthy O'Leary
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Halifax Central Library
5440 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)

www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca<https://webmail.halifax.ca/owa/redir.aspx?C=JAIfx0n00WRlXSI11CFNAXWFTbMIc8IvJ48mOOWcWqPPXhYo30QQ4o8aQvXN0js7qGGTitWQaE.&URL=http%3a
%2f%2fwww.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca>
Follow us on Twitter
http://twitter.com/hfxpublib<https://webmail.halifax.ca/owa/redir.aspx?
C=QKb31_ZsP0iMsGL1Tj8n-MtsRZ-43tEIMHZARJD1hQ6M9xd5O7PQbVDfGe2p8P_9WwNvfSrTUQ.&URL=http%3a%2f%2ftwitter.com%2fhfxpublib>
Visit us on Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/hfxpublib<https://webmail.halifax.ca/owa/redir.aspx?
C=QKb31_ZsP0iMsGL1Tj8n-MtsRZ-43tEIMHZARJD1hQ6M9xd5O7PQbVDfGe2p8P_9WwNvfSrTUQ.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.facebook.com%2fhfxpublib>
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Sarah Kirby <skirby at hctpl.info>
Sent: December 12, 2018 2:08 PM
To: GENEALIB-L
Subject: [Genealib] Hurray! ALE Suggestions are back
Thank you Ancestry.
Still getting wonky search results unless I tighten the filters, but making
progress.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us |
www.facebook.com/HCTPL<http://www.facebook.com/HCTPL>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181212/039ef6c5/
attachment.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Wed Dec 12 16:01:30 2018
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Wed, 12 Dec 2018 13:01:30 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Hurray! ALE Suggestions are back
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hNRHy9H=3oeisUBvnxVSL0OskZ2vKR5NdyvPRm3H5DtEQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAvK8hNRHy9H=3oeisUBvnxVSL0OskZ2vKR5NdyvPRm3H5DtEQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozYkfqH-TpJfAwQ=Yb5qv1vAVGtbOQVJrxSrvszyQcEQN0A@mail.gmail.com>
Sarah Kirby,
We may be related, my grandmother's maiden name was Kirby.
On Wed, Dec 12, 2018 at 10:08 AM Sarah Kirby <skirby at hctpl.info> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thank you Ancestry.
Still getting wonky search results unless I tighten the filters, but
making progress.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824

>
>
>
>
>
>

255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181212/443d1029/
attachment.html>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Fri Dec 14 10:51:30 2018
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 10:51:30 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room periodicals to trade
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu8ba=U8eJ611LKU_BBERp_BQfPVMXLhbTo4TZft7kV64g@mail.gmail.com>
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has periodicals to trade.
Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov . Be sure to include your mailing
address in your email so that we can make your mailing label. There's an
Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope everyone will be able
to open it.
Apologies for sending attachments, but the county won't allow
us to use file sharing services.
If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030
Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will email you to tell you that the box has been sent to our mail room, and
she'll include a list of which periodicals or films are in the box.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181214/1c890254/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2018 DEC JOURNALS 2 trade.pdf

Type: application/pdf
Size: 87938 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181214/1c890254/
attachment-0001.pdf>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2018 DEC JOURNALS 2 trade.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 41335 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181214/1c890254/
attachment-0001.xlsx>
From dvorah.lewis at gmail.com Fri Dec 14 15:45:37 2018
From: dvorah.lewis at gmail.com (Dvorah Lewis)
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 12:45:37 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
Message-ID: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
Hello everyone,
I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely
known for its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San
Francisco State University campus so we also serve students. We have been
trying to figure out the best ways to bring in younger researchers, more
specifically the college students. We've noticed that perhaps the word
"genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem intimidated by this word,
and since their free time in between their studies is so limited we can't
expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy but
are more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I immediately
think of "Family & Local History" but I hope there is another term,
preferably a one-word term, that is all encompassing and encourages
students to utilize the invaluable resources that can be found in a
genealogy collection.
Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
Thank you,
Dvorah
*Dvorah Lewis*
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Sutro Library ? California State Library
1630 Holloway Avenue
<https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
San Francisco, CA 94132
<https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,

+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
(415) 469-6018 <(415)%20469-6018> / dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram *@SutroLibrary*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181214/
a84ce636/attachment.html>
From ltedder at popelibrary.org Fri Dec 14 15:48:27 2018
From: ltedder at popelibrary.org (Leslie Tedder)
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 20:48:27 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BL0PR20MB2194E68ADDFA384B7323841CB1A10@BL0PR20MB2194.namprd20.prod.outlook.com>
Maybe heritage or roots?
Leslie
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Dvorah Lewis
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2018 2:46 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
Hello everyone,
I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely known for
its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San Francisco State
University campus so we also serve students. We have been trying to figure out the
best ways to bring in younger researchers, more specifically the college students.
We've noticed that perhaps the word "genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem
intimidated by this word, and since their free time in between their studies is so
limited we can't expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy but are
more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I immediately think of
"Family & Local History" but I hope there is another term, preferably a one-word
term, that is all encompassing and encourages students to utilize the invaluable
resources that can be found in a genealogy collection.
Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
Thank you,
Dvorah
Dvorah Lewis
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Sutro Library ? California State Library
1630 Holloway Avenue<https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
San Francisco, CA 94132<https://maps.google.com/?
q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>

(415) 469-6018<tel:(415)%20469-6018> / dvorah.lewis at
library.ca.gov<mailto:dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov>
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram @SutroLibrary
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From judith.f.russell at gmail.com Fri Dec 14 15:51:49 2018
From: judith.f.russell at gmail.com (Judith F. Russell)
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 15:51:49 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To:
<BL0PR20MB2194E68ADDFA384B7323841CB1A10@BL0PR20MB2194.namprd20.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
<BL0PR20MB2194E68ADDFA384B7323841CB1A10@BL0PR20MB2194.namprd20.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAMX6ppHL1sMiH9HW4HR_r+2fzRo+sJJB5viTB9wgTE+GSVAKjQ@mail.gmail.com>
Let us help you ?Research your Ancestry?
On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 3:48 PM Leslie Tedder <ltedder at popelibrary.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Maybe heritage or roots?

Leslie

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Dvorah Lewis
*Sent:* Friday, December 14, 2018 2:46 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students

Hello everyone,

I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely
known for its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San
Francisco State University campus so we also serve students. We have been
trying to figure out the best ways to bring in younger researchers, more
specifically the college students. We've noticed that perhaps the word
"genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem intimidated by this word,
and since their free time in between their studies is so limited we can't
expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.

My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy
but are more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I

> immediately think of "Family & Local History" but I hope there is another
> term, preferably a one-word term, that is all encompassing and encourages
> students to utilize the invaluable resources that can be found in a
> genealogy collection.
>
>
>
> Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
>
>
>
> Thank you,
>
>
>
> Dvorah
>
>
>
> *Dvorah Lewis*
>
> Genealogy & Local History Librarian
>
> Sutro Library ? California State Library
>
> 1630 Holloway Avenue
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>
> San Francisco, CA 94132
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>
> (415) 469-6018 / dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov
>
>
>
> Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram *@SutroLibrary*
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From melinde at melinde.com Fri Dec 14 15:52:32 2018
From: melinde at melinde.com (Melinde Byrne)
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 20:52:32 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BN6PR22MB085205B79E425267DC4B327FB5A10@BN6PR22MB0852.namprd22.prod.outlook.com>
Dear Dvorah,
I agree that genealogy is a tough word to make appealing. I?ve been calling what I

do ?forensic genealogy? since the 1980s, but maybe the word you want is ?ancestry?
with a small a. The advertising the big company of that name does gives it a
certain panache.
Melinde Lutz Byrne, CG, FASG
Vero Beach, Florida
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Dvorah Lewis
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2018 3:46 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
Hello everyone,
I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely known for
its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San Francisco State
University campus so we also serve students. We have been trying to figure out the
best ways to bring in younger researchers, more specifically the college students.
We've noticed that perhaps the word "genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem
intimidated by this word, and since their free time in between their studies is so
limited we can't expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy but are
more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I immediately think of
"Family & Local History" but I hope there is another term, preferably a one-word
term, that is all encompassing and encourages students to utilize the invaluable
resources that can be found in a genealogy collection.
Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
Thank you,
Dvorah
Dvorah Lewis
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Sutro Library ? California State Library
1630 Holloway Avenue<https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
San Francisco, CA 94132<https://maps.google.com/?
q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
(415) 469-6018<tel:(415)%20469-6018> / dvorah.lewis at
library.ca.gov<mailto:dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov>
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram @SutroLibrary
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org Fri Dec 14 16:15:18 2018
From: jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 14:15:18 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CA+WiaXWKbBM=9n5_xv_ztg-0gQLf2XUiubZH68TV-0cYmFW66A@mail.gmail.com>

Dvorah
Great question. As you are on campus with a captive audience are the
faculty from education, history, geography, ethnic literature, sociology,
anthropology and others using your collection as a source for primary
source materials? We have been working with various disciplines from
University of Denver, University of Colorado, etc and the students are
having a blast.
James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 1:45 PM Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com> wrote:
> Hello everyone,
>
> I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely
> known for its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San
> Francisco State University campus so we also serve students. We have been
> trying to figure out the best ways to bring in younger researchers, more
> specifically the college students. We've noticed that perhaps the word
> "genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem intimidated by this word,
> and since their free time in between their studies is so limited we can't
> expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
>
> My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy
> but are more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I
> immediately think of "Family & Local History" but I hope there is another
> term, preferably a one-word term, that is all encompassing and encourages
> students to utilize the invaluable resources that can be found in a
> genealogy collection.
>
> Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
>
> Thank you,
>
> Dvorah
>
>
> *Dvorah Lewis*
>
> Genealogy & Local History Librarian
>
> Sutro Library ? California State Library
>
> 1630 Holloway Avenue
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>
> San Francisco, CA 94132
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

(415) 469-6018 <(415)%20469-6018> / dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram *@SutroLibrary*
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From genbook at gmail.com Fri Dec 14 16:18:27 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 16:18:27 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <CA+WiaXWKbBM=9n5_xv_ztg-0gQLf2XUiubZH68TV-0cYmFW66A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
<CA+WiaXWKbBM=9n5_xv_ztg-0gQLf2XUiubZH68TV-0cYmFW66A@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhVm959tAYp3T=YmWsTVrxfO0NB7R_pL=dfyjBRKR+7bzw@mail.gmail.com>
This would probably be a copyright or slogan infringement, but Who Do You
Think You Are, or a variant. We used this as a marketing tool BEFORE the TV
series, like back in the 1980s
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing) Rochester NY Public Library
Digital Public Library of America Community Representative
President, Rochester Genealogical Society 2017On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 4:15 PM James Jeffrey <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dvorah
Great question. As you are on campus with a captive audience are the
faculty from education, history, geography, ethnic literature, sociology,
anthropology and others using your collection as a source for primary
source materials? We have been working with various disciplines from
University of Denver, University of Colorado, etc and the students are
having a blast.
James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 1:45 PM Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com>
wrote:

>
>> Hello everyone,
>>
>> I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely
>> known for its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San
>> Francisco State University campus so we also serve students. We have been
>> trying to figure out the best ways to bring in younger researchers, more
>> specifically the college students. We've noticed that perhaps the word
>> "genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem intimidated by this word,
>> and since their free time in between their studies is so limited we can't
>> expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
>>
>> My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy
>> but are more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I
>> immediately think of "Family & Local History" but I hope there is another
>> term, preferably a one-word term, that is all encompassing and encourages
>> students to utilize the invaluable resources that can be found in a
>> genealogy collection.
>>
>> Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
>>
>> Thank you,
>>
>> Dvorah
>>
>>
>> *Dvorah Lewis*
>>
>> Genealogy & Local History Librarian
>>
>> Sutro Library ? California State Library
>>
>> 1630 Holloway Avenue
>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>>
>> San Francisco, CA 94132
>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>>
>> (415) 469-6018 <(415)%20469-6018> / dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov
>>
>>
>> Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram *@SutroLibrary*
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From amiles at californiaancestors.org Fri Dec 14 16:29:28 2018
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 13:29:28 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhVm959tAYp3T=YmWsTVrxfO0NB7R_pL=dfyjBRKR+7bzw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
<CA+WiaXWKbBM=9n5_xv_ztg-0gQLf2XUiubZH68TV-0cYmFW66A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAKEoNhVm959tAYp3T=YmWsTVrxfO0NB7R_pL=dfyjBRKR+7bzw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozYmrHJcymZdNNNsx-VX=VbLFRr0O1xRft6fLeTRt5B1jRw@mail.gmail.com>
I volunteer at the California Genealogical Society and Library and I must
say younger folk are not interested in genealogy, family history, or their
own story.
We tried holding classes just for people under 30 and it fell apart after a
few meetings.
I believe this is a subject for the more mature folk, looking for something
to do to stay connected.

On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 1:19 PM genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
> This would probably be a copyright or slogan infringement, but Who Do You
> Think You Are, or a variant. We used this as a marketing tool BEFORE the TV
> series, like back in the 1980s
>
> Larry Naukam
> Retired Director of Historical Services
> (Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing) Rochester NY Public Library
> Digital Public Library of America Community Representative
> President, Rochester Genealogical Society 2017>
>
> On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 4:15 PM James Jeffrey <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org>
> wrote:
>
>> Dvorah
>>
>> Great question. As you are on campus with a captive audience are the
>> faculty from education, history, geography, ethnic literature, sociology,
>> anthropology and others using your collection as a source for primary
>> source materials? We have been working with various disciplines from
>> University of Denver, University of Colorado, etc and the students are
>> having a blast.
>>
>> James K. Jeffrey
>> Genealogy Specialist
>> Western History and Genealogy
>> Denver Public Library
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 1:45 PM Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com>
>> wrote:
>>
>>> Hello everyone,
>>>

>>> I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely
>>> known for its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San
>>> Francisco State University campus so we also serve students. We have been
>>> trying to figure out the best ways to bring in younger researchers, more
>>> specifically the college students. We've noticed that perhaps the word
>>> "genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem intimidated by this word,
>>> and since their free time in between their studies is so limited we can't
>>> expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
>>>
>>> My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy
>>> but are more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I
>>> immediately think of "Family & Local History" but I hope there is another
>>> term, preferably a one-word term, that is all encompassing and encourages
>>> students to utilize the invaluable resources that can be found in a
>>> genealogy collection.
>>>
>>> Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
>>>
>>> Thank you,
>>>
>>> Dvorah
>>>
>>>
>>> *Dvorah Lewis*
>>>
>>> Genealogy & Local History Librarian
>>>
>>> Sutro Library ? California State Library
>>>
>>> 1630 Holloway Avenue
>>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>>>
>>> San Francisco, CA 94132
>>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>>>
>>> (415) 469-6018 <(415)%20469-6018> / dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov
>>>
>>>
>>> Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram *@SutroLibrary*
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org
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From cworthington at volusia.org Fri Dec 14 16:33:20 2018
From: cworthington at volusia.org (Catherine Worthington)
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 16:33:20 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5C1421A0020000740003AB66@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Family Detectives

(2 words)

Catherine Worthington
Library Assistant II
New Smyrna Beach Regional Library
(386) 424-2910 (x20856)
Voice Mail (x20878)
>>> Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com> 12/14/2018 3:45 PM >>>
Hello everyone,
I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely
known for its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San
Francisco State University campus so we also serve students. We have
been trying to figure out the best ways to bring in younger researchers,
more specifically the college students. We've noticed that perhaps the
word "genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem intimidated by this
word, and since their free time in between their studies is so limited
we can't expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy
but are more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I
immediately think of "Family & Local History" but I hope there is
another term, preferably a one-word term, that is all encompassing and
encourages students to utilize the invaluable resources that can be
found in a genealogy collection.
Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
Thank you,
Dvorah

Dvorah Lewis
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Sutro Library ? California State Library

1630 Holloway Avenue
(
https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g)
San Francisco, CA 94132
(
https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g)
(415) 469-6018
( tel:(415)%20469-6018)

/ dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram @SutroLibrary
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From ddudek at fountaindale.org Fri Dec 14 17:05:12 2018
From: ddudek at fountaindale.org (Debra Dudek)
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 16:05:12 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <5C1421A0020000740003AB66@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
<5C1421A0020000740003AB66@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <CABS3ZHUNw_SToCDT1HZhegCqj9BTXgAM_y8eRFi1gLejNFP+6w@mail.gmail.com>
Smaller informal meetups under the banner of NextGen Genealogy (
https://www.tnggn.org/) has been a great way to attract younger people into
genealogy research. I've organized a few BillionGraves and Beer field
trips, where we meet at a local cemetery, take photos for BillionGraves,
and buy a round of drinks at a local pub (with free wifi) for everyone who
attended. Young people under drinking age usually get a food item of their
choice (usually cookie skillets or some other dessert). We use the wifi to
upload photos and the pint to talk about genealogy apps and
family history. If you don't feel comfortable with hosting an event at a
pub, you could try free coffee/tea at a campus coffee shop.
Students are super busy, and they appreciate portability and the ability to
share what they find on social media.
Some of the free apps you might want to highlight for use:
FamilySearch
FamilySearch Memories
BillionGraves
Pinterest
PhotoScan by Google
TextGrabber
Photo apps - Instagram, Aviary, Darkroom
Evernote
SpeakEasy
Mango Languages (if your library has a subscription)
Another great way to connect with students over the winter is to host
non-appointment one-on-ones with free food/coffee for ethnic genealogy,
sort of a genealogy roadshow in your local coffee shop. You need to
publicize the crap out of this, but its great to host in the cold winter

months, especially on early saturday/sunday afternoons.
I have a few more ideas to run past you if you need more help!
Best Regards,
Debra
On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 3:33 PM Catherine Worthington <
cworthington at volusia.org> wrote:
> Family Detectives
(2 words)
>
> Catherine Worthington
> Library Assistant II
> New Smyrna Beach Regional Library
> (386) 424-2910 (x20856)
>
Voice Mail (x20878)
>
>
> >>> Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com> 12/14/2018 3:45 PM >>>
> Hello everyone,
>
> I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely
> known for its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San
> Francisco State University campus so we also serve students. We have been
> trying to figure out the best ways to bring in younger researchers, more
> specifically the college students. We've noticed that perhaps the word
> "genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem intimidated by this word,
> and since their free time in between their studies is so limited we can't
> expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
>
> My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy
> but are more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I
> immediately think of "Family & Local History" but I hope there is another
> term, preferably a one-word term, that is all encompassing and encourages
> students to utilize the invaluable resources that can be found in a
> genealogy collection.
>
> Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
>
> Thank you,
>
> Dvorah
>
>
> *Dvorah Lewis*
>
> Genealogy & Local History Librarian
>
> Sutro Library ? California State Library
>
> 1630 Holloway Avenue
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>
> San Francisco, CA 94132
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

(415) 469-6018 / dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram *@SutroLibrary*
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-***********************************************************************************
************************
Debra M. Dudek
Fountaindale Public Library District
Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
300 W. Briarcliff Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
(p) 630.685.4201
"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
time." - Terry Prachett's *Going Postal*
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From tcajacob at indiantrailslibrary.org Fri Dec 14 17:12:11 2018
From: tcajacob at indiantrailslibrary.org (Cajacob, Tara)
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 16:12:11 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <CABS3ZHUNw_SToCDT1HZhegCqj9BTXgAM_y8eRFi1gLejNFP+6w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
<5C1421A0020000740003AB66@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CABS3ZHUNw_SToCDT1HZhegCqj9BTXgAM_y8eRFi1gLejNFP+6w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAP5xEzQ=MSvDakJM3+H4ufW7Dz7ZLEogJR04Uh-Lg_OX17=+oA@mail.gmail.com>
Dvorah,
I have done extensive work with NextGen Genealogy Network - a genealogy
society that focuses on Millennial and younger genealogists - and they have
been quite successful. I highly suggest reaching out to them
https://www.tnggn.org/.
*Tara Cajacob | *Adult Services Assistant
355 Schoenbeck Rd.,
<https://maps.google.com/?q=355+Schoenbeck+Rd.,%C2%A0+Wheeling,
+IL+60090&entry=gmail&source=g>
Wheeling, IL 60090
<https://maps.google.com/?q=355+Schoenbeck+Rd.,%C2%A0+Wheeling,
+IL+60090&entry=gmail&source=g>
direct *847.459.4100 ext 354*
main *847.459.4100*

web

www.itpld.org

<https://www.facebook.com/indiantrailslibrary/>
<https://twitter.com/IndianTrailsLib>
<https://www.instagram.com/indiantrailslibrary/>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/indiantrailslibrary/albums>
Currently Reading:
*The Comet Seekers *by Helen Sedgwick
*The Power of Moments* by Chip Heath

On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 4:05 PM Debra Dudek <ddudek at fountaindale.org> wrote:
> Smaller informal meetups under the banner of NextGen Genealogy (
> https://www.tnggn.org/) has been a great way to attract younger people
> into genealogy research. I've organized a few BillionGraves and Beer field
> trips, where we meet at a local cemetery, take photos for BillionGraves,
> and buy a round of drinks at a local pub (with free wifi) for everyone who
> attended. Young people under drinking age usually get a food item of their
> choice (usually cookie skillets or some other dessert). We use the wifi to
> upload photos and the pint to talk about genealogy apps and
> family history. If you don't feel comfortable with hosting an event at a
> pub, you could try free coffee/tea at a campus coffee shop.
>
> Students are super busy, and they appreciate portability and the ability
> to share what they find on social media.
>
> Some of the free apps you might want to highlight for use:
> FamilySearch
> FamilySearch Memories
> BillionGraves
> Pinterest
> PhotoScan by Google
> TextGrabber
> Photo apps - Instagram, Aviary, Darkroom
> Evernote
> SpeakEasy
> Mango Languages (if your library has a subscription)
>
> Another great way to connect with students over the winter is to host
> non-appointment one-on-ones with free food/coffee for ethnic genealogy,
> sort of a genealogy roadshow in your local coffee shop. You need to
> publicize the crap out of this, but its great to host in the cold winter
> months, especially on early saturday/sunday afternoons.
>
> I have a few more ideas to run past you if you need more help!
>
> Best Regards,
> Debra
>
> On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 3:33 PM Catherine Worthington <
> cworthington at volusia.org> wrote:
>
>> Family Detectives
(2 words)
>>
>> Catherine Worthington
>> Library Assistant II

>> New Smyrna Beach Regional Library
>> (386) 424-2910 (x20856)
>>
Voice Mail (x20878)
>>
>>
>> >>> Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com> 12/14/2018 3:45 PM >>>
>> Hello everyone,
>>
>> I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely
>> known for its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San
>> Francisco State University campus so we also serve students. We have been
>> trying to figure out the best ways to bring in younger researchers, more
>> specifically the college students. We've noticed that perhaps the word
>> "genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem intimidated by this word,
>> and since their free time in between their studies is so limited we can't
>> expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
>>
>> My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy
>> but are more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I
>> immediately think of "Family & Local History" but I hope there is another
>> term, preferably a one-word term, that is all encompassing and encourages
>> students to utilize the invaluable resources that can be found in a
>> genealogy collection.
>>
>> Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
>>
>> Thank you,
>>
>> Dvorah
>>
>>
>> *Dvorah Lewis*
>>
>> Genealogy & Local History Librarian
>>
>> Sutro Library ? California State Library
>>
>> 1630 Holloway Avenue
>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>>
>> San Francisco, CA 94132
>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>>
>> (415) 469-6018 / dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov
>>
>>
>> Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram *@SutroLibrary*
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> ->
>

***********************************************************************************
************************
> Debra M. Dudek
> Fountaindale Public Library District
> Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
> 300 W. Briarcliff Road
> Bolingbrook, IL 60440
> (p) 630.685.4201
>
> "Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
> words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
> time." - Terry Prachett's *Going Postal*
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181214/8663aeb8/
attachment-0001.html>
From dvorah.lewis at gmail.com Fri Dec 14 17:13:40 2018
From: dvorah.lewis at gmail.com (Dvorah Lewis)
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 14:13:40 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <5C1421A0020000740003AB66@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
<5C1421A0020000740003AB66@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <CAF6i2mcQ4PoZmPDGf_tABCjDgJnsfa3+GUQyK-0yfA1+xiF78g@mail.gmail.com>
Hello again,
Thank you all for your great feedback! Yes, we try to collaborate with
faculty on classes with primary sources, and we hope to increase our
partnerships with faculty in the future. Keep in mind these classes focus
more on Adolph Sutro's original collection of rare and antiquarian
materials not the genealogy collection. It is a work in progress!
While I realize that genealogy is not of interest to younger groups and is
more easily done by older groups especially those who are retired, we want
to make sure we are reaching our immediate audience, the students, in the
best way possible. If there is a spark of interest to begin with in young
folk, the fear is that the word "genealogy" extinguishes that spark.
Perhaps instead of referring to our collection as the Genealogy Collection
it may be more encouraging to call it: Family & Local History Collection OR
Ancestry Research Collection. OR an even better term that encompasses not
just genealogy, and heritage, but identity (both individual and communal).
More thoughts?
~Dev

On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 1:33 PM Catherine Worthington <
cworthington at volusia.org> wrote:
> Family Detectives
>

(2 words)

> Catherine Worthington
> Library Assistant II
> New Smyrna Beach Regional Library
> (386) 424-2910 (x20856)
>
Voice Mail (x20878)
>
>
> >>> Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com> 12/14/2018 3:45 PM >>>
> Hello everyone,
>
> I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely
> known for its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San
> Francisco State University campus so we also serve students. We have been
> trying to figure out the best ways to bring in younger researchers, more
> specifically the college students. We've noticed that perhaps the word
> "genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem intimidated by this word,
> and since their free time in between their studies is so limited we can't
> expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
>
> My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy
> but are more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I
> immediately think of "Family & Local History" but I hope there is another
> term, preferably a one-word term, that is all encompassing and encourages
> students to utilize the invaluable resources that can be found in a
> genealogy collection.
>
> Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
>
> Thank you,
>
> Dvorah
>
>
> *Dvorah Lewis*
>
> Genealogy & Local History Librarian
>
> Sutro Library ? California State Library
>
> 1630 Holloway Avenue
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>
> San Francisco, CA 94132
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>
> (415) 469-6018 / dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov
>
>
> Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram *@SutroLibrary*
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181214/
f9795a36/attachment.html>

From tcajacob at indiantrailslibrary.org Fri Dec 14 17:32:32 2018
From: tcajacob at indiantrailslibrary.org (Cajacob, Tara)
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 16:32:32 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <CAF6i2mcQ4PoZmPDGf_tABCjDgJnsfa3+GUQyK-0yfA1+xiF78g@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
<5C1421A0020000740003AB66@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CAF6i2mcQ4PoZmPDGf_tABCjDgJnsfa3+GUQyK-0yfA1+xiF78g@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAP5xEzTsR9Mxw1CvoUieZC2bwZZR7KQpLPNaSzXrTxHJs80Pnw@mail.gmail.com>
I did the marketing and graphic design for NGGN a few years ago when they
rebranded - we found that the key was to talk about "connections" and
"stories" more than legacy or heritage. The idea that young genealogists
are a part of something bigger than themselves seemed to really inspire a
sense of curiosity and engagement. The new marketing campaign focused on
action words instead of passive words (e.g. explore and engage instead of
techniques and programs) and centered a bit more heavily on technology and
things that had a cool factor than on pedagogy (although we threw some of
that in there too). The real turn around happened when we built up trust
and new members realized that content was created by people like them for
people like them.
Young people get a lot of prejudice thrown their way by people who think
that genealogy requires agedness in order to produce decent work - and it
makes them hesitate to do genealogy in public. Proving that they are in a
safe judgement free zone and that they won't get stared and gawked at goes
a long way. Another thing that I think is important is making it clear that
they are invited to come as they are and do as much as they can/want
whenever they can/want. Because people in their 20s and 30s are busy and
are a little wary of committing to another thing if they don't know what is
expected of them.
I hope this is helpful. I'm deeply passionate about helping young people
engage with history and genealogy and if I can ever be of any use I would
be happy to talk!
*Tara Cajacob | *Adult Services Assistant
355 Schoenbeck Rd.,
<https://maps.google.com/?q=355+Schoenbeck+Rd.,%C2%A0+Wheeling,
+IL+60090&entry=gmail&source=g>
Wheeling, IL 60090
<https://maps.google.com/?q=355+Schoenbeck+Rd.,%C2%A0+Wheeling,
+IL+60090&entry=gmail&source=g>
direct *847.459.4100 ext 354*
main *847.459.4100*
web www.itpld.org
<https://www.facebook.com/indiantrailslibrary/>
<https://twitter.com/IndianTrailsLib>
<https://www.instagram.com/indiantrailslibrary/>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/indiantrailslibrary/albums>
Currently Reading:
*The Comet Seekers *by Helen Sedgwick
*The Power of Moments* by Chip Heath

On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 4:13 PM Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Hello again,
>
> Thank you all for your great feedback! Yes, we try to collaborate with
> faculty on classes with primary sources, and we hope to increase our
> partnerships with faculty in the future. Keep in mind these classes focus
> more on Adolph Sutro's original collection of rare and antiquarian
> materials not the genealogy collection. It is a work in progress!
>
> While I realize that genealogy is not of interest to younger groups and is
> more easily done by older groups especially those who are retired, we want
> to make sure we are reaching our immediate audience, the students, in the
> best way possible. If there is a spark of interest to begin with in young
> folk, the fear is that the word "genealogy" extinguishes that spark.
> Perhaps instead of referring to our collection as the Genealogy Collection
> it may be more encouraging to call it: Family & Local History Collection OR
> Ancestry Research Collection. OR an even better term that encompasses not
> just genealogy, and heritage, but identity (both individual and communal).
> More thoughts?
>
> ~Dev
>
>
>
> On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 1:33 PM Catherine Worthington <
> cworthington at volusia.org> wrote:
>
>> Family Detectives
(2 words)
>>
>> Catherine Worthington
>> Library Assistant II
>> New Smyrna Beach Regional Library
>> (386) 424-2910 (x20856)
>>
Voice Mail (x20878)
>>
>>
>> >>> Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com> 12/14/2018 3:45 PM >>>
>> Hello everyone,
>>
>> I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely
>> known for its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San
>> Francisco State University campus so we also serve students. We have been
>> trying to figure out the best ways to bring in younger researchers, more
>> specifically the college students. We've noticed that perhaps the word
>> "genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem intimidated by this word,
>> and since their free time in between their studies is so limited we can't
>> expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
>>
>> My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy
>> but are more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I
>> immediately think of "Family & Local History" but I hope there is another
>> term, preferably a one-word term, that is all encompassing and encourages
>> students to utilize the invaluable resources that can be found in a
>> genealogy collection.

>>
>> Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
>>
>> Thank you,
>>
>> Dvorah
>>
>>
>> *Dvorah Lewis*
>>
>> Genealogy & Local History Librarian
>>
>> Sutro Library ? California State Library
>>
>> 1630 Holloway Avenue
>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>>
>> San Francisco, CA 94132
>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>>
>> (415) 469-6018 / dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov
>>
>>
>> Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram *@SutroLibrary*
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181214/2b5e64ec/
attachment.html>
From agometz at rhus.com Fri Dec 14 22:33:05 2018
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 22:33:05 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <CAF6i2mcQ4PoZmPDGf_tABCjDgJnsfa3+GUQyK-0yfA1+xiF78g@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
<5C1421A0020000740003AB66@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CAF6i2mcQ4PoZmPDGf_tABCjDgJnsfa3+GUQyK-0yfA1+xiF78g@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5C1475F1.3080408@rhus.com>
On 12/14/2018 5:13 PM, Dvorah Lewis wrote:
>
> While I realize that genealogy is not of interest to younger groups
> and is more easily done by older groups especially those who are
> retired, we want to make sure we are reaching our immediate audience,
> the students, in the best way possible. If there is a spark of
> interest to begin with in young folk, the fear is that the word
> "genealogy" extinguishes that spark. Perhaps instead of referring to

>
>
>
>
>
>

our collection as the Genealogy Collection it may be more encouraging
to call it: Family & Local History Collection OR Ancestry Research
Collection. OR an even better term that encompasses not just
genealogy, and heritage, but identity (both individual and communal).
More thoughts?
I've always felt that Family & Local History works well
And I keep reiterating: "Every family has a story."
Anne Gometz
Gastonia, NC

for many people.

From rmftucker at gmail.com Sat Dec 15 11:25:51 2018
From: rmftucker at gmail.com (Ruth MF Tucker)
Date: Sat, 15 Dec 2018 10:25:51 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students and younger
adults
In-Reply-To: <mailman.30604.1544825547.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.30604.1544825547.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4A0620AD-AD63-4304-983B-2A2F9BDF6E7A@gmail.com>
Arlene,
I think you are correct on the ?more mature? group. Having taught genealogy
classes at two local libraries for several years, we discovered that most people
were in their late 50s at the earliest. After they have grandchildren and have the
time, they become more interested. Younger people are juggling family, jobs,
education, etc. and just don?t have the time to spend on Family History. I know I
didn?t get into it on a regular basis until I retired and had time to spend on
searching the family stories I and heard as a young person.
Same goes for joining lineage societies. My mother was a member since the 1970s,
but my philosophy is that I don?t join organizations until I can be an active
member and that didn?t happen until I retired. I think a lot of our young people
feel the same way and will join later as their life is less complicated.
Ruth MF Tucker
Ruth MF Tucker
rmftucker at gmail.com
Iowa Mayflower Society Ass?t Historian
Member of General Society of Mayflower Descendants in Iowa, National Society of
Daughters of American Revolution, Iowa Genealogical Society, Northeast Iowa
Genealogical Society.

On Dec 14, 2018, at 4:12 PM, genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu wrote:
>
>
>
>

Message: 7
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 13:29:28 -0800
From: Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
Message-ID:
<CALCozYmrHJcymZdNNNsx-VX=VbLFRr0O1xRft6fLeTRt5B1jRw at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
I volunteer at the California Genealogical Society and Library and I must
say younger folk are not interested in genealogy, family history, or their
own story.
We tried holding classes just for people under 30 and it fell apart after a
few meetings.
I believe this is a subject for the more mature folk, looking for something
to do to stay connected.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/
ddeec3a0/attachment.html>
From Melissa.Scroggins at fresnolibrary.org Sat Dec 15 12:57:23 2018
From: Melissa.Scroggins at fresnolibrary.org (Scroggins, Melissa)
Date: Sat, 15 Dec 2018 17:57:23 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hMyqn+tbVuo6R6h=7qtgKw_Ts0tF_YsWGRyYUG2qcmy-w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <712d6bb4ca5e4270b184188465b2b2a1@EXP-D3S3.exec.ds.state.ct.us>
<f75dfb006c61411ca8e1387135aee1a0@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
<CAAvK8hMyqn+tbVuo6R6h=7qtgKw_Ts0tF_YsWGRyYUG2qcmy-w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<MWHPR05MB2990B422D6FDA52341B5C4D4E9A20@MWHPR05MB2990.namprd05.prod.outlook.com>
Who do we contact to become an affiliate library?
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sarah Kirby
Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:53 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
According to my understanding there are 3, or possibly 4, levels of access.
1) General access - anyone anywhere
2) Affiliate library - more than general (I think this is the biggest jump)
3) FHC - more than affiliate
4) FHL only - not sure about this one, but would make sense
levels 2-4 let you view more images, but there are still limits on how much of an
item you can download (print?)
Does anyone know if they've started accepting applications for affiliate status
again? My library isn't one. I know they stopped accepting applications when they
stopped lending film in order to revise the criteria going forward. I haven't heard
whether they've started again or not.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us |
www.facebook.com/HCTPL<http://www.facebook.com/HCTPL>

On Thu, May 17, 2018 at 1:50 PM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at
wtcpl.org<mailto:GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>> wrote:
Yes, some materials are only available through FHCs. We?ve been an affiliate for
some time, and will get occasional calls from users who ask if they can come to our
facility to have greater access. Sometimes even if it indicates online that the
material should be able to be viewed at an affiliate library, we are still unable
to access it. This remains unresolved.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org<mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Picciano, Carolyn
Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2018 8:13 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
For those of you that are affiliates, could you tell me if this gives you access to
additional materials? Are some materials still only available at a regular family
history center?
[http://libguides.ctstatelibrary.org/ld.php?content_id=8790030]
Carolyn M. Picciano | Library Specialist | Carolyn.Picciano at
ct.gov<mailto:Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov> | Office: (860) 757-6580 |
www.ctstatelibrary<http://www.ctstatelibrary.org/>.org | 231 Capitol Ave. Hartford
CT 06106 | Fax: (860) 757-6677
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/
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From BushCD at familysearch.org Sat Dec 15 13:08:28 2018
From: BushCD at familysearch.org (Cherie Bush)
Date: Sat, 15 Dec 2018 18:08:28 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
In-Reply-To:
<MWHPR05MB2990B422D6FDA52341B5C4D4E9A20@MWHPR05MB2990.namprd05.prod.outlook.com>
References: <712d6bb4ca5e4270b184188465b2b2a1@EXP-D3S3.exec.ds.state.ct.us>
<f75dfb006c61411ca8e1387135aee1a0@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
<CAAvK8hMyqn+tbVuo6R6h=7qtgKw_Ts0tF_YsWGRyYUG2qcmy-w@mail.gmail.com>
<MWHPR05MB2990B422D6FDA52341B5C4D4E9A20@MWHPR05MB2990.namprd05.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID:
<CY4PR04MB1000622C8D809B7628979C37BDA20@CY4PR04MB1000.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
Cherie Bush: bushcd at familysearch.org<mailto:bushcd at familysearch.org>
Happy to answer any and all questions about the FamilySearch Affiliate Library
program.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Scroggins, Melissa
Sent: Saturday, December 15, 2018 10:57 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
Who do we contact to become an affiliate library?
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Sarah Kirby
Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:53 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
According to my understanding there are 3, or possibly 4, levels of access.
1) General access - anyone anywhere
2) Affiliate library - more than general (I think this is the biggest jump)
3) FHC - more than affiliate
4) FHL only - not sure about this one, but would make sense
levels 2-4 let you view more images, but there are still limits on how much of an
item you can download (print?)
Does anyone know if they've started accepting applications for affiliate status
again? My library isn't one. I know they stopped accepting applications when they
stopped lending film in order to revise the criteria going forward. I haven't heard
whether they've started again or not.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824

255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXv
sP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=lQTjQAF5U0J4632u6VgiTZUGV
Vv4hSBICAi-jpwTi4Q&e=> |
www.facebook.com/HCTPL<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.facebook.com_HCTPL&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_W
QPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=YJHm1kqbH4Wwudn3_Z8Dok4qG
E8EdueSBnVY0QCze1I&e=>
On Thu, May 17, 2018 at 1:50 PM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at
wtcpl.org<mailto:GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>> wrote:
Yes, some materials are only available through FHCs. We?ve been an affiliate for
some time, and will get occasional calls from users who ask if they can come to our
facility to have greater access. Sometimes even if it indicates online that the
material should be able to be viewed at an affiliate library, we are still unable
to access it. This remains unresolved.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org<mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Picciano, Carolyn
Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2018 8:13 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
For those of you that are affiliates, could you tell me if this gives you access to
additional materials? Are some materials still only available at a regular family
history center?
[http://libguides.ctstatelibrary.org/ld.php?content_id=8790030]
Carolyn M. Picciano | Library Specialist | Carolyn.Picciano at
ct.gov<mailto:Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov> | Office: (860) 757-6580 |
www.ctstatelibrary<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.ctstatelibrary.org_&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_
WQPxN5VOp2E-iJ-Hp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=dwa5JywvXfZcq0MEJjQNb6tcXvoTzjboBX_6otFobM&e=>.org | 231 Capitol Ave. Hartford CT 06106 |
Fax: (860) 757-6677
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVE
qQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=3u_HvtCFEQs2bkRbphLOy82iiKoy8OsR5JHAkEtJZs&e=>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/
dea2ac0f/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/
dea2ac0f/attachment-0001.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 7898 bytes
Desc: image002.jpg
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/
dea2ac0f/attachment-0001.jpg>
From genbook at gmail.com Sat Dec 15 14:03:20 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Sat, 15 Dec 2018 14:03:20 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students and younger
adults
In-Reply-To: <4A0620AD-AD63-4304-983B-2A2F9BDF6E7A@gmail.com>
References: <mailman.30604.1544825547.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<4A0620AD-AD63-4304-983B-2A2F9BDF6E7A@gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhUpR3rqPzHarNxu_HCBE_B9OdnH0SMMEidsxXDBzZeQ_Q@mail.gmail.com>
Ruth Tucker makes good points. I started at 30 but then I was working in a
genealogy dept. From our own society we see that the "more seasoned" folks
have the time to be officers and the younger fol can only come to the
meetings.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing) Rochester NY Public Library
Digital Public Library of America Community Representative
President, Rochester Genealogical Society 2017On Sat, Dec 15, 2018 at 11:26 AM Ruth MF Tucker <rmftucker at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Arlene,
I think you are correct on the ?more mature? group. Having taught
genealogy classes at two local libraries for several years, we discovered
that most people were in their late 50s at the earliest. After they have
grandchildren and have the time, they become more interested. Younger
people are juggling family, jobs, education, etc. and just don?t have the
time to spend on Family History. I know I didn?t get into it on a regular

> basis until I retired and had time to spend on searching the family stories
> I and heard as a young person.
>
> Same goes for joining lineage societies. My mother was a member since the
> 1970s, but my philosophy is that I don?t join organizations until I can be
> an active member and that didn?t happen until I retired. I think a lot of
> our young people feel the same way and will join later as their life is
> less complicated.
>
>
> *Ruth MF Tucker*
> Ruth MF Tucker
> rmftucker at gmail.com
> Iowa Mayflower Society Ass?t Historian
>
> Member of General Society of Mayflower Descendants in Iowa, National
> Society of Daughters of American Revolution, Iowa Genealogical Society,
> Northeast Iowa Genealogical Society.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> On Dec 14, 2018, at 4:12 PM, genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu wrote:
>
> Message: 7
> Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 13:29:28 -0800
> From: Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
> Message-ID:
> <CALCozYmrHJcymZdNNNsx-VX=VbLFRr0O1xRft6fLeTRt5B1jRw at mail.gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
> I volunteer at the California Genealogical Society and Library and I must
> say younger folk are not interested in genealogy, family history, or their
> own story.
> We tried holding classes just for people under 30 and it fell apart after a
> few meetings.
> I believe this is a subject for the more mature folk, looking for something
> to do to stay connected.
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/9888f710/
attachment.html>
From merlynliberty at gmail.com

Sun Dec 16 07:31:30 2018

From: merlynliberty at gmail.com (Merlyn Liberty)
Date: Sun, 16 Dec 2018 07:31:30 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
In-Reply-To:
<CY4PR04MB1000622C8D809B7628979C37BDA20@CY4PR04MB1000.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
References: <712d6bb4ca5e4270b184188465b2b2a1@EXP-D3S3.exec.ds.state.ct.us>
<f75dfb006c61411ca8e1387135aee1a0@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
<CAAvK8hMyqn+tbVuo6R6h=7qtgKw_Ts0tF_YsWGRyYUG2qcmy-w@mail.gmail.com>
<MWHPR05MB2990B422D6FDA52341B5C4D4E9A20@MWHPR05MB2990.namprd05.prod.outlook.com>
<CY4PR04MB1000622C8D809B7628979C37BDA20@CY4PR04MB1000.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CA+W5k92U-AdpKzTsG5Y4gXvKE7jTZX6Ub6qG+hviyeN1goBK_A@mail.gmail.com>
The key requirement for a library-archives to become a FamilySearch
Affiliate is having a static IP address. If you are a small institution
with a minuscule operating budget like mine, that extra $100.00 +/- p/m
($1,200.00 p/y) has an enormous impact. We simply cannot afford that. We
believe that becoming a FSA would likely become a draw for genealogists to
visit our library-archives and which would also be good for FamilySearch.
2-3 times per year Verizon jiggers the internets and the IP address is
changed. With NEHGS/AmericanAncestors.org, reconnecting to the new IP
addressed is solved with a phone call. The phone call also gives us an
opportunity to tell them how much our researchers love their resources. Why
can't FamilySearch offer something like this to institutions who's
operating budgets are under a certain amount? This would not increase the
burden of tracking the stats by very much.
Merlyn Liberty, Librarian & Archivist
Dyer Memorial Library
On Sat, Dec 15, 2018 at 1:08 PM Cherie Bush <BushCD at familysearch.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Cherie Bush: bushcd at familysearch.org
Happy to answer any and all questions about the FamilySearch Affiliate
Library program.

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Scroggins, Melissa
*Sent:* Saturday, December 15, 2018 10:57 AM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question

Who do we contact to become an affiliate library?

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [
mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] *On Behalf Of *Sarah Kirby
*Sent:* Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:53 AM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question

>
>
> According to my understanding there are 3, or possibly 4, levels of access.
>
> 1) General access - anyone anywhere
>
> 2) Affiliate library - more than general (I think this is the biggest jump)
>
> 3) FHC - more than affiliate
>
> 4) FHL only - not sure about this one, but would make sense
>
> levels 2-4 let you view more images, but there are still limits on how
> much of an item you can download (print?)
>
>
>
> Does anyone know if they've started accepting applications for affiliate
> status again? My library isn't one. I know they stopped accepting
> applications when they stopped lending film in order to revise the criteria
> going forward. I haven't heard whether they've started again or not.
>
>
> ______________
> Sarah A. V. Kirby
> Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
> Public Library
> skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXv
sP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=lQTjQAF5U0J4632u6VgiTZUGV
Vv4hSBICAi-jpwTi4Q&e=>
> | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.facebook.com_HCTPL&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_W
QPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=YJHm1kqbH4Wwudn3_Z8Dok4qG
E8EdueSBnVY0QCze1I&e=>
>
>
>
> On Thu, May 17, 2018 at 1:50 PM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
> wrote:
>
> Yes, some materials are only available through FHCs. We?ve been an
> affiliate for some time, and will get occasional calls from users who ask
> if they can come to our facility to have greater access. Sometimes even if
> it indicates online that the material should be able to be viewed at an
> affiliate library, we are still unable to access it. This remains
> unresolved.
>
>
>
> *Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
>
>

>
>
> * Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor Warren-Trumbull County
> Public Library 444 Mahoning Ave. NW Warren, Ohio 44483 (330) 399-8807,
> Ext.120*
>
> *glasgowe at wtcpl.org <glasgowe at wtcpl.org>*
>
>
> *We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
> John Lubbock*
>
>
>
> [image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]
>
>
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Picciano, Carolyn
> *Sent:* Thursday, May 17, 2018 8:13 AM
> *To:* 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Subject:* [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
>
>
>
> For those of you that are affiliates, could you tell me if this gives you
> access to additional materials? Are some materials still only available at
> a regular family history center?
>
>
>
> [image: http://libguides.ctstatelibrary.org/ld.php?content_id=8790030]
>
>
>
> Carolyn M. Picciano | Library Specialist | Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov |*
> Office: *(860) 757-6580 | www.ctstatelibrary
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.ctstatelibrary.org_&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_
WQPxN5VOp2E-iJ-Hp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=dwa5JywvXfZcq0MEJjQNb6tcXvoTzjboBX_6otFobM&e=>
> .org | 231 Capitol Ave. Hartford CT 06106 | Fax: (860) 757-6677
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVE
qQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=3u_HvtCFEQs2bkRbphLOy82iiKoy8OsR5JHAkEtJZs&e=>
>
>
> _______________________________________________

> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181216/
f7f64c52/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181216/
f7f64c52/attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 7898 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181216/
f7f64c52/attachment.jpg>
From reservationfor5 at gmail.com Sun Dec 16 10:55:30 2018
From: reservationfor5 at gmail.com (Nicole Wedemeyer Miller)
Date: Sun, 16 Dec 2018 09:55:30 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <5C1475F1.3080408@rhus.com>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
<5C1421A0020000740003AB66@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CAF6i2mcQ4PoZmPDGf_tABCjDgJnsfa3+GUQyK-0yfA1+xiF78g@mail.gmail.com>
<5C1475F1.3080408@rhus.com>
Message-ID: <CADjOuyAJa+0rYOb=EWX8i=fuz8ZDbVt+grWH9bpZMmbdLX9bGA@mail.gmail.com>
Along those same lines I like to say "Everyone has a story. Every story
matters."
Nicole

On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 9:33 PM Anne Gometz <agometz at rhus.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

On 12/14/2018 5:13 PM, Dvorah Lewis wrote:
>
> While I realize that genealogy is not of interest to younger groups
> and is more easily done by older groups especially those who are
> retired, we want to make sure we are reaching our immediate audience,
> the students, in the best way possible. If there is a spark of
> interest to begin with in young folk, the fear is that the word
> "genealogy" extinguishes that spark. Perhaps instead of referring to
> our collection as the Genealogy Collection it may be more encouraging
> to call it: Family & Local History Collection OR Ancestry Research
> Collection. OR an even better term that encompasses not just
> genealogy, and heritage, but identity (both individual and communal).
> More thoughts?
>
I've always felt that Family & Local History works well

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

for many people.

And I keep reiterating: "Every family has a story."
Anne Gometz
Gastonia, NC
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of Libraries Unlimited's
bestselling *Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians,
Archivists, and Volunteers.*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181216/3a4e6378/
attachment.html>
From cksteinhoff at gmail.com Sun Dec 16 13:02:25 2018
From: cksteinhoff at gmail.com (Cynthia Steinhoff)
Date: Sun, 16 Dec 2018 13:02:25 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <CADjOuyAJa+0rYOb=EWX8i=fuz8ZDbVt+grWH9bpZMmbdLX9bGA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
<5C1421A0020000740003AB66@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CAF6i2mcQ4PoZmPDGf_tABCjDgJnsfa3+GUQyK-0yfA1+xiF78g@mail.gmail.com>
<5C1475F1.3080408@rhus.com>
<CADjOuyAJa+0rYOb=EWX8i=fuz8ZDbVt+grWH9bpZMmbdLX9bGA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <D83BFB91.BC3F8%cksteinhoff@gmail.com>
I am a librarian at a large community college. One way to interest students
more might be through faculty members. One of our history professors teaches
a special topics course ? meaning it is an elective not offered on a regular
basis ? in Italian American history. One segment of his class was genealogy.
We collaborated with the local public library, which does more with
genealogy than our college library does, to provide assistance to the
students. He had good feedback from the students about this segment of the
class.
For other younger folks, perhaps a similar arrangement with local schools
could be made. One of my nephews, now in college, did a family history
project while in the upper elementary grades or middle school, so other
schools may do this. He was interested while he did the project, and after.
He pays attention when his mother ? my sister ? and I discuss my research
into our side of his family tree. He has even helped me locate headstones in
cemeteries!
Cindy in Maryland
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Nicole
Wedemeyer Miller <reservationfor5 at gmail.com>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Sunday, December 16, 2018 at 10:55 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
Along those same lines I like to say "Everyone has a story. Every story

matters."
Nicole

On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 9:33 PM Anne Gometz <agometz at rhus.com> wrote:
> On 12/14/2018 5:13 PM, Dvorah Lewis wrote:
>> >
>> > While I realize that genealogy is not of interest to younger groups
>> > and is more easily done by older groups especially those who are
>> > retired, we want to make sure we are reaching our immediate audience,
>> > the students, in the best way possible. If there is a spark of
>> > interest to begin with in young folk, the fear is that the word
>> > "genealogy" extinguishes that spark. Perhaps instead of referring to
>> > our collection as the Genealogy Collection it may be more encouraging
>> > to call it: Family & Local History Collection OR Ancestry Research
>> > Collection. OR an even better term that encompasses not just
>> > genealogy, and heritage, but identity (both individual and communal).
>> > More thoughts?
>> >
>
I've always felt that Family & Local History works well
> for many people. And I keep reiterating: "Every family has a story."
>
Anne Gometz
>
Gastonia, NC
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of Libraries Unlimited's
bestselling Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians,
Archivists, and Volunteers.
_______________________________________________ genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181216/
cdf37a61/attachment.html>
From dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com Mon Dec 17 10:27:11 2018
From: dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com (Becky Isbell)
Date: Mon, 17 Dec 2018 09:27:11 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <CAP5xEzQ=MSvDakJM3+H4ufW7Dz7ZLEogJR04Uh-Lg_OX17=+oA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
<5C1421A0020000740003AB66@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CABS3ZHUNw_SToCDT1HZhegCqj9BTXgAM_y8eRFi1gLejNFP+6w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAP5xEzQ=MSvDakJM3+H4ufW7Dz7ZLEogJR04Uh-Lg_OX17=+oA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <019301d4961c$fb65f200$f231d600$@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
I have not done any of these myself, but I have thought about ways to bring new
people into Genealogy. I am the director of a library with a very active genealogy
department. I wouldn?t call myself a passionate genealogist, but I?m interested in
genealogy, so I would say that I would be similar to much of the audience you are

interested in reaching.

Here are some of my thoughts for bringing in new people:
1.
Capitalize on the Ancestry commercials. I think they succeed in large part
because they tell a story. In your advertising, get people to tell a story. I
applied for a grant (that I didn?t get) to promote our genealogy library. I was
going to use the tagline ?My favorite ancestor?? Encourage people to share stories
of ancestors. Infamous, famous, just fun stories that are discovered. Maybe a story
about a people group that is discovered while doing ancestry. I think if you could
get the people who are passionate about genealogy to share one short story about
one of their ancestors, it may get others saying, ?I wonder who my ancestors are
and what their stories are??
2.
Have you seen ALA?s READ posters? They have software you can purchase to
create posters with local celebrities. Especially for a small community, like a
college, what if you did something like this? Created some sort of template, each
person is holding a meaningful picture?their ancestor, a group photo, an old family
home? And there is a short quote about what it means to them. Put these up all over
campus, people see folks they know, they?re intrigued? Maybe?

Here are a couple ?My favorite ancestors? that I might use. I think it just makes
it playful, fun and interesting? and tells a story:
1.
My favorite ancestor is John Billington. He was the first Pilgrim to be
hanged on the Plymouth Plantation. (I told that to members of our genealogy society
and I don?t think they were impressed, but I think quirky stories like that,
especially in the far distant past, add to the interest for a younger generation.)
2.
My favorite ancestor is Nathaniel FitzRandolph. He donated the land to
form Princeton. Rumor has it that when he donated the land, he made an agreement
that all of his descendants got to attend Princeton for free. Also, he?s the 9th
great-grandfather of Obama. (But don?t tell anyone here in Texas we?re related!)

Becky

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cajacob, Tara
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2018 4:12 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students

Dvorah,

I have done extensive work with NextGen Genealogy Network - a genealogy society
that focuses on Millennial and younger genealogists - and they have been quite
successful. I highly suggest reaching out to them https://www.tnggn.org/.

Tara Cajacob | Adult Services Assistant
<https://maps.google.com/?q=355+Schoenbeck+Rd.,%C2%A0+Wheeling,
+IL+60090&entry=gmail&source=g> 355 Schoenbeck Rd.,
<https://maps.google.com/?q=355+Schoenbeck+Rd.,%C2%A0+Wheeling,
+IL+60090&entry=gmail&source=g> Wheeling, IL 60090
direct 847.459.4100 ext 354
main

847.459.4100

web

<http://www.itpld.org/> www.itpld.org

<https://www.facebook.com/indiantrailslibrary/>
<https://twitter.com/IndianTrailsLib>
<https://www.instagram.com/indiantrailslibrary/>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/indiantrailslibrary/albums>

Currently Reading:
The Comet Seekers by Helen Sedgwick
The Power of Moments by Chip Heath

On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 4:05 PM Debra Dudek <ddudek at fountaindale.org
<mailto:ddudek at fountaindale.org> > wrote:
Smaller informal meetups under the banner of NextGen Genealogy
(https://www.tnggn.org/) has been a great way to attract younger people into
genealogy research. I've organized a few BillionGraves and Beer field trips, where
we meet at a local cemetery, take photos for BillionGraves, and buy a round of
drinks at a local pub (with free wifi) for everyone who attended. Young people
under drinking age usually get a food item of their choice (usually cookie skillets
or some other dessert). We use the wifi to upload photos and the pint to talk
about genealogy apps and family history. If you don't feel comfortable with
hosting an event at a pub, you could try free coffee/tea at a campus coffee shop.

Students are super busy, and they appreciate portability and the ability to share
what they find on social media.

Some of the free apps you might want to highlight for use:
FamilySearch
FamilySearch Memories
BillionGraves
Pinterest
PhotoScan by Google
TextGrabber
Photo apps - Instagram, Aviary, Darkroom
Evernote
SpeakEasy
Mango Languages (if your library has a subscription)

Another great way to connect with students over the winter is to host nonappointment one-on-ones with free food/coffee for ethnic genealogy, sort of a
genealogy roadshow in your local coffee shop. You need to publicize the crap out
of this, but its great to host in the cold winter months, especially on early
saturday/sunday afternoons.

I have a few more ideas to run past you if you need more help!

Best Regards,
Debra

On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 3:33 PM Catherine Worthington <cworthington at volusia.org
<mailto:cworthington at volusia.org> > wrote:
Family Detectives

(2 words)

Catherine Worthington
Library Assistant II
New Smyrna Beach Regional Library

(386) 424-2910

(x20856)

Voice Mail

(x20878)

>>> Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com <mailto:dvorah.lewis at gmail.com> >
12/14/2018 3:45 PM >>>
Hello everyone,

I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely known for
its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San Francisco State
University campus so we also serve students. We have been trying to figure out the
best ways to bring in younger researchers, more specifically the college students.
We've noticed that perhaps the word "genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem
intimidated by this word, and since their free time in between their studies is so
limited we can't expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.

My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy but are
more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I immediately think of
"Family & Local History" but I hope there is another term, preferably a one-word
term, that is all encompassing and encourages students to utilize the invaluable
resources that can be found in a genealogy collection.

Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.

Thank you,

Dvorah

Dvorah Lewis
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Sutro Library ? California State Library
1630 Holloway Avenue <https://maps.google.com/?
q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
San Francisco, CA 94132 <https://maps.google.com/?
q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
(415) 469-6018 <tel:(415)%20469-6018> / dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov
<mailto:dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov>

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram @SutroLibrary
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-***********************************************************************************
************************
Debra M. Dudek
Fountaindale Public Library District
Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
300 W. Briarcliff Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
(p) 630.685.4201

"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because words have
power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and time." - Terry
Prachett's Going Postal
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From BHill at rbhayes.org Mon Dec 17 10:31:28 2018
From: BHill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Mon, 17 Dec 2018 15:31:28 +0000

Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <019301d4961c$fb65f200$f231d600$@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
<5C1421A0020000740003AB66@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CABS3ZHUNw_SToCDT1HZhegCqj9BTXgAM_y8eRFi1gLejNFP+6w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAP5xEzQ=MSvDakJM3+H4ufW7Dz7ZLEogJR04Uh-Lg_OX17=+oA@mail.gmail.com>
<019301d4961c$fb65f200$f231d600$@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Message-ID: <b57fc9f473d544e4bea852a032ca6152@MBX082-W2-CO-2.EXCH082.SERVERPOD.NET>
Great ideas Becky Isbell.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Becky Isbell
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2018 10:27 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
I have not done any of these myself, but I have thought about ways to bring new
people into Genealogy. I am the director of a library with a very active genealogy
department. I wouldn?t call myself a passionate genealogist, but I?m interested in
genealogy, so I would say that I would be similar to much of the audience you are
interested in reaching.
Here are some of my thoughts for bringing in new people:
1.
Capitalize on the Ancestry commercials. I think they succeed in large part
because they tell a story. In your advertising, get people to tell a story. I
applied for a grant (that I didn?t get) to promote our genealogy library. I was
going to use the tagline ?My favorite ancestor?? Encourage people to share stories
of ancestors. Infamous, famous, just fun stories that are discovered. Maybe a story
about a people group that is discovered while doing ancestry. I think if you could
get the people who are passionate about genealogy to share one short story about
one of their ancestors, it may get others saying, ?I wonder who my ancestors are
and what their stories are??
2.
Have you seen ALA?s READ posters? They have software you can purchase to
create posters with local celebrities. Especially for a small community, like a
college, what if you did something like this? Created some sort of template, each
person is holding a meaningful picture?their ancestor, a group photo, an old family
home? And there is a short quote about what it means to them. Put these up all over
campus, people see folks they know, they?re intrigued? Maybe?
Here are a couple ?My favorite ancestors? that I might use. I think it just makes
it playful, fun and interesting? and tells a story:
1.
My favorite ancestor is John Billington. He was the first Pilgrim to be
hanged on the Plymouth Plantation. (I told that to members of our genealogy society
and I don?t think they were impressed, but I think quirky stories like that,
especially in the far distant past, add to the interest for a younger generation.)
2.
My favorite ancestor is Nathaniel FitzRandolph. He donated the land to
form Princeton. Rumor has it that when he donated the land, he made an agreement
that all of his descendants got to attend Princeton for free. Also, he?s the 9th
great-grandfather of Obama. (But don?t tell anyone here in Texas we?re related!)
Becky

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cajacob, Tara
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2018 4:12 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
Dvorah,
I have done extensive work with NextGen Genealogy Network - a genealogy society
that focuses on Millennial and younger genealogists - and they have been quite
successful. I highly suggest reaching out to them https://www.tnggn.org/.
Tara Cajacob | Adult Services Assistant
[Image removed by sender.]
355 Schoenbeck Rd., <https://maps.google.com/?q=355+Schoenbeck+Rd.,%C2%A0+Wheeling,
+IL+60090&entry=gmail&source=g>
Wheeling, IL 60090<https://maps.google.com/?q=355+Schoenbeck+Rd.,%C2%A0+Wheeling,
+IL+60090&entry=gmail&source=g>
direct 847.459.4100 ext 354
main 847.459.4100
web www.itpld.org<http://www.itpld.org/>
[Image removed by sender.]<https://www.facebook.com/indiantrailslibrary/>
[Image
removed by sender.] <https://twitter.com/IndianTrailsLib>
[Image removed by
sender.] <https://www.instagram.com/indiantrailslibrary/>
[Image removed by
sender.] <https://www.flickr.com/photos/indiantrailslibrary/albums>
Currently Reading:
The Comet Seekers by Helen Sedgwick
The Power of Moments by Chip Heath

On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 4:05 PM Debra Dudek <ddudek at
fountaindale.org<mailto:ddudek at fountaindale.org>> wrote:
Smaller informal meetups under the banner of NextGen Genealogy
(https://www.tnggn.org/) has been a great way to attract younger people into
genealogy research. I've organized a few BillionGraves and Beer field trips, where
we meet at a local cemetery, take photos for BillionGraves, and buy a round of
drinks at a local pub (with free wifi) for everyone who attended. Young people
under drinking age usually get a food item of their choice (usually cookie skillets
or some other dessert). We use the wifi to upload photos and the pint to talk
about genealogy apps and family history. If you don't feel comfortable with
hosting an event at a pub, you could try free coffee/tea at a campus coffee shop.
Students are super busy, and they appreciate portability and the ability to share
what they find on social media.
Some of the free apps you might want to highlight for use:
FamilySearch
FamilySearch Memories
BillionGraves
Pinterest
PhotoScan by Google
TextGrabber
Photo apps - Instagram, Aviary, Darkroom
Evernote
SpeakEasy

Mango Languages (if your library has a subscription)
Another great way to connect with students over the winter is to host nonappointment one-on-ones with free food/coffee for ethnic genealogy, sort of a
genealogy roadshow in your local coffee shop. You need to publicize the crap out
of this, but its great to host in the cold winter months, especially on early
saturday/sunday afternoons.
I have a few more ideas to run past you if you need more help!
Best Regards,
Debra
On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 3:33 PM Catherine Worthington <cworthington at
volusia.org<mailto:cworthington at volusia.org>> wrote:
Family Detectives
(2 words)
Catherine Worthington
Library Assistant II
New Smyrna Beach Regional Library
(386) 424-2910 (x20856)
Voice Mail (x20878)
>>> Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com<mailto:dvorah.lewis at gmail.com>>
12/14/2018 3:45 PM >>>
Hello everyone,
I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely known for
its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San Francisco State
University campus so we also serve students. We have been trying to figure out the
best ways to bring in younger researchers, more specifically the college students.
We've noticed that perhaps the word "genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem
intimidated by this word, and since their free time in between their studies is so
limited we can't expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy but are
more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I immediately think of
"Family & Local History" but I hope there is another term, preferably a one-word
term, that is all encompassing and encourages students to utilize the invaluable
resources that can be found in a genealogy collection.
Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
Thank you,
Dvorah
Dvorah Lewis
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Sutro Library ? California State Library
1630 Holloway Avenue<https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
San Francisco, CA 94132<https://maps.google.com/?
q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
(415) 469-6018<tel:(415)%20469-6018> / dvorah.lewis at
library.ca.gov<mailto:dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov>
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram @SutroLibrary

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-***********************************************************************************
************************
Debra M. Dudek
Fountaindale Public Library District
Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
300 W. Briarcliff Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
(p) 630.685.4201
"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because words have
power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and time." - Terry
Prachett's Going Postal
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
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From nora at nova.edu Mon Dec 17 10:32:57 2018
From: nora at nova.edu (Nora Quinlan)
Date: Mon, 17 Dec 2018 15:32:57 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Working with students
Message-ID:
<BL0PR06MB4371C4C26E781875A15CAC8FA4BC0@BL0PR06MB4371.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
I work with our Honors Dept. which offers a class called Genetics and Genealogy it is co-taught by a Biology professor and and a Humanities professor.
Enrollment has been good and as of this year it will be offered every year.
I do one class session on using the Library's genealogy resources and how to use
Family Search and another class session that is an open lab. In addition I offer
individual instruction appointments as needed for the students
What has been fascinating for me is the varied ethnic and national origins of the
students - very non-traditional. One of the most interesting was a student who was

Colombian immigrant

and whose family had Italian roots dating back to WW 2.

Nora J. Quinlan
Director of Reference and Instructional Library Services
Alvin Sherman Library
Office (954) 262-4637
nora at nova.edu <mailto:nora at nova.edu>
nova.edu<http://nova.edu>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x20.gif]
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/logo-email.png]
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x20.gif]
[facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/NSUFlorida>
[instagram]
<https://www.instagram.com/novasoutheastern/>
[snapchat]
<https://www.snapchat.com/add/nsusharks>
[twitter]
<http://www.twitter.com/nsuflorida> [youtube]
<http://www.youtube.com/c/novasoutheasternuniversity>
[linkedin]
<https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18106>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x10.gif]
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From birdlady2011 at icloud.com Mon Dec 17 10:37:12 2018
From: birdlady2011 at icloud.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Mon, 17 Dec 2018 10:37:12 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home: Vermont and Ulster
(Ireland) interests
Message-ID: <33CC2BEF-A60A-4957-A59D-601161A8B0EF@icloud.com>
The items listed below are free to a good library home. Please reply off list to
birdlady2011 at icloud.com <mailto:birdlady2011 at icloud.com> and include your
postal mailing address. Thanks for helping me make space on my shelves!
Claire Kluskens
Ulster Genealogical and Historical Guild
Vol. 1, (1978), apparently the first issue
Vol. 1, No. 5 (1980)
Vol. 1, No. 6 (1981)
Vol. 1, No. 7 (1981)

Vol. 1, No. 8 (1982)
Alice Eichholz, PHd.D., C.G., Collecting Vermont Ancestors (Montpelier, VT: New
Trails! 1993). (softcover, comb binding).
Robert M. Murphy, ed., Indexes to Branches and Twigs: A Genealogical Periodical
Published by the Genealogical Society of Vermont From 1972 Through 1995 (St.
Albans, VT: Genealogical Society of Vermont, 2000). 571 pages.
Branches and Twigs (published by Genealogical Society of Vermont)
Vol. 23, Nos. 1-4 (complete) (1994)
Vol. 24, Nos. 1-4 (complete) 1995)
Vermont Genealogy (published by Genealogical Society of Vermont) (ISSN 1086-2439)
Vol. 1, Nos. 1-4 (1996) (complete)
Vol. 2, Nos. 1-4 (1997) (complete)
Vol. 5, Nos. 1-4 (2000) (complete)
Vol. 6, Nos. 1-4 (2001) (complete)
Vol. 7, Nos. 1-4 (2002) (complete)
Vol. 10, Nos. 1-4 (2005) (complete)
Vol. 12, Nos. 1-4 (2007) (complete)
Vermont Genealogy
Vol. 15, Nos. 1-2
Vol. 16, Nos. 1-2
Vol. 18, Nos. 1-2
Vol. 19, Nos. 1-2
Vol. 20, Nos. 1-2

? Changed publication schedule to two issues/year:
(2010) (complete)
(2011) (complete)
(2013) (complete)
(2014) (complete)
(2015) (complete)
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From suzanne at malekinc.net Mon Dec 17 11:16:13 2018
From: suzanne at malekinc.net (Suzanne Malek)
Date: Mon, 17 Dec 2018 08:16:13 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <mailman.30696.1544897314.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.30696.1544897314.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <F0662DEB-6F43-485C-900A-C9A8D6C0E1FA@malekinc.net>
Hello:
I have been running a very nice open genealogy lab at Truckee Meadows Community
College Library in Reno, Nevada for about a year and a half now. The lab runs from
11:30am-2:00pm each Friday and is offered to our students, faculty and the public
for at no charge. We treat it as an extension of our reference desk services. I
started off with an attendance of about 8-10 per week, but am now averaging about
25 per week. My program is very exciting, we offer it on Fridays when the traffic
in the library is traditionally slow. Our genealogy books are now the 2nd highest
circulating books in our paper collection (reserve textbooks being the highest). I
have been working with our faculty to incorporate genealogy into the curriculum.
Starting in spring our English Department is adapting an oral family history
homework assignment. This started with my introduction of StoryCorps into my Open
Genealogy Lab. If it is successful another English faculty member has expressed
interest in adopting it as well. I am going to be the embedded librarian in spring

for the oral history assignment. At our Welcome Back Day for the faculty in January
I have organized a Lineage Society event. All of our local lineage societies will
have a table right by the lunch room where the faculty will be eating during their
hour and a half midday break. The idea is to introduce genealogy to the faculty
first, in the hopes that it will spark their interest in incorporating it across
the curriculum. Each table will be giving away raffle tickets to any faculty member
who visits them. During the lunch I will be giving away prizes that have been
donated by the various genealogy vendors. Our library also became a Family Search
Affiliate. I am working on many new and exciting events to promote my open lab and
would be happy to share them with anyone who is interested.
If anyone is interested in knowing more about my program, please contact me at
smalek at tmcc.edu <mailto:smalek at tmcc.edu>.
Suzanne Malek
TMCC Librarian

> On Dec 15, 2018, at 10:08 AM, genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu wrote:
>
> Send genealib mailing list submissions to
>
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
> To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
>
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
> You can reach the person managing the list at
>
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
> When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
> than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
>
>
> *Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the items
you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that of the single
message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other messages or change the
subject line may result in your message being rejected.
>
> Today's Topics:
>
>
1. Re: Tips for bringing in college students (Dvorah Lewis)
>
2. Re: Tips for bringing in college students (Cajacob, Tara)
>
3. Re: Tips for bringing in college students (Anne Gometz)
>
4. Re: Tips for bringing in college students and younger
adults
>
(Ruth MF Tucker)
>
5. Re: Family Search Affiliate Library program question
>
(Scroggins, Melissa)
>
6. Re: Family Search Affiliate Library program question (Cherie Bush)
>
>
> --------------------------------------------------------------------->
> Message: 1
> Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 14:13:40 -0800
> From: Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com>

> To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
> Message-ID:
>
<CAF6i2mcQ4PoZmPDGf_tABCjDgJnsfa3+GUQyK-0yfA1+xiF78g at mail.gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
> Hello again,
>
> Thank you all for your great feedback! Yes, we try to collaborate with
> faculty on classes with primary sources, and we hope to increase our
> partnerships with faculty in the future. Keep in mind these classes focus
> more on Adolph Sutro's original collection of rare and antiquarian
> materials not the genealogy collection. It is a work in progress!
>
> While I realize that genealogy is not of interest to younger groups and is
> more easily done by older groups especially those who are retired, we want
> to make sure we are reaching our immediate audience, the students, in the
> best way possible. If there is a spark of interest to begin with in young
> folk, the fear is that the word "genealogy" extinguishes that spark.
> Perhaps instead of referring to our collection as the Genealogy Collection
> it may be more encouraging to call it: Family & Local History Collection OR
> Ancestry Research Collection. OR an even better term that encompasses not
> just genealogy, and heritage, but identity (both individual and communal).
> More thoughts?
>
> ~Dev
>
>
>
> On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 1:33 PM Catherine Worthington <
> cworthington at volusia.org> wrote:
>
>> Family Detectives
(2 words)
>>
>> Catherine Worthington
>> Library Assistant II
>> New Smyrna Beach Regional Library
>> (386) 424-2910 (x20856)
>>
Voice Mail (x20878)
>>
>>
>>>>> Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com> 12/14/2018 3:45 PM >>>
>> Hello everyone,
>>
>> I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely
>> known for its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San
>> Francisco State University campus so we also serve students. We have been
>> trying to figure out the best ways to bring in younger researchers, more
>> specifically the college students. We've noticed that perhaps the word
>> "genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem intimidated by this word,
>> and since their free time in between their studies is so limited we can't
>> expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
>>
>> My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy
>> but are more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I
>> immediately think of "Family & Local History" but I hope there is another
>> term, preferably a one-word term, that is all encompassing and encourages
>> students to utilize the invaluable resources that can be found in a
>> genealogy collection.

>>
>> Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
>>
>> Thank you,
>>
>> Dvorah
>>
>>
>> *Dvorah Lewis*
>>
>> Genealogy & Local History Librarian
>>
>> Sutro Library ? California State Library
>>
>> 1630 Holloway Avenue
>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>>
>> San Francisco, CA 94132
>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>>
>> (415) 469-6018 / dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov
>>
>>
>> Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram *@SutroLibrary*
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181214/
f9795a36/attachment-0001.html>
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 2
> Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 16:32:32 -0600
> From: "Cajacob, Tara" <tcajacob at indiantrailslibrary.org>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
> Message-ID:
>
<CAP5xEzTsR9Mxw1CvoUieZC2bwZZR7KQpLPNaSzXrTxHJs80Pnw at mail.gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
> I did the marketing and graphic design for NGGN a few years ago when they
> rebranded - we found that the key was to talk about "connections" and
> "stories" more than legacy or heritage. The idea that young genealogists
> are a part of something bigger than themselves seemed to really inspire a
> sense of curiosity and engagement. The new marketing campaign focused on
> action words instead of passive words (e.g. explore and engage instead of
> techniques and programs) and centered a bit more heavily on technology and
> things that had a cool factor than on pedagogy (although we threw some of
> that in there too). The real turn around happened when we built up trust
> and new members realized that content was created by people like them for
> people like them.
>
> Young people get a lot of prejudice thrown their way by people who think

> that genealogy requires agedness in order to produce decent work - and it
> makes them hesitate to do genealogy in public. Proving that they are in a
> safe judgement free zone and that they won't get stared and gawked at goes
> a long way. Another thing that I think is important is making it clear that
> they are invited to come as they are and do as much as they can/want
> whenever they can/want. Because people in their 20s and 30s are busy and
> are a little wary of committing to another thing if they don't know what is
> expected of them.
>
> I hope this is helpful. I'm deeply passionate about helping young people
> engage with history and genealogy and if I can ever be of any use I would
> be happy to talk!
>
> *Tara Cajacob | *Adult Services Assistant
>
>
> 355 Schoenbeck Rd.,
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=355+Schoenbeck+Rd.,%C2%A0+Wheeling,
+IL+60090&entry=gmail&source=g>
> Wheeling, IL 60090
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=355+Schoenbeck+Rd.,%C2%A0+Wheeling,
+IL+60090&entry=gmail&source=g>
>
> direct *847.459.4100 ext 354*
> main *847.459.4100*
> web www.itpld.org
>
> <https://www.facebook.com/indiantrailslibrary/>
> <https://twitter.com/IndianTrailsLib>
> <https://www.instagram.com/indiantrailslibrary/>
> <https://www.flickr.com/photos/indiantrailslibrary/albums>
>
> Currently Reading:
> *The Comet Seekers *by Helen Sedgwick
> *The Power of Moments* by Chip Heath
>
>
>
> On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 4:13 PM Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>>
>> Hello again,
>>
>> Thank you all for your great feedback! Yes, we try to collaborate with
>> faculty on classes with primary sources, and we hope to increase our
>> partnerships with faculty in the future. Keep in mind these classes focus
>> more on Adolph Sutro's original collection of rare and antiquarian
>> materials not the genealogy collection. It is a work in progress!
>>
>> While I realize that genealogy is not of interest to younger groups and is
>> more easily done by older groups especially those who are retired, we want
>> to make sure we are reaching our immediate audience, the students, in the
>> best way possible. If there is a spark of interest to begin with in young
>> folk, the fear is that the word "genealogy" extinguishes that spark.
>> Perhaps instead of referring to our collection as the Genealogy Collection
>> it may be more encouraging to call it: Family & Local History Collection OR
>> Ancestry Research Collection. OR an even better term that encompasses not
>> just genealogy, and heritage, but identity (both individual and communal).
>> More thoughts?

>>
>> ~Dev
>>
>>
>>
>> On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 1:33 PM Catherine Worthington <
>> cworthington at volusia.org> wrote:
>>
>>> Family Detectives
(2 words)
>>>
>>> Catherine Worthington
>>> Library Assistant II
>>> New Smyrna Beach Regional Library
>>> (386) 424-2910 (x20856)
>>>
Voice Mail (x20878)
>>>
>>>
>>>>>> Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com> 12/14/2018 3:45 PM >>>
>>> Hello everyone,
>>>
>>> I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely
>>> known for its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San
>>> Francisco State University campus so we also serve students. We have been
>>> trying to figure out the best ways to bring in younger researchers, more
>>> specifically the college students. We've noticed that perhaps the word
>>> "genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem intimidated by this word,
>>> and since their free time in between their studies is so limited we can't
>>> expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
>>>
>>> My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy
>>> but are more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I
>>> immediately think of "Family & Local History" but I hope there is another
>>> term, preferably a one-word term, that is all encompassing and encourages
>>> students to utilize the invaluable resources that can be found in a
>>> genealogy collection.
>>>
>>> Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
>>>
>>> Thank you,
>>>
>>> Dvorah
>>>
>>>
>>> *Dvorah Lewis*
>>>
>>> Genealogy & Local History Librarian
>>>
>>> Sutro Library ? California State Library
>>>
>>> 1630 Holloway Avenue
>>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>>>
>>> San Francisco, CA 94132
>>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g>
>>>
>>> (415) 469-6018 / dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov
>>>

>>>
>>> Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram *@SutroLibrary*
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181214/2b5e64ec/
attachment-0001.html>
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 3
> Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 22:33:05 -0500
> From: Anne Gometz <agometz at rhus.com>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
> Message-ID: <5C1475F1.3080408 at rhus.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=windows-1252; format=flowed
>
> On 12/14/2018 5:13 PM, Dvorah Lewis wrote:
>>
>> While I realize that genealogy is not of interest to younger groups
>> and is more easily done by older groups especially those who are
>> retired, we want to make sure we are reaching our immediate audience,
>> the students, in the best way possible. If there is a spark of
>> interest to begin with in young folk, the fear is that the word
>> "genealogy" extinguishes that spark. Perhaps instead of referring to
>> our collection as the Genealogy Collection it may be more encouraging
>> to call it: Family & Local History Collection OR Ancestry Research
>> Collection. OR an even better term that encompasses not just
>> genealogy, and heritage, but identity (both individual and communal).
>> More thoughts?
>>
>
I've always felt that Family & Local History works well
> for many people. And I keep reiterating: "Every family has a story."
>
Anne Gometz
>
Gastonia, NC
>
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 4
> Date: Sat, 15 Dec 2018 10:25:51 -0600
> From: Ruth MF Tucker <rmftucker at gmail.com>
> To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students and
>
younger
adults
> Message-ID: <4A0620AD-AD63-4304-983B-2A2F9BDF6E7A at gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="windows-1252"
>
> Arlene,

> I think you are correct on the ?more mature? group. Having taught genealogy
classes at two local libraries for several years, we discovered that most people
were in their late 50s at the earliest. After they have grandchildren and have the
time, they become more interested. Younger people are juggling family, jobs,
education, etc. and just don?t have the time to spend on Family History. I know I
didn?t get into it on a regular basis until I retired and had time to spend on
searching the family stories I and heard as a young person.
>
> Same goes for joining lineage societies. My mother was a member since the 1970s,
but my philosophy is that I don?t join organizations until I can be an active
member and that didn?t happen until I retired. I think a lot of our young people
feel the same way and will join later as their life is less complicated.
>
>
> Ruth MF Tucker
> Ruth MF Tucker
> rmftucker at gmail.com
> Iowa Mayflower Society Ass?t Historian
>
> Member of General Society of Mayflower Descendants in Iowa, National Society of
Daughters of American Revolution, Iowa Genealogical Society, Northeast Iowa
Genealogical Society.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> On Dec 14, 2018, at 4:12 PM, genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu wrote:
>
>> Message: 7
>> Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 13:29:28 -0800
>> From: Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
>> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
>> Message-ID:
>>
<CALCozYmrHJcymZdNNNsx-VX=VbLFRr0O1xRft6fLeTRt5B1jRw at mail.gmail.com>
>> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>>
>> I volunteer at the California Genealogical Society and Library and I must
>> say younger folk are not interested in genealogy, family history, or their
>> own story.
>> We tried holding classes just for people under 30 and it fell apart after a
>> few meetings.
>> I believe this is a subject for the more mature folk, looking for something
>> to do to stay connected.
>
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/
ddeec3a0/attachment-0001.html>
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 5

> Date: Sat, 15 Dec 2018 17:57:23 +0000
> From: "Scroggins, Melissa" <Melissa.Scroggins at fresnolibrary.org>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program
>
question
> Message-ID:
>
<MWHPR05MB2990B422D6FDA52341B5C4D4E9A20 at
MWHPR05MB2990.namprd05.prod.outlook.com>
>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
> Who do we contact to become an affiliate library?
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sarah Kirby
> Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:53 AM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
>
> According to my understanding there are 3, or possibly 4, levels of access.
> 1) General access - anyone anywhere
> 2) Affiliate library - more than general (I think this is the biggest jump)
> 3) FHC - more than affiliate
> 4) FHL only - not sure about this one, but would make sense
> levels 2-4 let you view more images, but there are still limits on how much of an
item you can download (print?)
>
> Does anyone know if they've started accepting applications for affiliate status
again? My library isn't one. I know they stopped accepting applications when they
stopped lending film in order to revise the criteria going forward. I haven't heard
whether they've started again or not.
>
> ______________
> Sarah A. V. Kirby
> Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
> skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us |
www.facebook.com/HCTPL<http://www.facebook.com/HCTPL>
>
> On Thu, May 17, 2018 at 1:50 PM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at
wtcpl.org<mailto:GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>> wrote:
> Yes, some materials are only available through FHCs. We?ve been an affiliate for
some time, and will get occasional calls from users who ask if they can come to our
facility to have greater access. Sometimes even if it indicates online that the
material should be able to be viewed at an affiliate library, we are still unable
to access it. This remains unresolved.
>
> Elizabeth A. Glasgow
> Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
> Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
> 444 Mahoning Ave. NW
> Warren, Ohio 44483
> (330) 399-8807, Ext.120
> glasgowe at wtcpl.org<mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
>
> We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
> John Lubbock

>
> [WTCPL_Logo_Email]
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Picciano, Carolyn
> Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2018 8:13 AM
> To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
> Subject: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
>
> For those of you that are affiliates, could you tell me if this gives you access
to additional materials? Are some materials still only available at a regular
family history center?
>
> [http://libguides.ctstatelibrary.org/ld.php?content_id=8790030]
>
> Carolyn M. Picciano | Library Specialist | Carolyn.Picciano at
ct.gov<mailto:Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov> | Office: (860) 757-6580 |
www.ctstatelibrary<http://www.ctstatelibrary.org/>.org | 231 Capitol Ave. Hartford
CT 06106 | Fax: (860) 757-6677
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/
a727762d/attachment-0001.html>
> -------------- next part -------------> A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
> Name: image001.png
> Type: image/png
> Size: 3922 bytes
> Desc: image001.png
> URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/
a727762d/attachment-0001.png>
> -------------- next part -------------> A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
> Name: image002.jpg
> Type: image/jpeg
> Size: 7898 bytes
> Desc: image002.jpg
> URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/
a727762d/attachment-0001.jpg>
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 6
> Date: Sat, 15 Dec 2018 18:08:28 +0000
> From: Cherie Bush <BushCD at familysearch.org>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program
>
question
> Message-ID:
>
<CY4PR04MB1000622C8D809B7628979C37BDA20 at

CY4PR04MB1000.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
> Cherie Bush: bushcd at familysearch.org<mailto:bushcd at familysearch.org>
> Happy to answer any and all questions about the FamilySearch Affiliate Library
program.
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Scroggins, Melissa
> Sent: Saturday, December 15, 2018 10:57 AM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
>
> Who do we contact to become an affiliate library?
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Sarah Kirby
> Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:53 AM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
>
> According to my understanding there are 3, or possibly 4, levels of access.
> 1) General access - anyone anywhere
> 2) Affiliate library - more than general (I think this is the biggest jump)
> 3) FHC - more than affiliate
> 4) FHL only - not sure about this one, but would make sense
> levels 2-4 let you view more images, but there are still limits on how much of an
item you can download (print?)
>
> Does anyone know if they've started accepting applications for affiliate status
again? My library isn't one. I know they stopped accepting applications when they
stopped lending film in order to revise the criteria going forward. I haven't heard
whether they've started again or not.
>
> ______________
> Sarah A. V. Kirby
> Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
> skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?
u=http3A__www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXv
sP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=lQTjQAF5U0J4632u6VgiTZUGV
Vv4hSBICAi-jpwTi4Q&e=> |
www.facebook.com/HCTPL<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.facebook.com_HCTPL&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_W
QPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=YJHm1kqbH4Wwudn3_Z8Dok4qG
E8EdueSBnVY0QCze1I&e=>
>
> On Thu, May 17, 2018 at 1:50 PM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at
wtcpl.org<mailto:GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>> wrote:
> Yes, some materials are only available through FHCs. We?ve been an affiliate for
some time, and will get occasional calls from users who ask if they can come to our
facility to have greater access. Sometimes even if it indicates online that the

material should be able to be viewed at an affiliate library, we are still unable
to access it. This remains unresolved.
>
> Elizabeth A. Glasgow
> Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
> Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
> 444 Mahoning Ave. NW
> Warren, Ohio 44483
> (330) 399-8807, Ext.120
> glasgowe at wtcpl.org<mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
>
> We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
> John Lubbock
>
> [WTCPL_Logo_Email]
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Picciano, Carolyn
> Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2018 8:13 AM
> To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
> Subject: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
>
> For those of you that are affiliates, could you tell me if this gives you access
to additional materials? Are some materials still only available at a regular
family history center?
>
> [http://libguides.ctstatelibrary.org/ld.php?content_id=8790030]
>
> Carolyn M. Picciano | Library Specialist | Carolyn.Picciano at
ct.gov<mailto:Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov> | Office: (860) 757-6580 |
www.ctstatelibrary<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.ctstatelibrary.org_&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_
WQPxN5VOp2E-iJ-Hp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=dwa5JywvXfZcq0MEJjQNb6tcXvoTzjboBX_6otFobM&e=>.org | 231 Capitol Ave. Hartford CT 06106 |
Fax: (860) 757-6677
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://urldefense.proofpoin
t.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVE
qQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=3u_HvtCFEQs2bkRbphLOy82iiKoy8OsR5JHAkEtJZs&e=>
>
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/
dea2ac0f/attachment.html>
> -------------- next part -------------> A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
> Name: image001.png
> Type: image/png
> Size: 3922 bytes

> Desc: image001.png
> URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/
dea2ac0f/attachment.png>
> -------------- next part -------------> A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
> Name: image002.jpg
> Type: image/jpeg
> Size: 7898 bytes
> Desc: image002.jpg
> URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/
dea2ac0f/attachment.jpg>
>
> ----------------------------->
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> End of genealib Digest, Vol 183, Issue 8
> ****************************************
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181217/
ef8bc598/attachment.html>
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Mon Dec 17 16:22:49 2018
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Thomas Jay Kemp)
Date: Mon, 17 Dec 2018 16:22:49 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <F0662DEB-6F43-485C-900A-C9A8D6C0E1FA@malekinc.net>
References: <mailman.30696.1544897314.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<F0662DEB-6F43-485C-900A-C9A8D6C0E1FA@malekinc.net>
Message-ID: <CAFnPa7btkAK9cXpepqC8bnsiMPByJRH6twknzt5V3a_JzUT4YQ@mail.gmail.com>
Congratulations on your success!
Of your 25*/- patrons each week - how many have been students & faculty and how many are from the community?
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp
Thomas.J.Kemp at gmail.com

Suzanne Malek suzanne at malekinc.net via
<https://support.google.com/mail/answer/1311182?hl=en> mailman.acomp.usf.edu
11:16 AM (5 hours ago)
to genealib
Hello:
I have been running a very nice open genealogy lab at Truckee Meadows
Community College Library in Reno, Nevada for about a year and a half now.
The lab runs from 11:30am-2:00pm each Friday and is offered to our
students, faculty and the public for at no charge. We treat it as an
extension of our reference desk services. I started off with an attendance

of about 8-10 per week, but am now averaging about 25 per week. My program
is very exciting, we offer it on Fridays when the traffic in the library is
traditionally slow. Our genealogy books are now the 2nd highest circulating
books in our paper collection (reserve textbooks being the highest). I have
been working with our faculty to incorporate genealogy into the curriculum.
Starting in spring our English Department is adapting an oral family
history homework assignment. This started with my introduction of
StoryCorps into my Open Genealogy Lab. If it is successful another English
faculty member has expressed interest in adopting it as well. I am going to
be the embedded librarian in spring for the oral history assignment. At our
Welcome Back Day for the faculty in January I have organized a Lineage
Society event. All of our local lineage societies will have a table right
by the lunch room where the faculty will be eating during their hour and a
half midday break. The idea is to introduce genealogy to the faculty first,
in the hopes that it will spark their interest in incorporating it across
the curriculum. Each table will be giving away raffle tickets to any
faculty member who visits them. During the lunch I will be giving away
prizes that have been donated by the various genealogy vendors. Our library
also became a Family Search Affiliate. I am working on many new and
exciting events to promote my open lab and would be happy to share them
with anyone who is interested.
If anyone is interested in knowing more about my program, please contact me
at smalek at tmcc.edu.
Suzanne Malek
TMCC Librarian
On Mon, Dec 17, 2018 at 11:16 AM Suzanne Malek <suzanne at malekinc.net> wrote:
>
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>

Hello:
I have been running a very nice open genealogy lab at Truckee Meadows
Community College Library in Reno, Nevada for about a year and a half now.
The lab runs from 11:30am-2:00pm each Friday and is offered to our
students, faculty and the public for at no charge. We treat it as an
extension of our reference desk services. I started off with an attendance
of about 8-10 per week, but am now averaging about 25 per week. My program
is very exciting, we offer it on Fridays when the traffic in the library is
traditionally slow. Our genealogy books are now the 2nd highest circulating
books in our paper collection (reserve textbooks being the highest). I have
been working with our faculty to incorporate genealogy into the curriculum.
Starting in spring our English Department is adapting an oral family
history homework assignment. This started with my introduction of
StoryCorps into my Open Genealogy Lab. If it is successful another English
faculty member has expressed interest in adopting it as well. I am going to
be the embedded librarian in spring for the oral history assignment. At our
Welcome Back Day for the faculty in January I have organized a Lineage
Society event. All of our local lineage societies will have a table right
by the lunch room where the faculty will be eating during their hour and a
half midday break. The idea is to introduce genealogy to the faculty first,
in the hopes that it will spark their interest in incorporating it across
the curriculum. Each table will be giving away raffle tickets to any
faculty member who visits them. During the lunch I will be giving away
prizes that have been donated by the various genealogy vendors. Our library
also became a Family Search Affiliate. I am working on many new and
exciting events to promote my open lab and would be happy to share them
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with anyone who is interested.
If anyone is interested in knowing more about my program, please contact
me at smalek at tmcc.edu.
Suzanne Malek
TMCC Librarian

On Dec 15, 2018, at 10:08 AM, genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
wrote:
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the
items you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that
of the single message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other
messages or change the subject line may result in your message being
rejected.
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Re: Tips for bringing in college students (Dvorah Lewis)
Re: Tips for bringing in college students (Cajacob, Tara)
Re: Tips for bringing in college students (Anne Gometz)
Re: Tips for bringing in college students and younger adults
(Ruth MF Tucker)
5. Re: Family Search Affiliate Library program question
(Scroggins, Melissa)
6. Re: Family Search Affiliate Library program question (Cherie Bush)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 14:13:40 -0800
From: Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
Message-ID:
<CAF6i2mcQ4PoZmPDGf_tABCjDgJnsfa3+GUQyK-0yfA1+xiF78g at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Hello again,
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Thank you all for your great feedback! Yes, we try to collaborate with
faculty on classes with primary sources, and we hope to increase our
partnerships with faculty in the future. Keep in mind these classes focus
more on Adolph Sutro's original collection of rare and antiquarian
materials not the genealogy collection. It is a work in progress!
While I realize that genealogy is not of interest to younger groups and is
more easily done by older groups especially those who are retired, we want
to make sure we are reaching our immediate audience, the students, in the
best way possible. If there is a spark of interest to begin with in young
folk, the fear is that the word "genealogy" extinguishes that spark.
Perhaps instead of referring to our collection as the Genealogy Collection
it may be more encouraging to call it: Family & Local History Collection OR
Ancestry Research Collection. OR an even better term that encompasses not
just genealogy, and heritage, but identity (both individual and communal).
More thoughts?
~Dev

On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 1:33 PM Catherine Worthington <
cworthington at volusia.org> wrote:
Family Detectives

(2 words)

Catherine Worthington
Library Assistant II
New Smyrna Beach Regional Library
(386) 424-2910 (x20856)
Voice Mail (x20878)
Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com> 12/14/2018 3:45 PM >>>
Hello everyone,
I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely
known for its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San
Francisco State University campus so we also serve students. We have been
trying to figure out the best ways to bring in younger researchers, more
specifically the college students. We've noticed that perhaps the word
"genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem intimidated by this word,
and since their free time in between their studies is so limited we can't
expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy
but are more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I
immediately think of "Family & Local History" but I hope there is another
term, preferably a one-word term, that is all encompassing and encourages
students to utilize the invaluable resources that can be found in a
genealogy collection.
Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
Thank you,
Dvorah

>
>
> *Dvorah Lewis*
>
> Genealogy & Local History Librarian
>
> Sutro Library ? California State Library
>
> 1630 Holloway Avenue
> <
> https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g
> >
>
> San Francisco, CA 94132
> <
> https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g
> >
>
> (415) 469-6018 / dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov
>
>
> Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram *@SutroLibrary*
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181214/f9795a36/
attachment-0001.html
> >
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 2
> Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 16:32:32 -0600
> From: "Cajacob, Tara" <tcajacob at indiantrailslibrary.org>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
> Message-ID:
> <CAP5xEzTsR9Mxw1CvoUieZC2bwZZR7KQpLPNaSzXrTxHJs80Pnw at mail.gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
> I did the marketing and graphic design for NGGN a few years ago when they
> rebranded - we found that the key was to talk about "connections" and
> "stories" more than legacy or heritage. The idea that young genealogists
> are a part of something bigger than themselves seemed to really inspire a
> sense of curiosity and engagement. The new marketing campaign focused on
> action words instead of passive words (e.g. explore and engage instead of
> techniques and programs) and centered a bit more heavily on technology and
> things that had a cool factor than on pedagogy (although we threw some of
> that in there too). The real turn around happened when we built up trust
> and new members realized that content was created by people like them for
> people like them.
>
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Young people get a lot of prejudice thrown their way by people who think
that genealogy requires agedness in order to produce decent work - and it
makes them hesitate to do genealogy in public. Proving that they are in a
safe judgement free zone and that they won't get stared and gawked at goes
a long way. Another thing that I think is important is making it clear that
they are invited to come as they are and do as much as they can/want
whenever they can/want. Because people in their 20s and 30s are busy and
are a little wary of committing to another thing if they don't know what is
expected of them.
I hope this is helpful. I'm deeply passionate about helping young people
engage with history and genealogy and if I can ever be of any use I would
be happy to talk!
*Tara Cajacob | *Adult Services Assistant
355 Schoenbeck Rd.,
<https://maps.google.com/?q=355+Schoenbeck+Rd
.,%C2%A0+Wheeling,+IL+60090&entry=gmail&source=g>
Wheeling, IL 60090
<https://maps.google.com/?q=355+Schoenbeck+Rd
.,%C2%A0+Wheeling,+IL+60090&entry=gmail&source=g>
direct *847.459.4100 ext 354*
main *847.459.4100*
web www.itpld.org
<https://www.facebook.com/indiantrailslibrary/>
<https://twitter.com/IndianTrailsLib>
<https://www.instagram.com/indiantrailslibrary/>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/indiantrailslibrary/albums>
Currently Reading:
*The Comet Seekers *by Helen Sedgwick
*The Power of Moments* by Chip Heath

On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 4:13 PM Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com>
wrote:
Hello again,
Thank you all for your great feedback! Yes, we try to collaborate with
faculty on classes with primary sources, and we hope to increase our
partnerships with faculty in the future. Keep in mind these classes focus
more on Adolph Sutro's original collection of rare and antiquarian
materials not the genealogy collection. It is a work in progress!
While I realize that genealogy is not of interest to younger groups and is
more easily done by older groups especially those who are retired, we want
to make sure we are reaching our immediate audience, the students, in the
best way possible. If there is a spark of interest to begin with in young
folk, the fear is that the word "genealogy" extinguishes that spark.
Perhaps instead of referring to our collection as the Genealogy Collection
it may be more encouraging to call it: Family & Local History Collection OR
Ancestry Research Collection. OR an even better term that encompasses not

> just genealogy, and heritage, but identity (both individual and communal).
> More thoughts?
>
> ~Dev
>
>
>
> On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 1:33 PM Catherine Worthington <
> cworthington at volusia.org> wrote:
>
> Family Detectives
(2 words)
>
> Catherine Worthington
> Library Assistant II
> New Smyrna Beach Regional Library
> (386) 424-2910 (x20856)
>
Voice Mail (x20878)
>
>
> Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com> 12/14/2018 3:45 PM >>>
>
> Hello everyone,
>
> I work at Sutro Library, California State Library, which is most widely
> known for its genealogy collection. The library is located on the San
> Francisco State University campus so we also serve students. We have been
> trying to figure out the best ways to bring in younger researchers, more
> specifically the college students. We've noticed that perhaps the word
> "genealogy" is a deterrent. Many students seem intimidated by this word,
> and since their free time in between their studies is so limited we can't
> expect them to research the meaning of genealogy.
>
> My question is this: Are there any words that still encompass genealogy
> but are more approachable and appealing to younger generations? I
> immediately think of "Family & Local History" but I hope there is another
> term, preferably a one-word term, that is all encompassing and encourages
> students to utilize the invaluable resources that can be found in a
> genealogy collection.
>
> Look forward to hearing your thoughts on this.
>
> Thank you,
>
> Dvorah
>
>
> *Dvorah Lewis*
>
> Genealogy & Local History Librarian
>
> Sutro Library ? California State Library
>
> 1630 Holloway Avenue
> <
> https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g
> >
>
> San Francisco, CA 94132

> <
> https://maps.google.com/?q=1630+Holloway+Avenue+San+Francisco,
+CA+94132&entry=gmail&source=g
> >
>
> (415) 469-6018 / dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov
>
>
> Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram *@SutroLibrary*
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181214/2b5e64ec/
attachment-0001.html
> >
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 3
> Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 22:33:05 -0500
> From: Anne Gometz <agometz at rhus.com>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
> Message-ID: <5C1475F1.3080408 at rhus.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=windows-1252; format=flowed
>
> On 12/14/2018 5:13 PM, Dvorah Lewis wrote:
>
>
> While I realize that genealogy is not of interest to younger groups
> and is more easily done by older groups especially those who are
> retired, we want to make sure we are reaching our immediate audience,
> the students, in the best way possible. If there is a spark of
> interest to begin with in young folk, the fear is that the word
> "genealogy" extinguishes that spark. Perhaps instead of referring to
> our collection as the Genealogy Collection it may be more encouraging
> to call it: Family & Local History Collection OR Ancestry Research
> Collection. OR an even better term that encompasses not just
> genealogy, and heritage, but identity (both individual and communal).
> More thoughts?
>
>
I've always felt that Family & Local History works well
> for many people. And I keep reiterating: "Every family has a story."
>
Anne Gometz
>
Gastonia, NC
>
>
> ------------------------------
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Message: 4
Date: Sat, 15 Dec 2018 10:25:51 -0600
From: Ruth MF Tucker <rmftucker at gmail.com>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students and
younger adults
Message-ID: <4A0620AD-AD63-4304-983B-2A2F9BDF6E7A at gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="windows-1252"
Arlene,
I think you are correct on the ?more mature? group. Having taught
genealogy classes at two local libraries for several years, we discovered
that most people were in their late 50s at the earliest. After they have
grandchildren and have the time, they become more interested. Younger
people are juggling family, jobs, education, etc. and just don?t have the
time to spend on Family History. I know I didn?t get into it on a regular
basis until I retired and had time to spend on searching the family stories
I and heard as a young person.
Same goes for joining lineage societies. My mother was a member since the
1970s, but my philosophy is that I don?t join organizations until I can be
an active member and that didn?t happen until I retired. I think a lot of
our young people feel the same way and will join later as their life is
less complicated.
Ruth MF Tucker
Ruth MF Tucker
rmftucker at gmail.com
Iowa Mayflower Society Ass?t Historian
Member of General Society of Mayflower Descendants in Iowa, National
Society of Daughters of American Revolution, Iowa Genealogical Society,
Northeast Iowa Genealogical Society.

On Dec 14, 2018, at 4:12 PM, genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu wrote:
Message: 7
Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2018 13:29:28 -0800
From: Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
Message-ID:
<CALCozYmrHJcymZdNNNsx-VX=VbLFRr0O1xRft6fLeTRt5B1jRw at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
I volunteer at the California Genealogical Society and Library and I must
say younger folk are not interested in genealogy, family history, or their
own story.

> We tried holding classes just for people under 30 and it fell apart after a
> few meetings.
> I believe this is a subject for the more mature folk, looking for something
> to do to stay connected.
>
>
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/ddeec3a0/
attachment-0001.html
> >
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 5
> Date: Sat, 15 Dec 2018 17:57:23 +0000
> From: "Scroggins, Melissa" <Melissa.Scroggins at fresnolibrary.org>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program
> question
> Message-ID:
> <
> MWHPR05MB2990B422D6FDA52341B5C4D4E9A20 at MWHPR05MB2990.namprd05.prod.outlook.com
> >
>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
> Who do we contact to become an affiliate library?
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sarah Kirby
> Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:53 AM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
>
> According to my understanding there are 3, or possibly 4, levels of access.
> 1) General access - anyone anywhere
> 2) Affiliate library - more than general (I think this is the biggest jump)
> 3) FHC - more than affiliate
> 4) FHL only - not sure about this one, but would make sense
> levels 2-4 let you view more images, but there are still limits on how
> much of an item you can download (print?)
>
> Does anyone know if they've started accepting applications for affiliate
> status again? My library isn't one. I know they stopped accepting
> applications when they stopped lending film in order to revise the criteria
> going forward. I haven't heard whether they've started again or not.
>
> ______________
> Sarah A. V. Kirby
> Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
> Public Library
> skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL<
> http://www.facebook.com/HCTPL>
>
> On Thu, May 17, 2018 at 1:50 PM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org

> <mailto:GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>> wrote:
> Yes, some materials are only available through FHCs. We?ve been an
> affiliate for some time, and will get occasional calls from users who ask
> if they can come to our facility to have greater access. Sometimes even if
> it indicates online that the material should be able to be viewed at an
> affiliate library, we are still unable to access it. This remains
> unresolved.
>
> Elizabeth A. Glasgow
> Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
> Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
> 444 Mahoning Ave. NW
> Warren, Ohio 44483
> (330) 399-8807, Ext.120
> glasgowe at wtcpl.org<mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
>
> We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
> John Lubbock
>
> [WTCPL_Logo_Email]
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Picciano, Carolyn
> Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2018 8:13 AM
> To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
> Subject: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
>
> For those of you that are affiliates, could you tell me if this gives you
> access to additional materials? Are some materials still only available at
> a regular family history center?
>
> [http://libguides.ctstatelibrary.org/ld.php?content_id=8790030]
>
> Carolyn M. Picciano | Library Specialist | Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov<mailto:
> Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov> | Office: (860) 757-6580 | www.ctstatelibrary<
> http://www.ctstatelibrary.org/>.org | 231 Capitol Ave. Hartford CT 06106
> | Fax: (860) 757-6677
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/a727762d/
attachment-0001.html
> >
> -------------- next part -------------> A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
> Name: image001.png
> Type: image/png
> Size: 3922 bytes
> Desc: image001.png

> URL: <
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/a727762d/
attachment-0001.png
> >
> -------------- next part -------------> A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
> Name: image002.jpg
> Type: image/jpeg
> Size: 7898 bytes
> Desc: image002.jpg
> URL: <
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/a727762d/
attachment-0001.jpg
> >
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 6
> Date: Sat, 15 Dec 2018 18:08:28 +0000
> From: Cherie Bush <BushCD at familysearch.org>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program
> question
> Message-ID:
> <
> CY4PR04MB1000622C8D809B7628979C37BDA20 at CY4PR04MB1000.namprd04.prod.outlook.com
> >
>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
> Cherie Bush: bushcd at familysearch.org<mailto:bushcd at familysearch.org>
> Happy to answer any and all questions about the FamilySearch Affiliate
> Library program.
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Scroggins, Melissa
> Sent: Saturday, December 15, 2018 10:57 AM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
>
> Who do we contact to become an affiliate library?
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sarah Kirby
> Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2018 11:53 AM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
>
> According to my understanding there are 3, or possibly 4, levels of access.
> 1) General access - anyone anywhere
> 2) Affiliate library - more than general (I think this is the biggest jump)
> 3) FHC - more than affiliate
> 4) FHL only - not sure about this one, but would make sense
> levels 2-4 let you view more images, but there are still limits on how
> much of an item you can download (print?)
>
> Does anyone know if they've started accepting applications for affiliate
> status again? My library isn't one. I know they stopped accepting

> applications when they stopped lending film in order to revise the criteria
> going forward. I haven't heard whether they've started again or not.
>
> ______________
> Sarah A. V. Kirby
> Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
> Public Library
> skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us<
> https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXv
sP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=lQTjQAF5U0J4632u6VgiTZUGV
Vv4hSBICAi-jpwTi4Q&e=>
> | www.facebook.com/HCTPL<
> https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.facebook.com_HCTPL&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_W
QPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=YJHm1kqbH4Wwudn3_Z8Dok4qG
E8EdueSBnVY0QCze1I&e=
> >
>
> On Thu, May 17, 2018 at 1:50 PM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org
> <mailto:GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>> wrote:
> Yes, some materials are only available through FHCs. We?ve been an
> affiliate for some time, and will get occasional calls from users who ask
> if they can come to our facility to have greater access. Sometimes even if
> it indicates online that the material should be able to be viewed at an
> affiliate library, we are still unable to access it. This remains
> unresolved.
>
> Elizabeth A. Glasgow
> Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
> Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
> 444 Mahoning Ave. NW
> Warren, Ohio 44483
> (330) 399-8807, Ext.120
> glasgowe at wtcpl.org<mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
>
> We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
> John Lubbock
>
> [WTCPL_Logo_Email]
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Picciano, Carolyn
> Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2018 8:13 AM
> To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
> Subject: [Genealib] Family Search Affiliate Library program question
>
> For those of you that are affiliates, could you tell me if this gives you
> access to additional materials? Are some materials still only available at
> a regular family history center?
>
> [http://libguides.ctstatelibrary.org/ld.php?content_id=8790030]

>
> Carolyn M. Picciano | Library Specialist | Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov<mailto:
> Carolyn.Picciano at ct.gov> | Office: (860) 757-6580 | www.ctstatelibrary<
> https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.ctstatelibrary.org_&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_
WQPxN5VOp2E-iJ-Hp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=dwa5JywvXfZcq0MEJjQNb6tcXvoTzjboBX_6otFobM&e=>.org
> | 231 Capitol Ave. Hartford CT 06106 | Fax: (860) 757-6677
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<
> https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwMGaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVE
qQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=IO1kr_2VfCmX2ZVvm67v8qsi_9sLFXcp0shiPMCoaLA&s=3u_HvtCFEQs2bkRbphLOy82iiKoy8OsR5JHAkEtJZs&e=
> >
>
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/dea2ac0f/
attachment.html
> >
> -------------- next part -------------> A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
> Name: image001.png
> Type: image/png
> Size: 3922 bytes
> Desc: image001.png
> URL: <
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/dea2ac0f/
attachment.png
> >
> -------------- next part -------------> A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
> Name: image002.jpg
> Type: image/jpeg
> Size: 7898 bytes
> Desc: image002.jpg
> URL: <
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181215/dea2ac0f/
attachment.jpg
> >
>
> ----------------------------->
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> End of genealib Digest, Vol 183, Issue 8
> ****************************************
>
>

> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181217/
c52f597f/attachment-0001.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Mon Dec 17 16:47:41 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Mon, 17 Dec 2018 16:47:41 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Tips for bringing in college students
In-Reply-To: <019301d4961c$fb65f200$f231d600$@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
References: <CAF6i2mf7mEg4GEeuyew2xypvC8KLzxVEhA3fLjRCJgCv0Lz+tw@mail.gmail.com>
<5C1421A0020000740003AB66@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CABS3ZHUNw_SToCDT1HZhegCqj9BTXgAM_y8eRFi1gLejNFP+6w@mail.gmail.com>
<CAP5xEzQ=MSvDakJM3+H4ufW7Dz7ZLEogJR04Uh-Lg_OX17=+oA@mail.gmail.com>
<019301d4961c$fb65f200$f231d600$@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhXX0Qwra8wcU=gdcOhPc2yPi_KajRVnGOZhhqp9h2Ktsg@mail.gmail.com>
n purchase to create posters with local celebrities. Especially for a small
community, like a college, what if you did something like this? Created
some sort of template, each person is holding a meaningful picture?their
ancestor, a group photo, an old family home? And there is a short quote
about what it means to them. Put these up all over campus, people see folks
they know, they?re intrigued? Maybe?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Here are a couple ?My favorite ancestors? that I might use. I think it
just makes it playful, fun and interesting? and tells a story:
1.
My favorite ancestor is John Billington. He was the first
Pilgrim to be hanged on the Plymouth Plantation. (I told that to members of
our genealogy society and I don?t think they were impressed, but I think
quirky stories like that, especially in the far distant past, add to the
interest for a younger generation.)
2.
My favorite ancestor is Nathaniel FitzRandolph. He donated the
land to form Princeton. Rumor has it that when he donated the land, he made
an agreement that all of his descendants got to attend Princeton for free.
Also, he?s the 9th great-grandfather of Obama. (But don?t tell anyone
here in Texas we?re related!)
As far as bringing in college age students, about 15 years ago I wrote up
some guides to searching the then-current collection at my place of
employment for these two classes at local colleges. The handouts were
popular and we got mobbed with students working on their papers. In fact
some were so good that they were published by the city historian in the
quarterly Rochester History

https://urresearch.rochester.edu/viewInstitutionalCollection.action?
collectionId=143
https://libguides.lib.rochester.edu/speakingstones
http://www-pub.naz.edu/~tkneela8/about.html
> .

>
Larry Naukam
> _________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181217/
a6de4ec4/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: ~WRD000.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 823 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181217/
a6de4ec4/attachment.jpg>
From genbook at gmail.com Mon Dec 17 16:50:49 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Mon, 17 Dec 2018 16:50:49 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] sorry about that...
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhVR8SM5VOLf+sL1jcPMGpcW5KKNp-OOz48ni9PPHbAq+g@mail.gmail.com>
I composed a reply to the college age question and clicked send without
having deleted some of what I wanted to; it looks like I wrote more than I
intended to, but it was just a clumsy copy and paste <sigh>
Larry Naukam
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181217/9f610e88/
attachment.html>
From dvorah.lewis at gmail.com Mon Dec 17 17:19:53 2018
From: dvorah.lewis at gmail.com (Dvorah Lewis)
Date: Mon, 17 Dec 2018 14:19:53 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Job Titles of Librarians who serve genealogists
Message-ID: <CAF6i2mftF_hfNFUf07cFUc263hJfHFXfHVj6vkLY-p0u2AB6oQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hello everyone,
I wanted thank you all for your thoughts on tips for bringing in students!
It has been been extremely helpful and enlightening.
On a similar note of figuring out the best words that encompass what we do,
I am curious to know what everyone's job title is. If this was already
covered in a previous email chain, please let me know. If there is a
resource already out there that can answer my question, then please pass
that on as well.
To make it easier and so as not to inundate everyone's emails with
responses, I have created a Google form for this question. If you'd like to
participate and share your title, please follow the link:
https://goo.gl/forms/9KdmKoEu5vYVnkpn2 . I'd be happy to share the results

with the group, e.g. this percentage of responses go by "Genealogy
Librarian" etc.Let me know if you would like that.
Look forward to hearing from you all on this!
Best,
Dvorah
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181217/5e74649e/
attachment.html>
From mkmannix at gmail.com Mon Dec 17 17:25:49 2018
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Mon, 17 Dec 2018 17:25:49 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Job Titles of Librarians who serve genealogists
In-Reply-To: <CAF6i2mftF_hfNFUf07cFUc263hJfHFXfHVj6vkLY-p0u2AB6oQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAF6i2mftF_hfNFUf07cFUc263hJfHFXfHVj6vkLY-p0u2AB6oQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAPXojw9MuQ6xuP2WxUmNqTVdgTqAH8j2BqJOt0x6NaUOz5rjuQ@mail.gmail.com>
I would love to see this when all is said and done.
Mary (M.)

On Mon, Dec 17, 2018 at 5:20 PM Dvorah Lewis <dvorah.lewis at gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Hello everyone,
>
> I wanted thank you all for your thoughts on tips for bringing in students! It has
been been extremely helpful and enlightening.
>
> On a similar note of figuring out the best words that encompass what we do, I am
curious to know what everyone's job title is. If this was already covered in a
previous email chain, please let me know. If there is a resource already out there
that can answer my question, then please pass that on as well.
>
> To make it easier and so as not to inundate everyone's emails with responses, I
have created a Google form for this question. If you'd like to participate and
share your title, please follow the link: https://goo.gl/forms/9KdmKoEu5vYVnkpn2 .
I'd be happy to share the results with the group, e.g. this percentage of responses
go by "Genealogy Librarian" etc.Let me know if you would like that.
>
> Look forward to hearing from you all on this!
>
> Best,
>
> Dvorah
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

--

Mary K. Mannix
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Tue Dec 18 09:36:09 2018
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2018 14:36:09 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Job Titles of Librarians who serve genealogists
In-Reply-To: <CAF6i2mftF_hfNFUf07cFUc263hJfHFXfHVj6vkLY-p0u2AB6oQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAF6i2mftF_hfNFUf07cFUc263hJfHFXfHVj6vkLY-p0u2AB6oQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <3e9595c8b17641eba8b3d2da312ca2c0@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Dvorah Lewis
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2018 5:20 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Job Titles of Librarians who serve genealogists
Hello everyone,
I wanted thank you all for your thoughts on tips for bringing in students! It has
been been extremely helpful and enlightening.
On a similar note of figuring out the best words that
curious to know what everyone's job title is. If this
previous email chain, please let me know. If there is
that can answer my question, then please pass that on

encompass what we do, I am
was already covered in a
a resource already out there
as well.

To make it easier and so as not to inundate everyone's emails with responses, I
have created a Google form for this question. If you'd like to participate and
share your title, please follow the link: https://goo.gl/forms/9KdmKoEu5vYVnkpn2 .
I'd be happy to share the results with the group, e.g. this percentage of responses
go by "Genealogy Librarian" etc.Let me know if you would like that.
Look forward to hearing from you all on this!
Best,
Dvorah
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181218/
d8e2b956/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png

Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181218/
d8e2b956/attachment.png>
From genbook at gmail.com Tue Dec 18 10:02:02 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2018 10:02:02 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Job Titles of Librarians who serve genealogists
In-Reply-To: <3e9595c8b17641eba8b3d2da312ca2c0@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <CAF6i2mftF_hfNFUf07cFUc263hJfHFXfHVj6vkLY-p0u2AB6oQ@mail.gmail.com>
<3e9595c8b17641eba8b3d2da312ca2c0@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhXVDfmtQG2bu7LJ=8yKiRnH15L-05yuDtkoN2hLdzci0w@mail.gmail.com>
I was "Director of Historical Services, (Local History, Genealogy, and
Digitizing) Rochester NY Public Library"
Covered a lot of ground!
Larry Naukam
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181218/4e1c5148/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181218/4e1c5148/
attachment.png>
From swixom2 at gmail.com Tue Dec 18 10:27:29 2018
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2018 10:27:29 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Donations of personal research
Message-ID: <CANue--V+tjckzqh+wMUOm8g7i1HkVC824Z49VJ9cCPLr1oD9UQ@mail.gmail.com>
Does your library have a policy on whether to accept personal research in
your collection? If you do accept it and it is in a three-ring binder, do
you catalog and shelve it within your regular collection or do you shelve
it separately? If it is in file folders, do you interfile them with other
vertical files or in a separate section? Do you put any kind of gentle
reminder to the users that they should double check the accuracy of these
donations? If so, please share how you have worded that message.
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181218/7915b239/
attachment.html>
From vpitts at andersonlibrary.net Tue Dec 18 11:20:42 2018
From: vpitts at andersonlibrary.net (Vickie Pitts)
Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2018 16:20:42 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Donations of personal research
In-Reply-To: <CANue--V+tjckzqh+wMUOm8g7i1HkVC824Z49VJ9cCPLr1oD9UQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--V+tjckzqh+wMUOm8g7i1HkVC824Z49VJ9cCPLr1oD9UQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <1545150042767.361@andersonlibrary.net>
?Hi Sharen,
We will accept personal research, if it is organized.
loose papers.)

(We don't accept a bunch of

We have vertical files with family files, that are all donated research.
We just tell people who use the files that they will want to verify any information
that they find in the files.

Vickie Pitts
Indiana Room
Anderson Public Library<http://andersonlibrary.net>
111 East 12th Street
Anderson, IN 46016
765-641-2442
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2018 10:27 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Donations of personal research
Does your library have a policy on whether to accept personal research in your
collection? If you do accept it and it is in a three-ring binder, do you catalog
and shelve it within your regular collection or do you shelve it separately? If it
is in file folders, do you interfile them with other vertical files or in a
separate section? Do you put any kind of gentle reminder to the users that they
should double check the accuracy of these donations? If so, please share how you
have worded that message.
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181218/52eabf18/

attachment.html>
From Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov Tue Dec 18 12:14:55 2018
From: Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov (Wickstead, Laura)
Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2018 17:14:55 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Donations of personal research
In-Reply-To: <1545150042767.361@andersonlibrary.net>
References: <CANue--V+tjckzqh+wMUOm8g7i1HkVC824Z49VJ9cCPLr1oD9UQ@mail.gmail.com>
<1545150042767.361@andersonlibrary.net>
Message-ID:
<BL0PR0901MB31215BA343C09DD431BE8113E7BD0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
Greetings All:
Like Vickie, we accept research if it is organized. It is added to family vertical
files.
We have sent donated family histories, that arrived in three ring binders, to the
bindery.
I give no warning about accuracy of the information. I have no reason to believe
that the donated family file is any less authoritative than the book on the shelf.
Who remembers their Latin?
Laura

?Caveat researcher.?

Laura S. Wickstead, MLS
Virginia Room Librarian
City of Fairfax Regional Library
10360 North St.
Fairfax, Va 22030
Office: 703-293-2136
Virginia Room: 703-293-6227 x6

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Vickie Pitts
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2018 11:21 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Donations of personal research
?Hi Sharen,
We will accept personal research, if it is organized.
loose papers.)

(We don't accept a bunch of

We have vertical files with family files, that are all donated research.
We just tell people who use the files that they will want to verify any information
that they find in the files.

Vickie Pitts
Indiana Room

Anderson Public Library<http://andersonlibrary.net>
111 East 12th Street
Anderson, IN 46016
765-641-2442
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at
gmail.com<mailto:swixom2 at gmail.com>>
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2018 10:27 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Donations of personal research
Does your library have a policy on whether to accept personal research in your
collection? If you do accept it and it is in a three-ring binder, do you catalog
and shelve it within your regular collection or do you shelve it separately? If it
is in file folders, do you interfile them with other vertical files or in a
separate section? Do you put any kind of gentle reminder to the users that they
should double check the accuracy of these donations? If so, please share how you
have worded that message.
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181218/
c2a4f791/attachment.html>
From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Tue Dec 18 12:47:17 2018
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2018 11:47:17 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Donations of personal research
In-Reply-To:
<BL0PR0901MB31215BA343C09DD431BE8113E7BD0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <CANue--V+tjckzqh+wMUOm8g7i1HkVC824Z49VJ9cCPLr1oD9UQ@mail.gmail.com>
<1545150042767.361@andersonlibrary.net>
<BL0PR0901MB31215BA343C09DD431BE8113E7BD0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLE+186Y7-=APzhRxsjKjy2KFLMeO0_cYPiOCatd_ascZw@mail.gmail.com>
We accept research if it is reasonably well organized, with preference
given to Nebraska-related families. If it is bound in some way and has
sources/index/photos or some other sort of added value, we may catalog it
and add it to our family genealogies. Otherwise we put it in our "surname
files," vertical files. We generally don't accept pedigree charts and such
that are just lists of names. We only have so much space.
We don't put any specific warnings on them, because all research should
involve analysis and assessment of reliability, documentation, etc., and a
published genealogy or local history is not necessarily more reliable than

an individual's research binder--I try to educate newbie genealogists about
sources in general.
Martha Grenzeback | Genealogy & Local History Librarian
W. Dale Clark
*Main Library *215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://www.instagram.com/omahalibrary/>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*Hidden Depths*, by Ann Cleeves*
"Fiction is the lie that tells the truth." -- Neil Gaiman
On Tue, Dec 18, 2018 at 11:15 AM Wickstead, Laura <
Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov> wrote:
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Greetings All:

Like Vickie, we accept research if it is organized.
vertical files.

It is added to family

We have sent donated family histories, that arrived in three ring binders,
to the bindery.
I give no warning about accuracy of the information. I have no reason to
believe that the donated family file is any less authoritative than the
book on the shelf.

Who remembers their Latin?

?Caveat researcher.?

Laura

Laura S. Wickstead, MLS
Virginia Room Librarian

City of Fairfax Regional Library
10360 North St.
Fairfax, Va 22030
Office: 703-293-2136
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Virginia Room: 703-293-6227 x6

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Vickie Pitts
*Sent:* Tuesday, December 18, 2018 11:21 AM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Donations of personal research

?Hi Sharen,
We will accept personal research, if it is organized.
bunch of loose papers.)

(We don't accept a

We have vertical files with family files, that are all donated research.
We just tell people who use the files that they will want to verify any
information that they find in the files.

Vickie Pitts
Indiana Room
Anderson Public Library <http://andersonlibrary.net>
111 East 12th Street
Anderson, IN

46016

765-641-2442
-----------------------------*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Sharen Wixom <
swixom2 at gmail.com>
*Sent:* Tuesday, December 18, 2018 10:27 AM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* [Genealib] Donations of personal research

Does your library have a policy on whether to accept personal research in
your collection? If you do accept it and it is in a three-ring binder, do
you catalog and shelve it within your regular collection or do you shelve
it separately? If it is in file folders, do you interfile them with other

> vertical files or in a separate section? Do you put any kind of gentle
> reminder to the users that they should double check the accuracy of these
> donations? If so, please share how you have worded that message.
>
>
>
> Thank you.
>
>
>
> Sharen Lee
>
> Reference Librarian
>
> Bull Street Library
>
> 2002 Bull Street
>
> Savannah, GA 31401
>
> 912-652-3697
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181218/
e8b1e378/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: facebook500.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3703 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181218/
e8b1e378/attachment-0003.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: twitter.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3778 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181218/
e8b1e378/attachment-0004.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: flickr.png
Type: image/png
Size: 844 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181218/
e8b1e378/attachment-0005.png>
From skirby at hctpl.info Wed Dec 19 10:14:20 2018
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Wed, 19 Dec 2018 10:14:20 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Donations of personal research
In-Reply-To: <CANLxXLE+186Y7-=APzhRxsjKjy2KFLMeO0_cYPiOCatd_ascZw@mail.gmail.com>

References: <CANue--V+tjckzqh+wMUOm8g7i1HkVC824Z49VJ9cCPLr1oD9UQ@mail.gmail.com>
<1545150042767.361@andersonlibrary.net>
<BL0PR0901MB31215BA343C09DD431BE8113E7BD0@BL0PR0901MB3121.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<CANLxXLE+186Y7-=APzhRxsjKjy2KFLMeO0_cYPiOCatd_ascZw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hNxynPWfTF8R0XNc-w+zgSi6saNNaLATKrna1GMdJf3kA@mail.gmail.com>
Like Martha and others, we accept donated research (in fact, we actually
seek it out), if organized. If there is too much for a folder, or arrives
in binders, we keep it in binders, catalog it and put it on our "published"
family history shelves. If it is going in a folder and has pedigree
information, we cross index the surnames on the pedigree chart. It takes a
bit more time to process, but the utility of the vertical files is
increased 10-fold. It is especially handy when trying to find the "right"
Smith folder to look up the surname of a non-Smith that married into the
family - narrows the number of folders tremendously.
When introducing new researchers to our room, we emphasize that all
information should be validated - print, vertical file, online. No source
is to be treated as better than any other with a very few exceptions Great Migrations, Mayflower Silver Books, etc. And even those can contain
errors.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
On Tue, Dec 18, 2018 at 12:48 PM Martha Grenzeback (LIB) <
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org> wrote:
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We accept research if it is reasonably well organized, with preference
given to Nebraska-related families. If it is bound in some way and has
sources/index/photos or some other sort of added value, we may catalog it
and add it to our family genealogies. Otherwise we put it in our "surname
files," vertical files. We generally don't accept pedigree charts and such
that are just lists of names. We only have so much space.
We don't put any specific warnings on them, because all research should
involve analysis and assessment of reliability, documentation, etc., and a
published genealogy or local history is not necessarily more reliable than
an individual's research binder--I try to educate newbie genealogists about
sources in general.
Martha Grenzeback | Genealogy & Local History Librarian
W. Dale Clark
*Main Library *215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://www.instagram.com/omahalibrary/>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>

>
> *What I am reading?*Hidden Depths*, by Ann Cleeves*
>
> "Fiction is the lie that tells the truth." -- Neil Gaiman
>
>
> On Tue, Dec 18, 2018 at 11:15 AM Wickstead, Laura <
> Laura.Wickstead at fairfaxcounty.gov> wrote:
>
>> Greetings All:
>>
>>
>>
>> Like Vickie, we accept research if it is organized. It is added to
>> family vertical files.
>>
>> We have sent donated family histories, that arrived in three ring
>> binders, to the bindery.
>>
>> I give no warning about accuracy of the information. I have no reason to
>> believe that the donated family file is any less authoritative than the
>> book on the shelf.
>>
>>
>>
>> Who remembers their Latin?
?Caveat researcher.?
>>
>> Laura
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> Laura S. Wickstead, MLS
>>
>> Virginia Room Librarian
>>
>>
>>
>> City of Fairfax Regional Library
>>
>> 10360 North St.
>>
>> Fairfax, Va 22030
>>
>> Office: 703-293-2136
>>
>> Virginia Room: 703-293-6227 x6
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Vickie Pitts
>> *Sent:* Tuesday, December 18, 2018 11:21 AM
>> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Donations of personal research

?Hi Sharen,
We will accept personal research, if it is organized.
bunch of loose papers.)

(We don't accept a

We have vertical files with family files, that are all donated research.
We just tell people who use the files that they will want to verify any
information that they find in the files.

Vickie Pitts
Indiana Room
Anderson Public Library <http://andersonlibrary.net>
111 East 12th Street
Anderson, IN

46016

765-641-2442
-----------------------------*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Sharen Wixom <
swixom2 at gmail.com>
*Sent:* Tuesday, December 18, 2018 10:27 AM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* [Genealib] Donations of personal research

Does your library have a policy on whether to accept personal research in
your collection? If you do accept it and it is in a three-ring binder, do
you catalog and shelve it within your regular collection or do you shelve
it separately? If it is in file folders, do you interfile them with other
vertical files or in a separate section? Do you put any kind of gentle
reminder to the users that they should double check the accuracy of these
donations? If so, please share how you have worded that message.

Thank you.

Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian

>>
>> Bull Street Library
>>
>> 2002 Bull Street
>>
>> Savannah, GA 31401
>>
>> 912-652-3697
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181219/8d7ec8d2/
attachment.html>
From nora at nova.edu Fri Dec 28 13:54:31 2018
From: nora at nova.edu (Nora Quinlan)
Date: Fri, 28 Dec 2018 18:54:31 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Yearbooks
Message-ID:
<DM6PR06MB43808578EBBA33CF3EA0EF8AA4B70@DM6PR06MB4380.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
The NSU Alvin Sherman Library recently received a gift for its genealogy collection
which included a number of yearbooks outside of our scope - they are from Illinois
from the 1920's to 1940's though there is also one for the US Naval Academy.
Condition is good though some are a bit musty.
Below is a list.
We are happy to send for the cost of shipping. Please respond directly to me if you
have any questions - nora at nova.edu
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________
New Trier High School (Winnetka, Ill.). Echoes. [Yearbook] 1939; 1946
Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.). (1900). Syllabus. Evanston, Ill: The
University. [Yearbook] 1941; 1945
Roger C. Sullivan High School (Chicago, Ill.). (1934). Navillus. [Yearbook] 1939;
1940
United States Naval Academy. The wake: The publication of the Fifth Reserve
Officers Class. Annapolis, Md.: H.C. Taylor, H.B. Thompson. [Yearbook] 1919
University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus), & Stephens, C. (1950). Illini
years: A picture history of the University of Illinois, 1868-1950. Urbana:

University of Illinois Press.
University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus). (1912). The Illio. University of
Illinois. [Yearbook] 1919; 1924; 19271928; 1929; 1930; 1931; 1939; 1940; 1942;
1943; 1947; 1948
University of Illinois: Past & present, Urbana-Champaign. (1995). Urbana, Ill:
Phoenix Pub.
W.T.H.S. [Waukegan, IL Township High School] 40th reunion. October 12, 1974. [Class
of ?34] 28 pp. Roster of alumni.
Waukegan High School (Waukegan, Ill.), Waukegan Township High School (Waukegan,
Ill.), & Waukegan East High School (Waukegan, Ill.). (1898). Annual W. Waukeagan,
Ill: The School. [Yearbook] 1923 [two copies]; 1924 1928 [two copies]; 1930; 1932;
1933; 1934 [two copies]; 1935; 1936[ two copies]; 1937

Nora J. Quinlan
Director of Reference and Instructional Library Services
Alvin Sherman Library
Office (954) 262-4637
nora at nova.edu <mailto:nora at nova.edu>
nova.edu<http://nova.edu>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x20.gif]
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/logo-email.png]
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x20.gif]
[facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/NSUFlorida>
[instagram]
<https://www.instagram.com/novasoutheastern/>
[snapchat]
<https://www.snapchat.com/add/nsusharks>
[twitter]
<http://www.twitter.com/nsuflorida> [youtube]
<http://www.youtube.com/c/novasoutheasternuniversity>
[linkedin]
<https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18106>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x10.gif]
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181228/
a97d690a/attachment.html>
From nora at nova.edu Fri Dec 28 14:45:51 2018
From: nora at nova.edu (Nora Quinlan)

Date: Fri, 28 Dec 2018 19:45:51 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Yearbooks
In-Reply-To:
<DM6PR06MB43808578EBBA33CF3EA0EF8AA4B70@DM6PR06MB4380.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM6PR06MB43808578EBBA33CF3EA0EF8AA4B70@DM6PR06MB4380.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID:
<DM6PR06MB43804B441D26B43BDE10E33BA4B70@DM6PR06MB4380.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
That was fast!
I now have only the following items left:
Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.). (1900). Syllabus. Evanston, Ill: The
University. [Yearbook] 1941; 1945

University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus). (1912). The Illio. University of
Illinois. [Yearbook] 1919; 1924; 19271928; 1929; 1930; 1931; 1939; 1940; 1942;
1943; 1947; 1948

University of Illinois: Past & present, Urbana-Champaign. (1995). Urbana, Ill:
Phoenix Pub.

Waukegan High School (Waukegan, Ill.), Waukegan Township High School (Waukegan,
Ill.), & Waukegan East High School (Waukegan, Ill.). (1898). Annual W. Waukeagan,
Ill: The School. [Yearbook] 1923; 1928; 1934; 1936
Please contact me directly if you have any questions - nora at nova.edu
Nora J. Quinlan
Director of Reference and Instructional Library Services
Alvin Sherman Library
Office (954) 262-4637
nora at nova.edu <mailto:nora at nova.edu>
nova.edu<http://nova.edu>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x20.gif]
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/logo-email.png]

[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x20.gif]
[facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/NSUFlorida>
[instagram]
<https://www.instagram.com/novasoutheastern/>
[snapchat]
<https://www.snapchat.com/add/nsusharks>
[twitter]
<http://www.twitter.com/nsuflorida> [youtube]
<http://www.youtube.com/c/novasoutheasternuniversity>
[linkedin]
<https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18106>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x10.gif]
________________________________
From: Nora Quinlan
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2018 1:54:31 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Yearbooks
The NSU Alvin Sherman Library recently received a gift for its genealogy collection
which included a number of yearbooks outside of our scope - they are from Illinois
from the 1920's to 1940's though there is also one for the US Naval Academy.
Condition is good though some are a bit musty.
Below is a list.
We are happy to send for the cost of shipping. Please respond directly to me if you
have any questions - nora at nova.edu
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________
New Trier High School (Winnetka, Ill.). Echoes. [Yearbook] 1939; 1946

Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.). (1900). Syllabus. Evanston, Ill: The
University. [Yearbook] 1941; 1945

Roger C. Sullivan High School (Chicago, Ill.). (1934). Navillus. [Yearbook] 1939;
1940

United States Naval Academy. The wake: The publication of the Fifth Reserve
Officers Class. Annapolis, Md.: H.C. Taylor, H.B. Thompson. [Yearbook] 1919

University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus), & Stephens, C. (1950). Illini
years: A picture history of the University of Illinois, 1868-1950. Urbana:
University of Illinois Press.

University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus). (1912). The Illio. University of
Illinois. [Yearbook] 1919; 1924; 19271928; 1929; 1930; 1931; 1939; 1940; 1942;
1943; 1947; 1948

University of Illinois: Past & present, Urbana-Champaign. (1995). Urbana, Ill:
Phoenix Pub.

W.T.H.S. [Waukegan, IL Township High School] 40th reunion. October 12, 1974. [Class
of ?34] 28 pp. Roster of alumni.

Waukegan High School (Waukegan, Ill.), Waukegan Township High School (Waukegan,
Ill.), & Waukegan East High School (Waukegan, Ill.). (1898). Annual W. Waukeagan,
Ill: The School. [Yearbook] 1923 [two copies]; 1924 1928 [two copies]; 1930; 1932;
1933; 1934 [two copies]; 1935; 1936[ two copies]; 1937

Nora J. Quinlan
Director of Reference and Instructional Library Services
Alvin Sherman Library
Office (954) 262-4637
nora at nova.edu <mailto:nora at nova.edu>
nova.edu<http://nova.edu>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x20.gif]
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/logo-email.png]
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x20.gif]
[facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/NSUFlorida>
[instagram]
<https://www.instagram.com/novasoutheastern/>
[snapchat]
<https://www.snapchat.com/add/nsusharks>
[twitter]
<http://www.twitter.com/nsuflorida> [youtube]
<http://www.youtube.com/c/novasoutheasternuniversity>
[linkedin]
<https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18106>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x10.gif]
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:

<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181228/47916d5b/
attachment.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Fri Dec 28 16:39:09 2018
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Fri, 28 Dec 2018 13:39:09 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Yearbooks
In-Reply-To:
<DM6PR06MB43804B441D26B43BDE10E33BA4B70@DM6PR06MB4380.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM6PR06MB43808578EBBA33CF3EA0EF8AA4B70@DM6PR06MB4380.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
<DM6PR06MB43804B441D26B43BDE10E33BA4B70@DM6PR06MB4380.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozYnpNRto5_8d+D0aXoxMyWw81=4fhOvTa4EqM7szQWOtLA@mail.gmail.com>
We at the California Genealogical Society and Library are not interested in
the yearbooks you offer.
When we get out of field material, we sell it on eBay so we can purchase
something we really need.
Arlene
On Fri, Dec 28, 2018 at 11:45 AM Nora Quinlan <nora at nova.edu> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

That was fast!
I now have only the following items left:
Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.). (1900). * Syllabus*. Evanston,
Ill: The University. [Yearbook] 1941; 1945

University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus). (1912). *The Illio*.
University of Illinois. [Yearbook] 1919; 1924; 19271928; 1929; 1930; 1931;
1939; 1940; 1942; 1943; 1947; 1948

*University of Illinois: Past & present, Urbana-Champaign*. (1995).
Urbana, Ill: Phoenix Pub.

Waukegan High School (Waukegan, Ill.), Waukegan Township High School
(Waukegan, Ill.), & Waukegan East High School (Waukegan, Ill.). (1898). *Annual
W*. Waukeagan, Ill: The School. [Yearbook] 1923; 1928; 1934; 1936
Please contact me directly if you have any questions - nora at nova.edu
Nora J. Quinlan
Director of Reference and Instructional Library Services
Alvin Sherman Library

>
> Office (954) 262-4637
>
> nora at nova.edu
>
> nova.edu
> [image: facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/NSUFlorida> [image: instagram]
> <https://www.instagram.com/novasoutheastern/> [image: snapchat]
> <https://www.snapchat.com/add/nsusharks> [image: twitter]
> <http://www.twitter.com/nsuflorida> [image: youtube]
> <http://www.youtube.com/c/novasoutheasternuniversity> [image: linkedin]
> <https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18106>
>
> -----------------------------> *From:* Nora Quinlan
> *Sent:* Friday, December 28, 2018 1:54:31 PM
> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> *Subject:* Yearbooks
>
>
> The NSU Alvin Sherman Library recently received a gift for its genealogy
> collection which included a number of yearbooks outside of our scope - they
> are from Illinois from the 1920's to 1940's though there is also one for
> the US Naval Academy. Condition is good though some are a bit musty.
>
>
> Below is a list.
>
>
> We are happy to send for the cost of shipping. Please respond directly to
> me if you have any questions - nora at nova.edu
>
>
>
>
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________
>
>
> New Trier High School (Winnetka, Ill.). *Echoes*. [Yearbook] 1939; 1946
>
>
>
> Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.). (1900). *Syllabus*. Evanston,
> Ill: The University. [Yearbook] 1941; 1945
>
>
>
> Roger C. Sullivan High School (Chicago, Ill.). (1934). *Navillus*.
> [Yearbook] 1939; 1940
>
>
>
> United States Naval Academy. *The wake*: The publication of the Fifth
> Reserve Officers Class. Annapolis, Md.: H.C. Taylor, H.B. Thompson.
> [Yearbook] 1919
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus), & Stephens, C. (1950). *Illini
years: A picture history of the University of Illinois, 1868-1950*.
Urbana: University of Illinois Press.

University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus). (1912). *The Illio*.
University of Illinois. [Yearbook] 1919; 1924; 19271928; 1929; 1930; 1931;
1939; 1940; 1942; 1943; 1947; 1948

*University of Illinois: Past & present, Urbana-Champaign*. (1995).
Urbana, Ill: Phoenix Pub.

W.T.H.S. [Waukegan, IL Township High School] 40th reunion. October 12,
1974. [Class of ?34] 28 pp. Roster of alumni.

Waukegan High School (Waukegan, Ill.), Waukegan Township High School
(Waukegan, Ill.), & Waukegan East High School (Waukegan, Ill.). (1898). *Annual
W*. Waukeagan, Ill: The School. [Yearbook] 1923 [two copies]; 1924 1928
[two copies]; 1930; 1932; 1933; 1934 [two copies]; 1935; 1936[ two copies];
1937

Nora J. Quinlan
Director of Reference and Instructional Library Services
Alvin Sherman Library
Office (954) 262-4637
nora at nova.edu
nova.edu
[image: facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/NSUFlorida> [image: instagram]
<https://www.instagram.com/novasoutheastern/> [image: snapchat]
<https://www.snapchat.com/add/nsusharks> [image: twitter]
<http://www.twitter.com/nsuflorida> [image: youtube]
<http://www.youtube.com/c/novasoutheasternuniversity> [image: linkedin]
<https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18106>
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-Arlene Schroeder-Miles

California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181228/
e2877182/attachment.html>
From sholl at slcl.org Fri Dec 28 22:14:28 2018
From: sholl at slcl.org (Scott Holl)
Date: Fri, 28 Dec 2018 21:14:28 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Yearbooks
In-Reply-To:
<DM6PR06MB43804B441D26B43BDE10E33BA4B70@DM6PR06MB4380.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM6PR06MB43808578EBBA33CF3EA0EF8AA4B70@DM6PR06MB4380.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
<DM6PR06MB43804B441D26B43BDE10E33BA4B70@DM6PR06MB4380.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CANSXF44rt45SkPh_VfOYWCHzXsmxh0fCiK5oqeUaK2RTgwcHBQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hi Nora,
We would take the remaining yearbooks if they are still available. They can
be sent to my attention:
Scott Holl
History & Genealogy Dept.
1640 S. Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63131
314-j994-3300, ext. 2074
Thank you!
On Fri, Dec 28, 2018 at 1:46 PM Nora Quinlan <nora at nova.edu> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

That was fast!
I now have only the following items left:
Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.). (1900). * Syllabus*. Evanston,
Ill: The University. [Yearbook] 1941; 1945

University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus). (1912). *The Illio*.
University of Illinois. [Yearbook] 1919; 1924; 19271928; 1929; 1930; 1931;
1939; 1940; 1942; 1943; 1947; 1948

*University of Illinois: Past & present, Urbana-Champaign*. (1995).
Urbana, Ill: Phoenix Pub.

Waukegan High School (Waukegan, Ill.), Waukegan Township High School
(Waukegan, Ill.), & Waukegan East High School (Waukegan, Ill.). (1898). *Annual

> W*. Waukeagan, Ill: The School. [Yearbook] 1923; 1928; 1934; 1936
>
>
> Please contact me directly if you have any questions - nora at nova.edu
>
>
> Nora J. Quinlan
>
> Director of Reference and Instructional Library Services
>
> Alvin Sherman Library
>
> Office (954) 262-4637
>
> nora at nova.edu
>
> nova.edu
> [image: facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/NSUFlorida> [image: instagram]
> <https://www.instagram.com/novasoutheastern/> [image: snapchat]
> <https://www.snapchat.com/add/nsusharks> [image: twitter]
> <http://www.twitter.com/nsuflorida> [image: youtube]
> <http://www.youtube.com/c/novasoutheasternuniversity> [image: linkedin]
> <https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18106>
>
> -----------------------------> *From:* Nora Quinlan
> *Sent:* Friday, December 28, 2018 1:54:31 PM
> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> *Subject:* Yearbooks
>
>
> The NSU Alvin Sherman Library recently received a gift for its genealogy
> collection which included a number of yearbooks outside of our scope - they
> are from Illinois from the 1920's to 1940's though there is also one for
> the US Naval Academy. Condition is good though some are a bit musty.
>
>
> Below is a list.
>
>
> We are happy to send for the cost of shipping. Please respond directly to
> me if you have any questions - nora at nova.edu
>
>
>
>
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________
>
>
> New Trier High School (Winnetka, Ill.). *Echoes*. [Yearbook] 1939; 1946
>
>
>
> Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.). (1900). *Syllabus*. Evanston,
> Ill: The University. [Yearbook] 1941; 1945
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Roger C. Sullivan High School (Chicago, Ill.). (1934). *Navillus*.
[Yearbook] 1939; 1940

United States Naval Academy. *The wake*: The publication of the Fifth
Reserve Officers Class. Annapolis, Md.: H.C. Taylor, H.B. Thompson.
[Yearbook] 1919

University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus), & Stephens, C. (1950). *Illini
years: A picture history of the University of Illinois, 1868-1950*.
Urbana: University of Illinois Press.

University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus). (1912). *The Illio*.
University of Illinois. [Yearbook] 1919; 1924; 19271928; 1929; 1930; 1931;
1939; 1940; 1942; 1943; 1947; 1948

*University of Illinois: Past & present, Urbana-Champaign*. (1995).
Urbana, Ill: Phoenix Pub.

W.T.H.S. [Waukegan, IL Township High School] 40th reunion. October 12,
1974. [Class of ?34] 28 pp. Roster of alumni.

Waukegan High School (Waukegan, Ill.), Waukegan Township High School
(Waukegan, Ill.), & Waukegan East High School (Waukegan, Ill.). (1898). *Annual
W*. Waukeagan, Ill: The School. [Yearbook] 1923 [two copies]; 1924 1928
[two copies]; 1930; 1932; 1933; 1934 [two copies]; 1935; 1936[ two copies];
1937

Nora J. Quinlan
Director of Reference and Instructional Library Services
Alvin Sherman Library
Office (954) 262-4637
nora at nova.edu
nova.edu
[image: facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/NSUFlorida> [image: instagram]
<https://www.instagram.com/novasoutheastern/> [image: snapchat]
<https://www.snapchat.com/add/nsusharks> [image: twitter]
<http://www.twitter.com/nsuflorida> [image: youtube]
<http://www.youtube.com/c/novasoutheasternuniversity> [image: linkedin]

>
>
>
>
>
>

<https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18106>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Scott Holl
Manager, History & Genealogy Department
1640 S. Lindbergh Blvd. | St. Louis, MO 63131
*tel* 314-994-3300 ext.2074 | *fax* 314-997-7602
www.slcl.org/genealogy
<http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.slcl.org
%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEH5FOGkEUtzXijen7aJiw-JkJX6Q>
| map
<https://www.google.com/maps/place/1640+S+Lindbergh+Blvd/@38.6301169,90.4049885,16z/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x87d8cce775ef310b:0x1695044a233dfcdf?hl=en>
| email <sholle at slcl.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181228/8142e5c0/
attachment-0001.html>
From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Sat Dec 29 17:30:02 2018
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Sat, 29 Dec 2018 16:30:02 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] University of Colorado at Boulder,
1986 yearbook up for grabs
Message-ID: <CANLxXLEBQf9pxhwPN+2=5ecc53nECVd9EATyZ6Oin39QeLnDyw@mail.gmail.com>
We just received this in a donation, and we only collect local yearbooks.
I'm happy to send it on to the first library that requests it.
Best wishes and happy New Year!
Martha Grenzeback | Genealogy & Local History Librarian
W. Dale Clark
*Main Library *215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://www.instagram.com/omahalibrary/>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*Alexander Hamilton*, by Ron Chernow*
"Fiction is the lie that tells the truth." -- Neil Gaiman
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181229/
f5504a64/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: flickr.png

Type: image/png
Size: 844 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181229/
f5504a64/attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: twitter.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3778 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181229/
f5504a64/attachment-0001.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: facebook500.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3703 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181229/
f5504a64/attachment-0002.png>
From efern at pacbell.net Sat Dec 29 20:29:55 2018
From: efern at pacbell.net (Elvina Fernandez)
Date: Sat, 29 Dec 2018 17:29:55 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Book wanted
Message-ID: <FF1D411D-7F94-43E9-89B3-CA872313C0ED@pacbell.net>
Does anyone have an extra copy or wishing to get rid of a copy of The Whole Country
Was of One Robe by Nickolas Vrooman?
Thank you,
Elvina
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Sun Dec 30 16:08:25 2018
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Sun, 30 Dec 2018 13:08:25 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Book wanted
In-Reply-To: <FF1D411D-7F94-43E9-89B3-CA872313C0ED@pacbell.net>
References: <FF1D411D-7F94-43E9-89B3-CA872313C0ED@pacbell.net>
Message-ID: <CALCozY=4CGwfNOc6uaDQNieN6+f3Eb13qFhdPPD91z3Mrpj6uA@mail.gmail.com>
Have you looked at AddAll books.com or eBay for this title?
On Sat, Dec 29, 2018 at 5:30 PM Elvina Fernandez <efern at pacbell.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Does anyone have an extra copy or wishing to get rid of a copy of The
Whole Country Was of One Robe by Nickolas Vrooman?
Thank you,
Elvina
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181230/1896f7ed/
attachment.html>
From efern at pacbell.net Sun Dec 30 16:32:45 2018
From: efern at pacbell.net (Elvina Fernandez)
Date: Sun, 30 Dec 2018 13:32:45 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Book wanted
In-Reply-To: <CALCozY=4CGwfNOc6uaDQNieN6+f3Eb13qFhdPPD91z3Mrpj6uA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <FF1D411D-7F94-43E9-89B3-CA872313C0ED@pacbell.net>
<CALCozY=4CGwfNOc6uaDQNieN6+f3Eb13qFhdPPD91z3Mrpj6uA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <E8E216C7-91C7-44DD-A3EC-69080FC3322E@pacbell.net>
Yes, prices run from $400 - over $3,000. Was hoping to get one more in line with
what I can afford to donate to our local genealogy library.
Elvina
> On Dec 30, 2018, at 1:08 PM, Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
wrote:
>
> Have you looked at AddAll books.com <http://books.com/> or eBay for this title?
>
> On Sat, Dec 29, 2018 at 5:30 PM Elvina Fernandez <efern at pacbell.net
<mailto:efern at pacbell.net>> wrote:
> Does anyone have an extra copy or wishing to get rid of a copy of The Whole
Country Was of One Robe by Nickolas Vrooman?
>
> Thank you,
> Elvina
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>
>
>
> -> Arlene Schroeder-Miles
> California Genealogy Society and Library
> Library Manager Volunteer
> amiles at californiaancestors.org <mailto:amiles at
californiaancestors.org>_______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Elvina Fernandez
efern at pacbell.net

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181230/88be5335/
attachment.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Sun Dec 30 16:54:00 2018
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Sun, 30 Dec 2018 13:54:00 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Book wanted
In-Reply-To: <E8E216C7-91C7-44DD-A3EC-69080FC3322E@pacbell.net>
References: <FF1D411D-7F94-43E9-89B3-CA872313C0ED@pacbell.net>
<CALCozY=4CGwfNOc6uaDQNieN6+f3Eb13qFhdPPD91z3Mrpj6uA@mail.gmail.com>
<E8E216C7-91C7-44DD-A3EC-69080FC3322E@pacbell.net>
Message-ID: <CALCozYktsR82cmpoN3pKjC71kOX+zaBKphvQDzMHsaJGMDO6dg@mail.gmail.com>
You may be able to get a copy by calling 1-866-787-2363.
If you are with a non profit library, you may get a review copy.
On Sun, Dec 30, 2018 at 1:32 PM Elvina Fernandez <efern at pacbell.net> wrote:
> Yes, prices run from $400 - over $3,000. Was hoping to get one more in
> line with what I can afford to donate to our local genealogy library.
>
> Elvina
>
>
> On Dec 30, 2018, at 1:08 PM, Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
> wrote:
>
> Have you looked at AddAll books.com or eBay for this title?
>
> On Sat, Dec 29, 2018 at 5:30 PM Elvina Fernandez <efern at pacbell.net>
> wrote:
>
>> Does anyone have an extra copy or wishing to get rid of a copy of The
>> Whole Country Was of One Robe by Nickolas Vrooman?
>>
>> Thank you,
>> Elvina
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
> -> Arlene Schroeder-Miles
> California Genealogy Society and Library
> Library Manager Volunteer
> amiles at californiaancestors.org
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Elvina Fernandez
efern at pacbell.net

_______________________________________________
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-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20181230/206224af/
attachment.html>

